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Use-Related Vehicle Depreciation 
BERTELL C. BUTLER, JR. 

ABSTRACT 

An objective procedure to determine the de
preciation component of vehicle operating 
costs requires the identification of the 
time- and use-related parts of deprecia
tion. This division can be obtained from 
an analysis of vehicle survivor curves. 
Truck survey data on vehicle use by age are 
used to create vehicle survivor curves. 
These curves are based on an analysis of 
86, 615 vehicles and used to produce a pro
cedure to differentiate between time and 
use. Vehicle depreciation due to use is 
shown to be based on predicting a vehicle's 
maximum potential life mileage, which pro
v ides the basis for determining the depre
ciation component of vehicle operating 
costs. This use-related depreciation is a 
function of road surface conditions based 
on relationships developed in the Brazil 
highway costs study. 

Constructing and mainta'ining highways require money. 
Increasingly economic analyses have evolved to 
assess the costs and benefits of proposed invest
ments in construction and maintenance. An important 
part of these analyses is the determination of the 
vehicle operating costs to be associated with alter
native investments. These costs are related to fuel 
and oil consumption, tire wear, vehicle maintenance 
and repair, and depreciation. A procedure for de
termining the depreciation component of these vehi
cle operating costs is presented. 

DEPRECIATION 

There is general consensus that the costs of owning 
a vehicle can be divided into two categories. These 
vehicle cost categories are termed running costs and 
standing or fixed costs. Running costs involve using 
a vehicle (i.e., consuming fuel and oil, wearing out 
the tires) and deteriorating the vehicle. Some of 
the vehicle's deterioration is corrected by invest
ing in maintenance and repair. Such repair only re
tards the deterioration process because the vehicle 
eventually wears out, or, at an extreme, the mainte
nance and repair burden becomes excessive and is 
equivalent to recapitalizing the vehicle. 

Running costs for tire wear or fuel and oil con
sumption are directly related to vehicle use. Main
tenance and repair are not as direct because vehicle 
repairs can be caused by such nonuse factors as the 
weather and vandalism. However, most repairs neces
sitated by nonuse factors can be isolated, and the 
maintenance and repair expenditures due to operating 
the vehicle can be identified. 

A problem exists in attempting to identify the 
reduction in a vehicle's capital value that is re
lated to its use on the road. At one extreme, a 
vehicle may be allowed to stand idle: deterioration 
is due to obsolescence and environmental factors. In 
this case, none of the vehicle's lost capital value 
should be treated as a running expense. 

Winfrey (_!) contends that only those costs al-

tered by operating a vehicle on the road should af
fect decisions related to roadway design, construc
tion, and maintenance. It seems clear that one could 
purchase a vehicle and never use it on the road. It 
might or might not deteriorate and become scrap. The 
point is that it has not been used on the road, and 
therefore its capital value cannot be deprer. ia ted 
against the road as a running cost. Conversely, one 
can picture a situation where a vehicle is purchased 
and operated on the road continuously, so that the 
maximum possible road use is obtained before the 
vehicle is scrapped. 

Most vehicle use falls somewhere between these 
two extremes. Therefore, the reduction in a vehi
cle's capital value is due both to using the vehicle 
on the road and to time-related influences. If one 
accepts the premise that the loss in a vehicle'~ 

capital value should be divided into a use category 
and a time category, the problem is to determine how 
to proportion this division. The next problem is to 
determine how roadway characteristics affect the 
running cost portion. 

TIME AND USE COMPONENTS OF DEPRECIATION 

A method is needed for dividing depreciation into a 
time component and a use component. The method 
proposed assumes that vehicles decay or become obso
lete over time and that they wear out when operated 
on a road. In the absence of information to the con
trary, the rate at which a vehicle decays due to 
time has been assumed constant. This is shown as 
the intercept t in Figure 1. The rate at which a 
vehicle wears out due to use depends on the severity 
of use, and this determines slope b of the curve in 
Figure 1. If the percentage of total service Hfe 
that is used up in 1 year is defined as w and the 
annual use as m, then 

W = t + bm 

ANNUAL VEHICLE USE (m) 

FIGURE 1 Percent of total service life related to annual use. 
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W is the portion of the vehicle's capital value that 
should be depreciated each year assuming constant 
annual mileage. The total capital value is unity, 

, .,:,e _ _ ,: , __ __ , ... ,. .. , 
..L.&..LIC 111.L.LICQ~IC \J.A"I/ 

of a vehicle can be expressed as 

SL = l/W = l/(t + bm) 
IM = SL(m) 
LM = m/(t + bm) (1) 

An examination of U.S. Truck Survey survivor data 
suggests that a veh i c l e decays or becomes obsolete 
due to time in 40 ye11r11. This Clln be deflu"cl II!; the 
vehicle's maximum service life, and t would be 

t l/Maximum service life 
t 1/ 40 = 0.025 

The survey data also suggest that a vehicle has t he 

This defines a vehicle's maximum life mileage, and 
the rate of wear out due to use (b) would be 

b 

b 
l/Maximum life mileage 
l/eoo,ooo = 0.125 x lo-• 

If these values for t and b are substituted into 
Equation 1, one obtains the curve shown in Figure 2. 

LH = m/(t+bm) 

t = 0.025 

b = .1 25 x 10 5 

0 t__l_t_i 
50 100 ISO 

ANNUAL MILEAGE (m x ! OJ) 

FIGURE 2 Life mileage 1tS a function of annual mileage. 

Daniels (2) has shown that the key to allocating 
depreciation - to time and use is to determine the 
tangent t o t he curve as s hown i n Figure 3 and the 
tangent's intercept with the Y axis. Figure 3 shows 
how the slope and annual use define the portion of 
life mileage associated with time, and the intersec
tion of the slope through the life mileage axis in
dicates the use-r elated portion of depreciation as 
·shown in Figure 3. The derivative of Equation 1 with 
respect to annual mileage (m) gives the slope of the 
curve: 

dLM/dm = (t + bm - bm)/(t + bm) 2 = t/(t + bm) 2 

The slope is now multiplied by annual mileage (m) to 
produce T, which is divided by LM on the ordinate 
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FIGURE 3 Variation of life mile31!;e with annual mileage. 

and shown to be equal to the portion of depreciation 
to be attr i buted to time : 

T = tm/(t + bm) 2 

TIM [tm/(t + bm) 2 )/[m/(t + bm)] 
= t/(t + bm) = Ptime 

Because unity must be depreciated, the portion at
tributed to use must be Ptime or 

Puse = 1 - t/(t + bm) 

The total capital value of a vehicle that is de
preciated is normally considered to be the new veh i 
cle's cost less scrap value and less the value of 
the original set of tires. This capital cost (C) 
needs to be divi ded into a use and a time component . 
The use portion of d epreciation has been defined as 
P\l.se: therefore the depreciation cost per mile (0) 
of vehicle operation on the road is determined by 
dividing the portion of C assignable to road use 
(Pusel by the vehicle's life mileage (IM) or 

D C x Puse/IM 
D • C[l - t(t + bm)]/(m/(t + bm)) 

D • C[(t + bm - t)/(t + bm)] [(t + bm)/m] 
D = C(b) 

This shows that only the coefficient b is needed to 
compute the part of a vehicle's capital value to be 
depreciated per mile of travel (i.e., the use com
ponent of depreciation). 

DATA REQUIREMENTS 

The key to determining an average b value for a 
class of vehicles on the· road is to develop a life 
mileage-annual mileage curve for each class of vehi
cle. These curves can be constructed if vehicle 
fleet data are available on the distribution of ve
hicl e age and mileagP.. ~hp ~vP. r ~9~ ~~rvic~ l if~ of ~ 

fleet of given class and model year vehicles will be 
the average of the lives of the individual vehi-
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cles making up the fleet. However, the average ser
vice life for the fleet cannot be determined until 
all vehicles in the fleet have been retired from 
service. This occurs 30 or 40 years after the first 
registration of the vehicles in the fleet. Further, 
if a 1945 pickup truck is the model year and class 
being analyzed and the last 1945 pickup is retired 
in 1960, the average service life of a 1945 vehicle 
may not be a very accurate guide for predicting the 
service life of 1960 model pickup trucks. 

Another approach is to examine the survivors in 
each age group of vehicles in use on a given date. 
By comparing the number of vehicles for each model 
year with the total number of vehicles of that vehi
cle model year that was put into service, the sur
vival portion for the given date can be determined. 
This will produce a survival curve for the fleet be
ing examined. It reflects the best available esti
mate of the future service life of the fleet in use 
at the date selected. If the pattern of vehicle ser
vice life is changing with time, there may be some 
inaccuracy in the prediction. A correction can be 
made if there are data available on the composition 
of the fleet for a number of recent years. The rate 
at which vehicles are being retired at each age can 
be determined, and, if this rate is not constant, a 
rate of change adjustment can be determined and used 
to improve the forecast of retirements for each age. 
This procedure would produce an improved and more 
up-to-date estimate of the expected service life for 
the current vehicle fleet. 

TRUCK CENSUS DATA 

Vehicle age and use information was obtained from 
the Census of Transportation, 1977 Truck Inventory 
and Use Survey Tape (j) • The census tape was 
screened and vehicle records showing unacceptable 
1 ife mileage or annual mileages were deleted. The 
unacceptable vehicles had either life mileages ex
ceeding 4 million miles or annual mileages exceeding 
300, 000 miles. Only vehicles of designated model 
years later than 1945 and not classed ·as off-the
road vehicles were used. 

The census tape provides a sample of the trucks 
on the road at a given time. The number of vehicles 
that enters the population each year is estimated 
and the number of trucks in each age category is 
used to establish the survival curves for the trucks 
on the road. From these survival curves and truck 
annual mileage, the average service life and average 
life mileage of trucks can be determined. Further, 
by grouping the census tape sample into different 
truck classifications, the average service life and 
average mileage for each truck class can be deter
mined. 

The vehicles were divided into five classes: 

1. Light trucks [gross vehicle weight (GVW) less 
than 6,000 lb], 

2. Light trucks (GVW 6,001 to 10,000 lb), 
3. Medium trucks (GVW 10,001 to 19,500 lb), 
4. Light-heavy trucks (GVW 19,501 to 26,000 lb), 
5. Heavy-heavy trucks (GVW 26,000 lb or more). 

Each class of truck was divided into 25 annual mile
age categories. Two different summaries were cre
ated, one of annual vehicle mileage and a second of 
accumulated life mileage. The annual mileage was 
divided into 6, 000-mile categories, and life miles 
were placed in 20, 000-mile categories. Each vehicle 
class was summarized by age (based on model year) • 
There were 66, 615 vehicles in the sample and the 
number of vehicles in each class varied from 11, 260 
to 26,354. 
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LIFE MILEAGE-ANNUAL MILEAGE CURVES 

Life mileage curves were created for each of the 
five vehicle classes identified. Average service 
life and life mileage can be established by con
structing survivor curves based on the age distribu
tion of vehicles currently in use, adjusted to re
flect constant new registration in the relevant 
years. This was done in the following manner: 

1. New vehicle registrations by year from 1946 
through 1977 were obtained for each class of vehicle 

<~·2>· 
2. The census tape data were organized so that 

25 annual mileage categories were established for 
each class of vehicle by age. 

3. Each annual mileage category was analyzed 
separately and required that the distribution of ve
hicles be adjusted to reflect a standard level of 
registration before computing a survival portion. 
An example of the computations involved is given in 
Table 1. 

TABLE 1 Computation Procedure for Developing Service Life 
Curves for Each Vehicle Class and Average Service Life and 
Average Life Mileage 

Registered Survival Weighted 
Age (in Ratio / Survival Annual Annual 
(years) Sample millions) 100 Portion a Mileage Mileageb 

1 800 3. 1 2.6 1.00 15 15.0 
2 700 3.0 2.3 0.88 14 12.3 
3 600 2.9 2.1 0.81 13 10.5 
4 500 2.8 1.8 0.69 12 8.3 
5 400 2.7 1.5 0.58 11 6.4 
6 300 2.6 1.2 0.46 10 4.6 
7 200 2.5 0.8 0.31 11 3.4 
8 100 2.4 0.4 0.15 9 1.3 
9 50 2,3 0.2 0.08 8 0.6 

10 20 2.2 0.1 0.04 7 0.3 

a Average service life ::z: S.O. 
l> Average life mile-a ~\: -= 47.85. 

4. The average annual mileage by age generated 
from the census tape was multiplied by the survival 
portion to get each year's contribution to the life 
mileage (see Table 1) • 

5. The sum of the survival portions for all ve
hicles gives the average vehicle service life for 
each annual mileage category. 

6. The sum of the column reflecting annual mile
age times the survival portion gives the average 
life mileage for each annual mileage category. 

SERVICE LIFE-USE CURVES 

The life mileage information developed from census 
tape data for the heavy-heavy (25,000 lb) class ve
hicles is shown in Figure 4. The points do not fol
low the curve form that was expected based on Figure 
2. Actually, if the tangent is taken at the average 
annual mileage point for the entire population, the 
tangent passes through the origin, which would mean 
all depreciation should be attributed to time. An 
examination of other portions of the curve makes it 
clear that there are major use components of depre
ciation. Therefore, the tangent at the average annu
al mileage point for the population does not provide 
the desired time-use split as suggested by Daniels 

<l>· 
Service-life annual mileage data, developed from 

census tape data for heavy-heavy trucks, are plotted 
in Figure 5. This plot suggests that there may be 
two different curves, one for low annual use vehi
cles and a second for high annual use vehicles. A 
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summary of the census tape data showed that the 
heavy-heavy vehicles could be divided into separate 
travel categories. Those vehicles in the local trav
el cateqorv had half the annual mil<>agP of t:hP 
others. Therefore, two sets of data were developed, 
one for local and a second for nonlocal heavy-heavy 
trucks. The service life data for the two travel 
categories are plotted in Figure 6. Although there 
a re slight differences , the distinct separation of 
the local from the nonlocal, which was expected, did 
not materialize. Mo.;t probably, low annual use is 
mor e indicative of the factors affecting use and 
service life than is the desi~nation of n tr nvP l 
category. 

• 
35 

LOCAL • 

NON LOCAL 0 
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FIGURE 6 Service life-annual mileage data for local and nonlor.al 
heavy-heavy truck operations . 

A study of the plots suggested that there were 
different ser v i ce l i fe-annual mileage curves for low 
use and high use vehicles. Based on the plots, two 
theoretical curves were assumed. The equations pre
sented earlier were 

SL= l/(t + bm) 
LM = m/(t + bm) 

where 

SL • service life (years) 
LM = life mileage 

m ~ annual mileage 
t !/maximum service life 
b : !/maximum life mileage 

DC:ttied on 

the maximum 
t:ne aat:a plot:s, it: 
service life will 

was est:imat:ed t:hat: 
be about 40 years 

-. 
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(i.e., 
use). 

the service life possible with almost no 
This is vehicle deterioration due to obsoles-

cence and environmental factors. A 40-year service 
life makes t equal to 1/40 or 0.025. It was also 
estimated that two different maximum life mileage 
classes would bracket the data. These were estimated 
to be 600,000 (curve A) and 300,000 (curve B) miles. 
These are the maximum life mileages possible for a 
vehicle not subjected to time deterioration factors. 
Therefore, b in the life mileage equation would be 
expressed as 

LM = m/bm 
LM l/b 

b 1/600,000 
b 1/300,000 

0.161 x lo-• 
o.333xlo-• 

Figure 7 shows service life-annual mileage plots for 
heavy-heavy vehicles (>25, 000 lb) (_}) compared 
with theoretical curves for 40-year maximum service 
life and 600,000 and 300,000 maximum life mileages 
(curves A and B). 

Plotted in Figure B are curves C and D, based on 
the same 600, 000 and 300, 000 maximum life mileage 
values but with no time-related deterioration 
factor. It seems clear that including a time 
deterioration factor improves that data fit. 

The service life information for local travel 
heavy-heavy trucks (3) is plotted with curves A and 
B in Figure 9. The -first three points follow curve 
B closely. Starting at 20,000 miles annually, the 
points transition over to curve A. This suggests 
that trucks do not wear out as quickly through use 

.,, 
II: 
c ... ... 
... ... 
_, 
... 
~ 
> • ... .,, 

0 50' 100 

5 

when they average a higher annual mileage. We be-
1 ieve that low use reflects short trips on local 
streets at slow speeds under congested conditions 
and that longer trips are involved in higher annual 
mileage. Long trips are at higher, constant speeds 
and are made under less severe operating conditions. 

The service life data for nonlocal trucks (3) are 
plotted in Figure 10. In this case, the points- start 
on curve B but start transitioning toward curve A 

almost immediately. Therefore, the low mileage use 
made of nonlocal vehicles is less severe than that 
made of local vehicles because the former have a 
greater service life for the same annual mileage. 

It is proposed that vehicles wear out due to both 
time and use. The time factor, if a constant as as
sumed, can be determined by identifying the inter
cept on the service life axis of the service life
annual mileage curve. The data plots indicate that 
this occurs between 35 and 45 years. The rate at 
which vehicles wear out because of use varies with 
the severity of use. On an average, low annual mile
age is hard use and associated with a rapid wear-out 
rate. High annual mileage is associated with easy 
use and a much lower wear-out rate. 

In conclusion, the split between the use and time 
component of vehicle depreciation can be determined 
directly from a vehicle's service life mileage-annu
al mileage curve. This curve reflects the type of 
use made of vehicles at each annual use level. A 
maximum service life value (t) can be estimated from 
the service life plot and a value for the wear-out 
rate can be computed directly for each annual use 
level. 

A 40 YR / 6001000 MILES 

e 40 YR/ 300,ooo MILES 

--- - -----
150 200 

ANNUAL lllLEA6E (101 ) 

FIGURE 7 Heavy-heavy truck service life-annual mileage plots compared with 
theoretical curves. 
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FIGURE 10 Heavy-heavy nonlocal truck service life-annual mileage plots compared with 
theoretical curves. 

PREDICTING VEHICLE SERVICE LIFE CURVES 

The service life curve for a vehicle depends on the 
conditions under which the vehicle is operating. 
Figure 11 illustrates five theoretical curves, each 
representing a maximum service life of 40 years and 
potential maximum life mileages ranging from 300 x 
10' to 700 x 10 3 • The maximum life mileage es
tablishes the value for coefficient b in the general 
SL equation 

SL = l/(t + bm) 

because b is the reciprocal of maximum life mileage. 
The maximum service life for heavy-heavy vehicles 

estimated from the data falls between 35 and 45 
years and was assumed to be 40 years. The reciprocal 
of maximum service life is t, which becomes o. 025. 
Therefore, the coefficient b associated with each 
heavy-heavy vehicle data point plotted in Figure 11 
can be computed directly. 

t/(t + bm) 
SL • l/(t + bm) 

b = (1 - SLt)/SLm 

The values of coefficient b computed for heavy-heavy 
trucks are shown plotted in Figure 12. 

The curve drawn through the points falling be
tween 0 and 60 x 10 3 annual mileage intercepts the 
ordinate at about o. 0037 x lo-'. This is equiva
lent to a maximum life mileage of 270 x 10'. Vehi
cles operating on this service life curve would be 
completely worn out after 270 x 10' miles if there 

were no time-related depreciation factors. 
wear-out rate is the maximum indicated by the 
It is associated with heavy-heavy vehicles 
operate very low average annual mileages. Such 

This 
data. 

that 
oper-

ation is thought to be under stop-go, congested con
ditions, which tend to wear a vehicle out more rap
idly. The slope of the curve in Figure 10 is 0.37 x 
lo-• and the average minimum b value seems to 
level off at about 0.0015. This value is associated 
with heavy-heavy trucks that achieve a high annual 
mileage, probably on long hauls and on good roads. 
No road is perfectly smooth, straight, flat, or 
uncongested. Therefore the data plots must reflect 
something less than ideal conditions. After a review 
of the available data, a b coefficient equal to 
0.0012 was selected as the base value. This means 
that the maximum average life mileage for a heavy
heavy vehicle will be 833,000 miles. 

The Brazil study (~l showed that annual vehicle 
use was a function of road roughness, geometry, and 
vehicle age. Increasing these factors reduced annual 
vehicle mileage. As annual mileage falls, so does 
life mileage, and reduced life mileage can mean that 
the vehicle is wearing out faster. Therefore, it 
seems reasonable to assume that vehicles operating 
on grades and rough roads wear out faster than those 
operating on smooth tangent sections of roads. 

From Figure 12 it can be seen that local vehi
cles, which one might expect to be associated with 
factors that will wear them out faster than nonlocal 
vehicles, lie on the curve with slope -0.37 x lo-•. 
This slope defines coefficient b as a function of 
annual mileage. Coefficient b for some of the non
local vehicles also lies on this constraining curve. 
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Other nonlocal annual mileage vehicles fall below 
the curve. These points may well reflect low annual 
mileage with no major change in life mileage, the 
type of mileage expected from a vehicle that is 
underused but not wearing out because of road fac
tors such as roughness and geometry. Beyond an annu
al mileage of about 75,000 miles, coefficient b 
seems to level off. This suggests that there is a 
maximum (or optimum) average life mileage that can 
be pictured as slightly reduced because of overuse. 

The usage equation developed during the Brazil 
study (~) for trucks is 

U = e9.478 - 00267 QI - 0.00193 (R+F) - 0.0594 AGE 

where 

U monthly utilization in miles, 
QI measure of road roughness based on 

Quarter car simulation over a defined 
profile, 

R+F rise plus fall of vertical geometry in 
meters per kilometer, and 

AGE average vehicle age in years. 

If the Brazil equation is expanded for a road 
that is very smooth and flat for the average-age 
truck in Brazil, the annual mileage would be 

u = e9.47S - 0.00261 (15) - 0.001 93 (O J - o.O S94 (4 .3 0) 

U =e9.47S -o .o4-o .2 s5 =e9. 1sJ = 9730.30km/month 

= 116 764 km/yr 

= 72 ,S 69 miles/yr 

This annual mileage, if plotted on Figure 12, 
falls very close to the optimum coefficient b , 
(i.e., 0.0012 x 10- ' ). Because it is believed that 
both roughness and geometry influence vehicle deter
ioration and therefore life mileage, the influence 
of both roughness and geometry on life mileage can 
be estimated by assuming that the reduction in 
annual mileage is due to an increase in coefficient 
b arrived at by projecting the reduction in annual 
mileage determined from the Brazil usage equation to 
a curve with slope -0.37 x 10'. Therefore, we es
timate coefficient b as 

Assume QI= 100, R + F = 30, and AGE= S 

Then, 

b = 0.37 x 10-s -0.37 x 106 (e9.47s - 0. 26 1 - o.058 - o.297) 

(12/1.609) 

b = 0.37 x 10-5 - 0.37 x 10-7 (e8·856) (12/ 1609) 

b = 0.37 x 10-5 
- 0.37 x 10-7 (701 6.36) (0 .007458) 

b = 0.0000037 - 0.000001 936 

b = 0.000001764 

For these conditions the example shows that the max
imum life mileage will be 566,893 miles (l/b). 

SUMMARY 

Vehicle depreciation was hypothesized to consist of 
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time and use components. A service life model was 
proposed that contained a time component (t) and a 
use component (b). Data from the 1977 Truck Use 
Survey were used to develop service life curves that 
were compared with the proposed service life model. 
The data did not conform but indicated that the as
sumption of a time and a use component was correct. 
Further, a study of service life-annual mileage 
plots suggested that vehicle wear-out rates due to 
road use could be computed directly. This required 
that an estimate be made of maximum vehicle life 
mileage based on extrapolating the life mileage-an
nual mileage curve. Vehicle survival data could then 
be used directly in calculating vehicle wear-out 
rates (b) attributable to use. 

Vehicle use related wear-out rates (b) were shown 
to be related to annual use under some conditions. 
By assuming that the major influence on the value of 
b was caused by adverse driving conditions, a pro
cedure was proposed to predict b as a function of 
road geometry and road roughness. 

Some of the assumptions made were tenuous but the 
procedure offers an approach to determining vehicle 
use related depreciation. Validation requires that 
vehicle survival and mileage information be devel
oped for vehicle populations operating constantly on 
roads in various quality categories (i.e., good or 
poor surface conditions and low or high design char
acteristics) • 
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ABSTRACT 

The development, application, and results 
of a low-<:ost self-administered mailback 
household travel survey used by the Capital 
District Transportation Committee (the met 
ropolitan planning organization in the Al
bany-Schenectady-Troy Standard Metropolitan 
Statistical Area) are described. The objec
tive of the survey was to update 1965 home 
interview survey data. Criteria employed in 
sel ecting t he survey technique were that 
.&. ... _ '- --"- - .: -u- _ ,: _ .,1 _ ,: __ 1...-.&.\.. _ ....... &. -- ..::1 -'-- .C.C 
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effort and that the technique produce us
able personal and household travel informa
tion across a broad range of socioeconomic 
groups and geographic areas. Key features 
of the survey included the survey instru
ment design, the use of bus tokens and maps 
as incentives to increase response rates 
among lower income households, and the use 

entry. The sel ection of the survey t ech
nique and design of the survey instrument 
are descr ibed. Two pretests were employed 
to verify the effectiveness of the survey 
instrument and of the use of incentives. 
Af ter revi ew of pretest resu l ts, a f ull
scale {approximately 5 percent) sample of 
12, 500 households in the metropolitan area 
was drawn and the survey was undertaken in 
March 1983. Results of the pretests and 
the full-scale survey are discussed, as 
well as the procedures used to verify ac
curacy of responses and to enter data into 
computer files. Costs of each aspect of the 
survey effort are also described. The sur
vey successful ly el i cited detai led soc io
e conomic and travel data with only a modest 
l eve l of s t a ff i nvol vement and s urvey cos t. 
Cost per usable survey response was approx
imately $14. 00 for 2,610 r e sponses. 

In t he spring of 1965 a comprehensive origin-desti
nation survey was conducted in the metropolitan core 
of the Capital District (Albany-Schenectady-Troy, 
N.Y.) by the New York State (NYS ) Department of Pub
lic Works (1). The study consisted of three parts: 
home interview, truck and taxi survey, and external 
survey. A vehicle-miles-of-travel survey was also 
conducted that attempted to measure the magnitude of 
vehicular travel in the survey area. 

The Department of Public Works conducted the home 
interview portion of the survey to determine house
hold , personal , and trip-making characteristics of 
residents and out-of-town visitors in the Capital 
District. The survey was taken in the urban (cordon) 
arl!a and data were collected from one out of every 
fifty households (or 2 percent) in this area. A 
total of 3,697 samples were originally selectedi 
however, 3, 048 surveys were completed. The truck 
and taxi survey consisted of selecting a sample of 5 
percent of commercial vehicles registered with the 
NYS Department of Motor Vehicles. The external sur
vey was conducted by setting up roadside interview 
stat!o??s a??d portable traffic CO!.!!'!ters at the m~jor 
and minor highway crossings of the cordon line. 

The resulting origin-destination information and 
trip generation data , by mode and purpose , for vari
ous groups of urban households served as the data 
base for transportation planning in the Capital Dis
trict through the 1970s. After the 1980 census , the 
Capital District Transportation Committee (CDTC), as 
metropolitan planning organization (MPO) for the 
area, programmed staff effort to investigate the 
feasibility of a small- scale household travel survey 
to supplement journey- to-work and demographic infor
mation available from the census. 

Objectives of the CDTC s urvey we r e 

1. To determine trip rates by mode, purpose, and 
occupancy for various classes of households grouped 
by automobil~ availability and employment statusi 

2. To determine median trip lengths by geograph
ic areai 

3. To allow for weighting of data according to 
100 percent sample census results to provide region
al means and medians for trip characteristicsi and 

4. To allow for detailed analysis of origins and 
destinations of all personal travel. 

The resulting information would serve, with census 
information, as a data base for continuing transpor
tation planning. Several survey techniques were 
investi ga t ed by the CDTC cent ral s t aff t o de t ermine 
the anticipated cost and effectiveness of each. 

SURVEY SIZE 

Preliminary calculat i ons i ndic a t ed t ha t 2,500 usable 
responses from a random sample of households would 
maintain adequate accuracy at all levels of desired 
disaggregation. 

The 2, 500 responses were expected to provide ac
curacy within ±7.9 percent at 95 percent confidence 
for regional means such as household trip rate (2). 
The 2, 500 r e sponse s also would allow for acceptable 
levels of accuracy for rates calculated for subsets 
o f the r egional househol d popul a tion . Using up t o 
nine subregional areas and four socioeconomic clas
sifications to create 36 household "cells,• for 
example , would s till provide accuracy f o r means of 
household trip rates within approximately ±25 per
cent at the 95 percent confidence l evel (2). Calcu
lations pe rformed at the trip l evel (m~dian trip 
length, for example), rather than at the household 
level, would have an even greater level of accuracy 
because they are based on a sample of more than 
20,000 trips (at B+ trips per household). 

Adequate response by socioeconomic or geographic 
cell was deemed important because it was expected 
that responses would be adjusted to the true distri
bution (from the 1980 census) of households by cell 
to produce accurate regional means. A total of 2,500 
responses were considered adequate to assure ade
quate response by cell. 

SELECTION OF SURVEY TECHNIQUE 

Several alternative techniques were examined, in
cluding traditional home interview of a sample of 
households, mailback survey distributed to nearly 
;;i]l hntu:u~hnl_c1R hy m~~ !"I~ Of ~-!1 inS~ !'t f_n fi ~ 1Jy r!~W~ 

paperS, telephone interview of a sample of house-
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holds, and mailback survey mailed to a sample of 
households. Examination focused on cost and effec
tiveness comparisons of the techniques as they would 
be applied to a detailed household and personal 
travel inventory. Minimizing staff administrative 
burden was also a consideration because it was de
sired to undertake the survey largely with existing 
staff during normal working hours. 

Mail back 

The major advantages of the mailback technique for 
the CDTC survey were its low cost and low adminis
trative burden. It has been estimated that the cost 
of mail surveys is traditionally 20 percent of the 
cost of home interview surveys, per completed inter
view, and approximately 60 percent of the cost of 
telephone surveys, per completed interview (_}). 

The low administrative burden was reflected in 
the fact that the effort could be accomplished 
largely by existing staff during normal working 
hours. The survey could be expected to be largely 
self-administered, with availability to assist re
spondents by telephone during normal working hours 
the major obligation of staff members during the 
survey period. Postcard reminders would be used to 
increase response rates 1 evening work would there
fore be limited to those callbacks necessary to com
plete or correct returned surveys for households 
that indicated that they were unavailable during the 
day. All other work could be accomplished as staff 
schedules permitted during normal working hours. As 
a result of this review of available techniques the 
Capital District Transportation Committee selected 
the mailback technique for testing in January 1982. 

some "rules of thumb" with respect to the mail
back survey instrument design were followed to en
sure usable results. These rules were 

Design the survey instrument so that the 
question answering sequence has no effect on 
the accuracy of the elicited responsesi 
Design the survey instrument so that the 
questions asking for objective information 
can easily be checked or filled ini 
Ask a sponsor who is in good standing with 
and well known to the target population to 
sign the introductory letter or postcard and 
cover letteri and 
Stress the importance of the survey and the 
confidentiality of the responses in the cover 
letter, and if possible draw a comparison be
tween the Census of Population and Housing 
and the travel survey. 

A successful Kentucky Department of Transporta
tion (KDOT) survey served as a starting point for 
the design of the instrument <1>. The previously 
mentioned rules of thumb were used to adapt the KDOT 
instrument to the broader Capital District objec
tives of trip information on all trips, rather than 
information on just automobile driver trips as 
sought by KDOT. It was also determined that a pre
test would be used to verify the feasibility of the 
technique for the Capital District survey before a 
commitment to undertake a full-scale survey would be 
made. 

SURVEY DESIGN AND PRETESTS 

Survey Design 

The survey instrument was designed during the spring 
of 1982. The instrument was composed of an intro-

ll 

ductory letter signed by the Chairman of the Capital 
District Transportation Committee (a well-known lo
cal elected official), a household questionnaire, 
five travel tables, and a pre-addressed business re
ply envelope. 

The layout was designed to elicit answers to 
straightforward questions about household size and 
composition, employment status, vehicle availabil
ity, and household income, before tedious travel 
tables were presented. The income question was asked 
as the final question in the household questionnaire 
sequence to maximize respondent cooperation in the 
survey. 

Physically, the household questionnaire formed 
the outside of a folder containing the five loose, 
two-sided travel tables. The household questionnaire 
was designed to detach along perforations so that it 
could accompany completed travel tables in the re
turn envelope. Instructions for the travel tables 
were printed on the inside of the front of the fold
er (the reverse side of the household question
naire), and reminders and final instructions were 
printed on the inside of the back of the folder. 
Instructions were designed to be as brief and as 
simple as possible, to avoid discouraging poten
tial respondents from completing the forms. Also, 
instructions included the name and telephone number 
of a staff member who could be contacted for assis
tance. Travel tables provided space for information 
on up to 11 trips per person. Respondents were in
structed to use a separate sheet of paper for any 
additional trips. 

Respondents were asked to assign a "person num
ber" to each household member over the age of five 
and to provide sex, age, relationship to head of 
household, and employment status data for each mem
ber. Respondents were also asked to note whether 
each member traveled on the designated travel day. 
During the pretests, a specific midweek day was des
ignated for the travel inventoryi however, this re
quired coordination of the printing and mailing of 
the surveys to ensure that the survey arrived at the 
household an appropriate time before the designated 
day. One result of the pretest was to change the 
designated day to "Next Tuesday,• thus providing 
greater latitude with regard to timing. The house
hold questionnaire also asked for data concerning 
vehicle availability, household location, and house
hold income. The questionnaire provided a prominent 
space for respondents to provide a name, telephone 
number, and time of day for use by the staff in 
calling back to verify responses. 

The layout of the travel tables was designed to 
minimize confusion on the part of the respondent. 
Arrows directed the respondent from question to 
question for each trip. "Checkoff" answers were used 
to the extent possible to minimize effort. 

In addition, the form used a "Then I went to" 
method for linking trips in such a way as to elimi
nate the need to duplicate the destination of one 
trip as the origin of the next trip. The destination 
of the trip alone was requested. This also elimi
nated the extra work and confusion caused by asking 
"Purpose from" and "Purpose to" as was done in the 
KDOT survey and others. 

One travel table was to be completed for each 
household member 5 years of age or older who trav
eled during the designated travel day. Respondents 
were asked to indicate the person number of the 
household member to whom the travel table applied. 

To improve response rates, a follow-up postcard 
was sent to each household, timed to arrive within l 
week of receipt of the survey. The postcard re
quested that the householder complete and return the 
survey forms if he or she had not already done so. 
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First Pretest 

On June 8, 1982, the first pretest was mailed to 288 
1' ............. ,... ,..,,....;~ ,.., ......... ,... ........ ..... ~ ........... , ... ~ ... ............. e: _ ,........., 
... .._.._._. L. .._.._,.&....._..._,, ..._.._, L. .................... , ...... :J ..._.. L '-'lR&I .&... .L ..._,,., 

telephone directories. Of the 288 questionnaires 
that were mailed, 30 could not be delivered as ad 
dressed. No attempt was made to replace these 30 
sample respondents for the pretest. By Friday, June 
18, 31 comp leted survey s had been received, and on 
June 21, reminder postcards were mailed to the re
maining 227 nonresponding households. Of the 258 
surveys that were delivered, a total of 54, or 20.5 
poroont, wore aomplctcd and returned (31 or 12,0 
percent prepostcard, 22 or 8.5 percent postpost
card), and 43 (16.7 percent) of these were usable as 
returned o r af t e r brief ve rif i c a t i on t elephone 
c alls. Eleve n unusabl e r e s ponses were from house
holds t hat could not be reached during the 8 a.m. to 
5 p.m. work day and were therefore not contacted. 

The r esult s nT the fi:rst pre t est ~_re rified th?. t 
the survey instrument was effective in producing 
usable results. Mean trip rates, mode share, house
hold size, and household income were very close to 
expected values. The overall usable response rate of 
16. 7 percent was nearly at the expected 20 percent 
level, even without repeated callbacks. No firm con
clusions could be reached concerning the response 
rate by i ncome group because o f t he size o f t he pre
test sample, but although underrepresentation among 
l owe r i ncome groups had been expected, r esponses 
from the $0 to $10,000 household income class repre
sented 1 7 .1 percent of all usable responses, com
pared with an expected value of 19. 7 percent based 
on household dis t ribu t ion. The onl y s i gnific ant 
deficiency in response rate was in the $ 0 to $4, 999 
groupi this deficiency could be explained by the 
telephone directory sampling procedure. 

Underrepresentation was found in response rates 
from two geographic areas: the city of Albany and 
the suburban area to the southwest of Albany (Delmar 
and the eastern parts of Rotterdam and Gu i lderland' • 
Usable response rates from these two areas were 3. 7 
percent and 3.4 percent, respectively, compared with 
16. 7 percent across all nine subregions. Although 
the variat i on among subregions could not be statis
tically verified , it was concluded that, if the 
c •.,rer all response rate and the • . .tar iances of the re 
sponse rates between subregions could be corrected, 
a full - s c ale f inal s urve y would be wa rr a nted. Be
cause most travel data reported by the responding 
households were sound, some form of respondent in
cent i ve , a nd t o a l e sser e x tent t he s u rve y ins t r u
ment , was identified for further research. 

Second Pretest 

The second pretest was designed primarily to test 
the effect of incentives on response rate in areas 
from which response had been low in the first pre
test. The introductory cover letter included an 
offer of two bus tokens for use on Capital District 
Transportation Authority (CDTA) buses or a free 
county map as a token of appreciation for completing 
the questionnaire. Reference to the incentive was 
included on the reminder section of the question
naire folder, and boxes to check for token, map, or 
"nothing, thank you" were added to the return enve
lope, 

Minor revisions to the survey forms were made to 
clarify the "How did you get there" column by re
phrasing the mode choice options. (For example, 
"car/van/truck-driver• was changed to "driver-car I 
van/truck" to properly separate drivers from passen
gers.) 
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A clarification of the difference between CDTC 
and CDTA was made through an introductory postcard. 
The postcard was intended to improve the response 
rate among households that were not 
several respondents to the first pretest refused to 
cooperate because "they didn't have any bus service 
anyway." 

During September 1982 a second household survey 
pretest incorporating the recommendations that re
sulted from the initial pretest (introductory post
card, offer of incentives, alteration of the "How 
did you get there" column on the travel table, and 
inaluoion of a opaae to indicate the completion date 
of the survey) was conducted. One hundred households 
were c ho sen from the two subregions (superdistricts) 
t hat had low response rates in the first pretest. 
Of the 50 surveys mailed to households within each 
superdistrict, 47 were actually delivered in super 
distr ict 1 (Albany ) and 49 were actually delivered 
in supe r district S (De l ma r and so o n). 

A total of 22 
which were useful. 
houocholds located 

responses were received, 20 of 
Ten responses were received from 

in superdistrict 1 (9 useful) and 
12 responses were received from households located 
in superdistrict 5 (11 useful). Hence, the useful 
response rate for superdistricts 1 and 5, respec
tively, was 19.l percent and 22.5 percent, which 
represents a total response rate of 20.8 percent for 
both districts = Of the 20 responding households; 
a ll but 4 requested a token o f appreciation : nine 
respondents requested county maps and seven re
quested CDTA bus tokens. 

The usable response rate for these two superdis
tricts was judged significantly higher than that ob
t a i ne d in t he fir s t p r e t es t (20 .8 percent versus 3.5 
percent). It was concluded that the usable response 
rate from a full-scale survey would be at least 20 
percent across all superdistricts and that a mailout 
of t he survey to 12,500 households (4. 7 percent of 
the four-county Capital District total of 26 7 , 000 
households) would produce the desired 2,500 re
sponses. The commitment to undertake the fu l l-scale 
survey in the spring of 1983 was made by the CDTC 
Planning Committee in October 1982. 

SAMPLING METHODOLOGY 

The success of any sampling methodology depends on 
the completeness a nd accu r a c y of th e sampling frame. 
Area telephone directories were used as the sampling 
frame for the two pretests but were found to be in
adequate because the addresses did not include zip 
codes, and it was difficult if not impossible to 
match one of the 100 zip codes in the four-county 
area to a particular address. Zip code availability 
was of particu l ar importance for two reasons: (a) 
accurate zip codes would ensure the best possible 
delivery and (b) addresses with zip codes would en
able the survey and its component pieces (prepost
card and reminder postcard) to be mailed at third
class bulk rates for an estimated savings of $3,000 
over the first-class mail rate. A search for more 
nearly perfect sampling frames resu l ted in the 
decision to use cross-reference directories as the 
major portion of the sampling frame. Three cross
reference directories (CRDs), the Hill-Donnelly 
Cross-Reference Directory covering Schenectady and 
vicinity, the City Publishing Company cross-Refer
ence Directory covering Greater Troy and vicinity, 
and the City Publishing Company Cross-Reference 
Directory covering Greater Albany and vicinity, were 
purchased (total cost $190). These three directo
ries, published in April 1982, contain telephone 
directory listings rearranged by location (street/ 
area) and by telephone number sequence. The listing 
of households by location was used as the sampling 

-
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frame because zip codes were included in this list
ing. However, four inadequacies of this sampling 
frame were acknowledged: 

The CRDs are essentially rearrangements of 
telephone directories; therefore only those 
persons having listed telephone numbers are 
included. 
Addresses appear just as they do in the tele
phone directories, which means that some ad
dresses in the CRDs do not contain specific 
box or street numbers. 
The CRDs cover only 92 percent of the sam
pling area, and the sample from the remaining 
portion of the sampling area had to be chosen 
from a different sampling frame. 
The CRD listings could not be easily sepa
rated into the nine superdistricts, and thus 
the sample could not be chosen by superdis
tr ict. 

These deficiencies in the sampling frame were 
analyzed before the CRDs were purchased and it was 
concluded that none would interfere with the choice 
of the sampling methodology. It was also determined 
that the representativeness of the sample chosen 
would not be undermined; samples for many other suc
cessful household travel surveys relied solely on 
telephone directories !il. 

Because the sampling frame could not be divided 
into superdistricts, in accordance with the method
ology suggested by David Hartgen, NYSDOT (5), it was 
decided that a systematic sample would best suit the 
available sampling frame. It was assumed that this 
sampling technique would ensure that all areas would 
be sampled and that areas more heavily populated 
with households would be more heavily sampled and 
result in a proportionately accurate sample (one 
that would reflect the true distribution of house
holds by town, municipality, county, or when aggre
gated, by superdistrict). For example, if the city 
of Albany had twice as many households as the city 
of Schenectady, it was assumed that, by taking a 
proportionate systematic sample, the sample would 
contain twice as many Albany city households as 
Schenectady city households. It was assumed that, 
after data collection, comparison of results by 
superdistr ict could be made as long as the popula
tion of each superdistrict was large enough to have 
produced a sufficient number of responses. 

To ready the CRDs for this type of sampling, the 
overlap between books was partitioned off, and sec
tions containing addresses of residences outside the 
sampling area were also blocked off. Similarly, 
pages containing only businesses were marked. The 
remaining pages were numbered 1 though 700. It was 
estimated that the three directories included 91.8 
percent of the sampling area household listings and 
that the required sample size from the directories 
was 11,475 (12,500 x 0.918). It was calculated that 
if 17 samples were chosen per page, the total number 
of samples chosen from the CRDs would be close to 
11,475. (Some pages that were not totally excluded 
contained many business listings. Therefore, to make 
the sampling fair, that is, so that one household 
would not have a higher probability of being chosen 
than another, only 5 to 10 samples ··~~e chosen from 
these pages.) 

Based on the average number of household listings 
per page, it was determined that the choice of every 
30th household (businesses were skipped) per page, 
after starting randomly, would require the sampler 
to go through each page at least once in order to 
end up with 17 choices. 
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Eleven towns in northern Saratoga County were not 
covered by the CRDs. Household population figures 
for each of these 11 areas were estimated and their 
percentage distribution calculated. To be consistent 
with a proportionate sampling methodology, these 
percentages were multiplied by the target number of 
samples, 1,025 (12,500 - 11,475), to estimate the 
number of samples needed from each town. Area tele
phone directories were then used to choose the 1,025 
samples. Again, a systematic sampling technique was 
used. One additional step was required, however: 
each sample address was located on a map that showed 
zip codes, and each address was assigned a zip code. 
A total of 12, 482 samples were chosen using the 
methodologies described; 11, 447 household names and 
addresses were chosen from the CRDs and 1, 035 from 
the northern Saratoga County telephone directories. 

SURVEY PREPARATION FOR MAILOUT 

As mentioned previously, low cost was a primary con
sideration in planning and developing the survey 
mechanism and associated tasks. To keep costs at a 
minimum, the persons hired to choose the sample were 
instructed to write each chosen household name and 
address on a sheet of paper that was overlaid on an 
address label template. Thirty names and addresses 
were contained on one sheet and were ready for copy
ing directly onto self-adhesive address labels. The 
purpose of this was twofold: first, each sample name 
and address needed to be written only once and sec
ond, potentially high typing costs were not in
curred. Hence, this process was both cost- and time
efficient. Three sets of address labels were created 
from each sheet of 30 names and addresses, so that 
the introductory postcard, the survey package, and 
the reminder postcard sent to each potential respon
dent would be addressed identically. 

The survey material was sent directly from the 
printshop to the Workshop, a local organization that 
trains and employs physically and mentally handi
capped persons. This organization charged $1,700 to 
stuff the envelopes with the survey package; affix 
address labels to each of the 12, 482 introductory 
postcards, 12,482 survey packages, and 12,482 re
minder postcards; and sort these three separate sets 
of 12, 482 pieces into sacks according to the rules 
and regulations of bulk mailing--all very labor-in
tensive tasks. Workshop personnel were extremely 
efficient in performing these tasks; they finished 
ahead of schedule, stored the material until it was 
scheduled to be mailed, foresaw all potential prob
lems with respect to post office requirements, and 
delivered each mailout to the post office on sched
ule. 

SURVEY RESPONSE AND QUALITY CONTROL 

The introductory postcard was mailed via bulk mail 
on March 14 and the survey package was mailed via 
bulk mail on March 22. The reminder postcard was 
mailed via bulk mail on March 29. Although precau
tions were taken to develop an accurate sampling 
frame, especially with respect to zip codes, a total 
of 1, 825 survey packages were returned because they 
were undeliverable as addressed. Of these addresses, 
1, 606 (88 percent) were from the CRDs and 219 were 
from the telephone directories. The total number of 
survey packages that were actually delivered was 
10,657. 

The first incoming call about the survey was 
received on March 23, and between March 23 and April 
22 a total of 89 calls were received. During this 
18-day period, 43 calls were received during the 
first 6 days, 38 during the next 6 days, and 7 dur-
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ing the last 6 days. The 89 calls were categorized 
by reason. The categorizations and distribution of 
calls by category appear in Table 1. A total of 
2.775 completPd questionnaire~ were recPived hetwPen 
March 28 and June 8, a period of 73 days, 53 of 
which were work days. Four days elapsed between the 
survey package mailout and the receipt of the first 

TABLE 1 Categorization of Incoming Calls by Purpose 

Nature of Call 

Wrong person? (Are you sure you want me to fill 
this out?!) 

Don't use transit 
Need help 
Complaint (about length of survey, income ques

tion, survey in general) 
Refusal to complete survey 
Other (need more travel tables, addressed to a 

deceased person) 

aDoes not ~4Ut1l 100.0 i.Ju~ Lu 1uu11Uiug. 

Number 
of Calls 

16 
2 

34 

9 
14 

14 
89 

Percent of 
Total Calls 

18.0 
2.2 

38.2 

iO.l 
15 .7 

15.7 
99.9" 

completed surveys. Of the surveys returned, 36.8 
percent were received during the first 5 work days 
that returns were received, and 43.8 percent were 
received dur in9 the second week that returns were 
received. A total of 80. 6 percent were therefore 
received during the first 10 days that returns were 
received (see Table 2). 

As the completed forms were received, a staff 
member opened each envelope and reviewed the re
sponses for completeness, consistency, accuracy, and 
usefulness. Each returned survey was then put into 
one of three boxes--useful, useless, or callback 
(time specified). For example, some respondents sim
ply mailed back the complete package or a letter 
stating the reason for their refusal to complete the 
form. A small number of respondents totally misun
derstood the purpose or instructions and sent back 
totally unusable data. In these cases it was not ex
pected that a callback would produce usable results, 
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because it would require a detailed explanation of 
the survey purpose and instructions and would re
quire respondent recall of all trip-making household 
~~!!!ber~ _ So~e 51..!r'.'e~' fcr!!!e ~·:e!'e =~~pl~t~a p:r~p=::rlj" 
(the sequence of trips made sense, travel data for 
all persons above age 5 was included, and so forth), 
but one or all personal data questions were not an
swered or part of the trip information (e.g., min
u t es, milesi was omitted. These surveys were deter
mined to be useful and it was thought that to call 
the respondent about the omissions in the informa
tion would be an invasion of privacy because the 
omissions were prohahly nelihernte. 

Other surveys that were received were completed 
properly but either were not 100 percent complete or 
were not consistent. For example, many completed 
travel tables were missing a return trip; other 
questionnaires received indicated that three persons 
in the household traveled but only two travel sheets 
were completed. In other responses it appeared that 
two people traveled together all day, but one person 
reported making more trips than the other person. 
Households returning these types of responses were 
called back so that the accuracy of the information 
they provided could be verified. A total of 254 
households were telephoned, resulting in 250 useful 
responses (see Tables 3 and 4). 

A total of 2, 775 surveys were returned, which 
represents a response rate of 26 percent. Of these, 
160 surveys were categorized as useless and 2,608 as 
useful. Hence, the useful response rate (out of the 
total number of survey packages that were actually 
delivered) was 24. 5 percent. The useful responses 
came from approxfmately l percent of all households 
in the four-county area. 

Survey response was considered satisfactory be
cause usable responses exceeded the objective of 
2,500. In addition, the effectiveness of the survey 
design was demonstrated by the low rate of complaint 
and refusal callc (23 out of 10,657 delivered pack
ages) and calls for help (34). The fact that less 
than 10 percent of the responses received were not 
useful was an indication that the survey instrument 
was understandable by potential respondents. 

TABLE 2 Household Travel Survey Response Time Distribution 

Percentage Cumulative 
Elapsed No , Cumulative of Total Percentage 
Work Days• Received No. Received Received of Total 

Mailout 0 
First week of returns 4 103 103 3_7 3.7 

5b 23 126 0.8 4 .5 
6 132 258 4.8 9.3 
7 368 626 13 .3 22.9 
8 387 1,013 13 .9c 36.8 

Second week 9 493 1,506 17 .R 54 .6 
10 192 1,698 6.9 61.5 
II 206 1,904 7.4 68 .9 
12 JOO 2,004 3.6 72 .5 
13 226 2,230 8 ,1 c 80 .6 

Third week- 14 222 2,452 8.0 88.6 
15 73 2,525 2.6 91.2 
16 49 2,574 1.8 93.0 
17 33 2,607 1.2 94 .2 
18 22 2,629 0.8c 95.0 

Fourth week 23 82 2,711 2.9 97 .9 
Fifth week 28 37 2,748 J.3 99 .2 
Sixth week 33 13 2,761 0.4 9'J.7 
Seventh week 38 6 2,767 0.2 99 .9 
Eighth week 43 3 2,770 0_1 100.0 
Ninth week 48 2 2,772 0.1 100.ld 
Ten weeks and more 53 3 2,775 0.1 100.2d 

aWork dayselat1.Sttl from ih~ d1;1y ofthc Jurvey package mailoul. 
bThe reminder l'Olilt1ml WU) mniled 5 , \.~f.,, davs ( 1 week) after the survev oackae:e was mailed~ 
cPnrcentages of total received during the first, second, and third weeks were 36.B, 43.8, and 14.4, respectively , 
dl)oo1o not equal 100.0 du0 to rounding. 
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TABLE 3 Timing of Callbacks 

No. of Week
days After Mail
out Survey 

6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
II 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 

No. of 
Households 
Called 

23 
9 

29 
16 
II 
19 
44 
23 
21 
35 

7 
12 
4 

253 

TABLE 4 Purpose of Callbacks 

Purpose 

Return trip(s) missing 
One or more trips omitted 
Miscellaneous 

No. of 
Callbacks 

213 
28 
13 

254 

Percentage 
of Callbacks 

83.9 
11.0 

5.1 
100.0 

The use of bulk rate mailings was also satisfac
tory; most respondents appeared to have received 
material well within the expected 10-day delivery 
schedule, as evidenced by the return of over 1,000 
completed surveys within 8 working days of the mail
out. If any problem was experienced with bulk mail
ing, it was with the coordination of the presurvey 
postcard, survey package, and reminder postcard. In 
some instances these items were delivered out of 
sequence, and on occasion the postcards were re
ceived but the package was never delivered. This 
prompted a few telephone calls requesting a package. 
These problems were minor, however, relative to the 
cost savings achieved by using bulk rate mailouts. 

DATA ENTRY 

Several alternative procedures for efficient data 
entry were investigated before the mailout of the 
full-scale survey. One option available was to have 
respondents self-code responses on survey forms de
signed to be readable by optical scanning equipment. 
This option was ruled out because of the difficulty 
of designing a survey form that would be both opti
cally scanable and effective in eliciting usable 
responses. 

The second option considered was to have staff 
code responses on a separate form that could then be 
optically scanned. However, certain responses such 
as household and trip destination addresses could 
not be easily entered on an optically scanable form 
without making the form unwieldy. Also, household 
data and trip data would require separate forms. 
The cost of designing and printing the forms needed 
and testing available optical scanning equipment was 
prohibitively high. 

The option selected was to develop an interactive 
computer program that would allow clerical staff to 
enter survey data directly into a computer file by 
supplying answers to questions that appear on the 
computer terminal screen. The program was written 
in FORTRAN and tested and refined before the survey 
mailout. The program and data files were entered 
and maintained through an account at Rensselaer 
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Polytechnic Institute (RPI) and accessed by remote 
terminal at CDTC central staff offices. 

The procedure involved examination of the re
turned survey forms, callbacks, and corrections as 
necessary before data entry. Actual data entry in
volved logging in to RPI via telephone and entry of 
survey responses one household at a time. The pro
gram solicited data from the terminal operator by 
means of commands and questions such as "Enter the 4 
digit household number" or "How many people live in 
the household?" The sequence of questions and com
mands led the operator through the entire survey 
response in the same order that items appear on the 
survey forms; responses to the household question
naire were entered first, then responses to travel 
tables were entered. 

When a negative response to "Did this person make 
any more trips?" was keyed in, the program moved on 
to the next person's trips; when all household mem
bers' trips were recorded, the program moved on the 
the next household. At the end of the terminal ses
sion, a paper printout of the data file created dur
ing the session was obtained and proofed. Correc
tions were made and the file added to the master 
file produced to date. 

The results of the interactive data entry were 
quite satisfactory. Detailed household data and trip 
data including addresses, times of day, trip length, 
mode, purpose, and occupancy for 2,608 households 
and 22, 308 trips were entered, proofed, and cor
rected in an average time of 14 minutes per house
hold. A major reason for the efficiency was that no 
intermediate coding was required. Data were entered 
directly from the survey forms reducing the time re
quired and minimizing the possibility of generating 
error in coding. 

Costs to execute the program at RPI averaged 
$ 0. 50 per household entered; however, the technique 
would be suitable for application on any microcom
puter with at least 90K memory available for program 
storage. Resulting data files approached 2 megabytes 
in size and contained literal address records and 
coded values for all other responses. 

A record format code was appended to each record 
in the data file to allow variable formats to be 
used. variable formats were necessary because of 
the wide variety among households in the number of 
people per household and trips per person. The rec
ord format codes allowed data summary programs to 
access the varied record directly, using the codes 
as instruction about what information was contained 
in each record. 

PRELIMINARY RESULTS 

Socioeconomic and household person trip rate data 
from the 2,608 usable surveys were summarized and 
analyzed with respect to their compatibility with 
expected results. This process revealed that the re
ported mean household size (2.673), mean household 
income ($28,405), mean vehicle availability (l.68), 
and average employees per household (l.24) ap
proached their expected values of 2.678, $25,843, 
1.45, and 1.23, respectively (_.!!). In addition, the 
household trip rate estimate of 8.5 person trips per 
household per day and the distribution of household 
trip rates by household size were close to their ex
pected values (the expected average trip rate was 
between 7.5 and 9.0) (7). 

However, further analysis of the data revealed 
that households of size one, low-income households, 
and households with zero vehicles available were un
derrepresented. Hence, the data file was adjusted or 
weighted by household size and vehicle availability 
in an attempt to smooth out the differences between 
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the reported and expected socioeconomic distribu
tions. Although the survey distributions for some 
socioeconomic variables were not identical to 
expected Values, the tri p r~te O~r~ fnr P~rh ~nrin

eConomic category are still representative of all 
households in the category because the minimum ac
ceptable number of responses per category still 
exists. Therefore the data reported by households in 
each cell can be used in developing trip r: elation
ships by socioeconomic class and in producing re
gional means and medians. 

The survey trip data must be further analyzed be
fore final statistics can be made available and con
clusions drawn. However, the results from the anal
yses of the socioeconomic data and household trip 
rates indicate that the expectations regarding the 
effectiveness of the survey instrument, sampling de 
sign, mailback technique, and accuracy of the survey 
data have been met. 

COSTS OF SURVEY DEVELOPMENT AND APPLICATION 

Certain inefficiencies were experienced in develop
ment of the survey approach that would not occur in 
repeat applications. Costs for administration and 
data entry of the full-scale survey were relatively 
low, however, indicating that the technique is suit
able for repeat applications on limited budgets. 

Su r ve y De ve lopment 

The inefficiencies experienced in the development of 
the procedure r e late d to staff caution in making a 
financial commitment to the full-scale survey. As a 
result, considerable time was spent researching al
ternative techniques and circulating draft survey 
instruments to other agencies for review and com
ment. In addition to the two pretests discussed in 
this paper, a "pre-pretest" was performed with 
neighbors and relatives to gain advice and input to 
the survey design . Also, research was performed re
garding alternative means of producing updates to 
Capital District travel behavior information without 
performing a survey. This effort was made to proper
ly weigh the costs and benefits of undertaking a 
full-scale survey. Inefficiencies were also caused 
by staff turnover during the development phase. 
overall, research, survey design, and all phases of 
pretests cost approximately $19,000 over a period of 
18 months, including postage, printing, and indirect 
costs. The major portion of the cost was technical 
staff charges and indirect costs. 

TABLE 5 Cost of Survey Application 

Person Hours 
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Survey Application 

The actual administration of the full-scale survey 

an effective survey instrument that limited the num
ber of unusable responses and callbacks. The inter
active computer data entry saved considerable data 
coding time. Review of responses, including assis
tance to house ho lders with ques t ions and callbacks 
to households who returned incomplete responses cost 
only $3,700. Data entry by clerical staff and subse
quent proofing of all entries by technical staff 
required an averaqe of only 14 minutes per completen 
response and cost only $6,900 in staff time. Also, a 
local handicapped workshop was employed to stuff, 
attach labels, and sort the surveys for bulk mail
ing. The cost of this was only $1,700 or $0.14 per 
survey dist r ibuted. 

These efficiencies resulted in a modest total 
cost for the full-i:t ~'='l~ s 1_1 r1!ey~ 01.re:rall co!::t "'~ 0 

$36,600 including $4, 500 f o r p r int i ng of su r vey 
materials and maps and pu r chase o f bus tokens ; 
$6,000 in postage for s eparate mailouts of presu r vey 
postcard, survey package, reminder postcard and in
centive, and for return postage for completed and 
nondeliverable packages; and $2,000 in computer 
time-sharing costs. The survey required 660 hours 
of technical staff time and 770 hours of clerical 
staff time. The average cost per completed , usable 
survey wa s approximately $14.00. 

These costs do not include costs for further re
finement and analysis of survey results. The Capital 
District Transportation Committee has a separate 
task scheduled for its 1983-1984 work program to un
dertake a detailed analysis of trip o r igins and des
tinations, for example. 

costs for repeat application of the s urvey could 
be expected to be somewhat lower; there woul d be no 
start-up costs associated with development of the 
computer coding techn i que, und CDTC's recent pur
chase of a large-capacity microcomputer with hard 
disk would eliminate most all or all of the computer 
time-sharing costs . The cost per completed survey 
for a repeat appl ication could be expected to be ap
proximately $10.00. 

costs of application of the survey procedure in 
other metropolitan a reas would vary , depending pri
marily on agency indirect rates. For the CDTC sur
vey, i ndirect rates of 120 to 160 percent were 
included in costs of technical staff time, and no 
indirect charges we re associated with temporary, 
clerical s taff time. Table 5 gives the costs asso
ciated with the survey application. 

Cost($) 

Task Technical Clerical Staff Printing Postage Other 

Survey formulation and 
sample design 40 1,073 190• 

Sampling 116 300 4,305 
Mailout preparation 70 11 2,435 2,300 
Mailout 5,300 l ,700b 
Research coding techniques, 

develop coding programs 148 3,707 
Receive incoming calls 1 review 
responses, call back respondents 125 90 3,737 

Data entry and proofing 162 443 6,914 2,000< 
Incentive mailout 2,250 .....lli 
Total 661 844 22,175 4,550 6,050 3,980 

Note : Dash:::::: no cost ~ 

n!);:;;;;tv:-;c:; ~u:.: !o.u:;.:~ . 

bsturfing envelopes. 
ccomputer time. 

... 



OBSERVATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 

A self-administered household travel survey appears 
to be satisfactory in eliciting detailed household 
and personal travel information. Data collected by 
the Capital District survey will be used by the CDTC 
central staff and others for several years in updat
ing 1965 travel relationships currently used in 
travel forecasting and other activities. Combina
tions of data obtained will also permit analysis of 
trip-making characteristics of various "life-cycle" 
groupings of households, and median trip length in
formation by geographic area will be useful in up
dating traffic simulation models. The technique 
appears applicable to other metropolitan areas and 
repeatable in the Capital District for a modest in
vestment of staff and financial resources. 
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Application of the Highway Condition Projection 

Model to Interstate 4-R Repair 

DAVID T. HARTGEN 

ABSTRACT 

Procedures developed by the New York State 
Department of Transportation to evaluate 
repair strategies for the Interstate Resur
facing, Restoring, Rehabilitating and Re
constructing (I-4R) Program are described. 
Two procedures were used: (a) 5-year work 
programs for projected I-4R expenditures, 
developed by the department's 11 regional 
offices and based on a preliminary alloca
tion of funds to substate areas, and (b) 
regional-level quantification of current 
and projected pavement repair needs using 
the highway condition projection model 
(HCPM). Both methods produced generally 
similar results. The HCPM was generally 
able to identify sections in need of repair 
and the work required. Overall, the HCPM 
placed pavement needs estimates at $164 
million for 5 yearsi if implemented, these 

actions would substantially 
condition of older New York 

improve the 
State Inter-

states. Regional cost estimates for work 
needed were higher than HCPM estimates be
cause of included nonpavement improvements. 
The analysis concludes that an overall net
work view of repairs is useful in balancing 
more specific project assessments, which 
a re best prepared by experts closest both 
administratively and geographically to the 
project. 

Numerous studies have documented the existence of 
significant deterioration in the extensive system of 
U.S. roads. At the national level estimates of the 
repair bill for highways and bridges run upward from 
$100 billion (1). Although evidence from the most 
recent Highway Performance Monitoring Study <1> sug
gests that the condition of local and state roads is 
worse than that of Interstates, most recent atten
tion has focused on the overall condition and carry-
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ing capacity of the Interstate system. Failure of 
an Interstate bridge in Connecticut and associated 
traffic problems have further increased public and 
press attention to overall repair requirements. 
Although the proportion of Interstates in poor con
dition is lower than that of other systems (3), this 
proportion has increased rapidly in recent years. 
Manv Interstates were constructed in the 1960s and 
early 1970s and are now beg i nning to require signif
icant repair. The Surface Transportation Assistance 
Act of 1982 provides additional funds for resurfac
ing, restoring, rehabilitating, and reconstructing 
interstates ( 1-41<) , and these :l'unds have been !olul>
stantially increased over previous allocations. 
Nevertheless, considerable concern exists as to 
whether funding for I-4R repairs will be sufficient 
to maintain the high quality of the existing system, 
which carrie s more than 20 percent of the nation's 
traffic. 

some of the procedures being used by tbe Nt:w Yo1:k 
State Department of Transportation (NYSDOT) to eval
uate the condition of Interstates and to develop 
repair strategies that will allow the state to main 
tain its Interstates in good condition are de
scribed. The approach taken in New York is to com
bine a strongly decentralized project selection 
process (done largely through the department's 11 
regional offices) with an overall assessment of 
repair needs based on idealized repair strategies 
developed by a pavement management task force. Esti-

MAIN OFFICE 

Pavement Hgt . 

T~sk Force 

suggested 

I4R Repair 
Strategies 

Highway 
Condition 
Projection 
Hcdel 

Traffic 

I4R Total 
Funds 

~r::\ Condition 

Survey 
'-....... ==-""' 

Rao::nn•nded Pavemen 
R8paira 

where 
when 
vhat 
cost 

? 
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mates of the longer range impact of repair strate
gies (condition and cost) are then made with the 
department's highway condition projection model 
(HCPM). These estimates are then compared with 
similar estimates developed by the department's re
gional offices. A further purpose is to evaluate the 
capability of the HCPM to assist in the development 
of highway repair programs. Of particular interest 
is t he ability o f the mode l t o i dentify candidate 
projects needing work, both in the short and long 
term i to identify what actions should be undertaken 
at these locations and when; and to estimate the 
cost of' the work. 

It is concluded that the use of broad methodolo
gies for network assessment is particularly impor
tant in the allocation of funds for the Interstate 
system and that such methods can also be useful in 
identifying spec ific immediat e and fu t u r e r epair 
needs. However, decisions concerning priorities of 
pavement improvement versus other actions, as well 
as the specifics of design for particular road re
pairs, are best left to engineering judgment and 
analysts closest to the site, both administratively 
and geographically. 

OVERVIEW OF METHOD 

Figure l shows an overview of the procedure. The 
process begins with an assessment of total funds 

to Regions 

Regional 

~s~l 

5 YEAR 
PIDGRAMS 

oommend.ed Pavement 
Actions 

where 
vhen 
vhat 
coat 

Other ne•da 

••fety 
briclq• 
capacity 
ate. 

FIGURE 1 Analysis procedure for l-4R study. 
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available for the 5-year period (Table 1). Total 
I-4R funds available to New York ($530. 5 million) 
are first reduced by the amount apportioned to the 
Thruway ($146 .1 million) • Remaining funds ($384. 4 
million) are then allocated to the department's 11 
regions by the formula: 

Allocations to regions = 75% (55% Int, lane-miles 
+ 45% Int. VMT) + 25% (55% Int. bridge $ needs 
+ 45% cost-weighted, pavement $ needs) 

TABLE 1 NYS Regional I-4R ALLOCATIONS 

Surface Transportation 
Region Prior Act• Act of 1982 3 

I Albany 42.5 62.3 
2 Utica-Rome 0.3 0.4 
3 Syracuse 36.3 49.8 
4 Rochester 18.0 26.5 
5 Buffalo 8.9 14.4 
6 Elmira 1.2 2.4 
7 Watertown 10.9 17.7 
8 Poughkeepsie 49.6 70.4 
9 Binghamton 11.6 20.3 
I 0 Long Island 
11 New York City 83.3 120.2 
NYS Thruway 100.2 146.l 

Total 362.8 530.5 

Bin miUions of doJlars. 

The first portion (75 percent) of the allocation is 
simply the federal formula based on lane-miles and 
VMT; the second portion (25 percent) adds factors 
for bridge and pavement needs. Pavement needs are 
developed from the 5-year estimates described herein 
weighted to account for different regional unit con
struction costs. Table 1 shows the allocation of 
funds to the department's 11 regional offices for 
the 5-year pr09ram. 

On the basis of these allocations the regions 
analyze sections in need of repair and develop re
gional programs. The development of the program is 
undertaken largely by regional staffs with general 
guidance from the department's main office in Al
bany. Specific sections of highway to be repaired 
or otherwise improved are identified by the regions 
on the basis of their perception of various regional 
needs, including safety concerns, bridge repairs, 
capacity improvements, and pavement-related actions. 
Each regional office then submits a set of proposed 
repair actions for each of its funding categories 
including I-4R. 

To provide a general state-level background to 
the regional assessments and to assist in the anal
ysis of specific projects, the NYSDOT main office 
undertakes a separate assessment. This process be
gins with a current (1982) highway condition survey. 
This survey, which is an assessment of the condition 
of all sections of state touring routes (15,687 
miles), is undertaken in the early summer of each 
year. This information, particularly the percentage 
of Interstates and other facilities in poor condi
tion, was provided to the Department Pavement Man
agement Task Force for analysis. 

The goal of the task force was to develop recom
mended strategies for repair of the Interstate sys
tem. New York's Interstate system was largely con
structed in the 1960s, although some sections are 
older. Three kinds of Interstate pavement are pres
ently in place: rigid, flexible, and overlay (Fig
ure 2). Analysis of the condition of these systems 
and of the recent history of deterioration of the 
systems showed that, for rigid Interstates, problems 
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TOTAL MILES ' 861 . 66 

FIG URE 2 Miles of Interstate pavement 
groups. 
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with joint faulting are particularly severe for 
high-truck-volume roads that were built between 1960 
and 1972. The reason for this is that load transfer 
devices between the concrete slabs have rusted 
through and failed, facilitating rocking movement. 
Some sections of Interstate, particularly I-84 north 
of New York City, are extensively faulted particu
larly in the driving (right-hand) lane where the 
highest percentage of trucking moves. Although other 
sections of highway exhibit various kinds of dis
tress signals, the problems associated with faulting 
are believed to be the most severe on the current 
Interstate system. 

Based on this analysis, the Pavement Management 
Task Force developed six groups of Interstates pre
sented in Table 2 and Figure 2. For each group of 
Interstates, specific problems were carefully iden
tified through detailed discussions with the task 
force and with regional and resident engineers. 

TABLE 2 Pavement Groups 

Pavement Group 

Rigid, pre-1960 

Rigid, 1960-1972, high 
truck volume (> 3 ,000) 

Rigid, 1960-1972, low 
truck volume 

Rigid, post-1972 

Flexible 

Overlay 

Total 

a Excludes Thruway . 

Problems 

Spalling, rutting 
Cracking 
Roughness 
Faulting > 1 /4 in. 
Sp ailing 
Cracking 
Faulting (less) 
Slight spalling 
Slight spalling 
Surface and joints 
Cracking and rutting 
Some potholes 
Transverse joint reflection 
Edge spalling 
Rutting 

Interstate 
Miles• 
(OOOs) 

24.63 

231.37 

104.95 

209.12 

196.46 

95.13 

861.66 

Based on these analyses the task force then devel
oped a set of recommended generalized repair strate
gies focusing on the maintenance of the rig id sur
face in as good shape as possible for as long as 
possible. Emphasis was on joint repair and protec
tion of substructure, and the use of overlays for 
flexible and overlaid pavements as well as for rigid 
pavements with extensive surface deterioration but 
adequate base condition. The estimated costs of 
these repair actions and the resulting improvement 
in the overall condition of the pavement are given 
in Table 3. 

These strategies, one for each pavement group, 
were then translated into input for the HCPM. This 
model, developed by the New York State Department of 
Transportation, projects the condition of each sec
tion of highway into the future using deterioration 
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TABLE 3 HCPM Input, I-4R Tests 
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rates supplied by the user. The model then applies a 
r~coro.mended repair strategy to the section and keeps 
track of information on necessary repair costs by 
year, pavement type, federal-aid class, and region. 
The model is extremely flexible and capable of ana
lyzing a wide variety of repair strategies. It is 
further discussed elsewhere ~) 1 Figure 3 shows its 
structure. 
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FIGURE 3 Highway condition projection model. 
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A sample strategy matrix for the actions listed 
in Table 3 is shown in Figure 4. The numbers within 
the matrix identify repair actions that would be un
dertaken when the section deteriorates to the condi
tion shown. For example, a section of pavement in 
group l (rigid pre-1960) would be repaired using a 
multilayered overlay (action 5) when its condition 
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FIGURE 4 Sample study matrix. 
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The condition 
scale used to assess highway condition here is one 
developed by the New York State Department of Trans
portation using photographs to score roads rapidly 
in the field. This scale is discussed thoroughly in 
other reports ~,_!!). The strategy matrix also shows 
a box in the upper left-hand corner; this is the 
minimum condition matrix; that is, the condition 
level below which roads will be not allowed to de
teriorate. This matrix is used in combination with a 
lane-volume cut-off criterion identifying sections 
to which the strategy matrix should be applied. In 
the example discussed here the lane cut-off crite
rion was set at zero; thus the strategy matrix would 
be applied as shown to all highway sections in the 
group. 

To account for different deterioration rates for 
various kinds of pavements and for the effect of 
traffic on deterioration, the model was supplied 
with deterioration rates given in Table 4. These 
deterioration rates were developed by analyzing the 
deterioration of existing sections of New York State 
highways. 

The output of the HCPM is an estimate of overall 
condition of each group of pavements, necessary re
pair needs by region, federal-aid class, and type, 

... .. 
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TABLE 4 Deterioration Rates• 

Rigid Flexible Overlay 
Pavement 
Group s B s B s B 

I .21 . 21 .35 .35 .32 .32 
2 .30 .30 .45 .35 .32 .32 
3 .20 .20 .35 .30 .32 .32 
4 .21 .21 .40 .35 .32 .32 
5 .2 1 .21 .40 .35 .32 .32 
6 .21 .21 .40 .35 .32 .32 

Note: S ==surface and B = base. 
&Points per year; ten-pofot scale. 

for each year of the projection. Examples of these 
outputs are available elsewhere (_1). 

GENERAL RESULTS FROM HCPM 

In the remainder of this paper the results of the 
HCPM forecast are summarized and compared with the 
proposed strategic actions developed by the regional 
offices. Table 5 gives the effect of the strategies 
on the overall condition of and necessary repair 
costs for the Interstate system. First-year costs 
are estimated at approximately $55. 9 million, re
sulting in a significant improvement in the overall 
condition of all groups of Interstates except the 
newest rigid Interstates constructed after 1972 
(group 4). Estimated 5-year pavement-only investment 
requirements, (that is, funding estimates corres
ponding to the 5-year program submitted by the re
gional offices) total $163. 9 million and if imple
mented would result in an improvement in the average 
condition of the system. However, older sections of 
Interstates would be markedly improved under this 
strategy sequence, and newer sections of Inter
states, not needing extensive repairs in the next 5 
years, would continue to deteriorate and thus the 
total average would be only slightly higher than the 
1982 condition. On balance, therefore, the model 
suggests that about $164 million over 5 years would 
be sufficient to maintain the overall condition of 
the Interstate system at its present level but that 
this funding would have to be concentrated, particu
larly on the rigid 1960 to 1972 high-truck-volume 
category and on flexible pavements (Figure 5). Over 
the 10-year horizon the distribution of financing 
would shift slightly away from group 1 (because 
these routes would be worked on the first 5 years) 
and increase for the rigid 1960 to 1972 heavy-truck
volume facilities (Figure 6). 

The distribution of funds by action type is given 
in Table 6. The focus of the 5-year program (44 per
cent) is on multilayered overlays to be added on top 
of the existing poor concrete pavements. Coldmill
ing and resurfacing of asphalt concrete pavements 
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account for another 22 percent of the work. Joint 
repair (actions 7, 8, and 17) account for approxi
mately 5 percent of the work. Because the Interstate 
system is in relatively good condition, only 4 per
cent of funding is necessary for major reconstruc
tion resurfacing • 
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TOTAL $ 163 9 

FIGURE 5 Five-year funding by 
pavement group. 
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TOTAL$ 311 . 7 

FIGURE 6 Ten·year funding by pavement 
group. 

TABLE 6 Distribution of l-4R Repairs by Type: 5-Year 
Program 

Action Percentage Percentage 
No . Description of Miles of Funds 

3 Med. reconst. PCC 
4 Reconst ./resurf. PCC-OV 1.0 4.0 

13 Med. reconst.-bitum. 
5 ML overlay PCC-OV 27.0 43 .9 

15 ML overlay PCC-OV post 1972 1.3 1.2 
16 CM resurf. ACC-AC-AC 28.0 21.9 
25 ML overlay AC AC 6.2 8.0 

6 CM resurf. PCC-OV-OV 16.3 15.8 
7 Grind DL/reseal PCC 7.2 3.4 
8 Patch spl./reseal Pee 13 .0 1.8 

17 Grind DL/patch SP/reseal 

Total 100 .0 100_0 

Note: Dashes =not applicable. 

TABLE 5 Effect of Strategies on Condition and Repair Costs for Interstate System 

1982 Condition I-Year Effect 5-Year Effect 10-Year Effect 
Group 
No . Description Miles s 8 s B s B s s B 

l Rigid, pre-1960 24.63 6.1 6.2 5.1 [ 7.9 I ( 8.0 l 11.6 [ 8 .7 l I 8.7 I 11.6 [ 6.9 l I 6 .9 I 
2 Rigid, 1960-1972 , HTV" 231.37 6.9 6.8 16.8 [ 7.1 l I 7.2 I 47.5 6 ,9 I 1.2 J 124.2 [ 7 .9 I I 8.6 I 
3 Rigid, 1960-1972,LTVb 104.95 7.0 6.4 9.1 [ 7.4 I ( 7.3 l 23.7 [ 7.7 I f 7.9 l 34.0 [ 7 .3 I I 7.6 I 
4 Rigid, post-1972 209.12 8.6 8.4 2. 1 8.5 8.3 6 .8 7.9 7.9 13.9 7.3 7 .6 
5 Flexible 196.46 7.7 7.8 12.7 [ 7 .9 l I 8 .1 I 46 .2 [ 8.3 l ( 8.3 l 88.5 [ 8 .7 J I 8.7 I 
6 Overlay, 198 2 ..2ill 7.4 7.3 l.QJ [ 7.8 l [ 7 .8 I 28.l [ 8.2 l I 8.3 J ..122 7.5 I 7.9 I 
Total (average) 861.66 (7.5) (7.4) 55.9 [(7.8)) ('(7.9)] 163.9 [(7.7)] ((7 .8)) 311.7 [(8 .0)) [(8.1)] 

Note: Tests based on strategies in 1/20/82 PMTF memorandum; S =surface; B =base . [ I =improved condition. 

•ttTV =high truck volue (>JOOO) , 
bL TV = tow truck voluo (<3000). 
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REGIONAL ANALYSIS 

The comparison of reqional results was undertaken as 
follows. Careful reviews were made of the 5-year 
work programs submitted by each of the regional of
f ices. From these work programs, all sections iden
tified for Interstate 4R work were extracted and re
viewed for work involving pavements. These sections 
were then compared with specific sections identified 
by the HCPM. Comparisons were made of 

1. Specific locations, 
2. Time frame of the period when work is neces

sary , 
3. 
4 . 

Nature of specified work, and 
Estimated costs . 

I ru·nu;noC! ;::t rnmnlot-o 
. r•-. ---- - - -· .. s:---- th<> 

sections identified for repairs by HCPM and by re
gional analysis. The comparison by region is de
scribed next. 

Overall, the best agreement between the analysis 
recommended by the model and that by the regions is 
for regions 7 (Northern Adirondack) and 6 (Pough
keepsie). In these cases both the regional analysis 
and the model identify largely the same sections of 
Intersti'.lta i:lnd in gene ral estimate the same nature 
of work required by these sections. In these two 
regions estimated costs from the regional analyse s 
tend to be slightly lower than the cost estimated by 
the HCPM (the reverse is usually the case). Sec
tions not included in the regional analysis but in
cluded in the model t end to need work fairly late in 
the program. This may indicate that it is unreason
able to expect the regional analysis to identify 
sections that have not yet deteriorated extensively. 

Less agreement is apparent in the comparisons for 
regions 1 (Albany), 3 (Syracuse), 5 (Buffalo), anu 9 
(Binghamton). In these cases the model identifies a 
larger number of sections requiring work, particu
larly toward the end of the 5-year program. In re
g ion 1, for example, both the regional analysis and 
the model identify similar sections , particularly 
rigid sections, for the short term. However, the 
regional analysis does not identify flexible and 
overlay pavements projected to deteriorate within 
the 5-ye<ir tim" frame. The patterning is similar 
for region 5 (although the results here are quite 
good) and for regions 3 and 9. In general, cost es
timates from the regional analysis appear to be 
somewhat higher than those estimated by the model. 
This is because the regional estimates include addi
tional work deemed to be necessary as part of the 
rehabilitation of the section, whereas the model 
makes cost estimates based only on the pavement work. 

Greater disagreement is apparent in the compari
sons of region 2 (Utica-Rome) and region 6 (the 
Southern Tier) although a very small number of sec
tions are involved in each case. In both of these 
cases the model identifies work likely to be needed 
within the 5-year time frame, but the regional anal
ysis does not include expenditures for this effort. 
In the case of region 2 the section of I-790 in 
Utica is presently in poor condition; in region 6, 
I-390 in the town of Avoca is presently in good 
shape and has not deteriorated. 

For region 4 (Rochester) and region 11 (New York 
City), priorities for capacity, safety, and bridge 
funding account for the large discrepancies between 
the two analyses. In both cases the regional assess
ment focused on increases in capacity, safety work, 
ana or109e repairs. In c~y.i.un 4 woi:-k is pLopc;o-cd 
for increases in capacity and a resurfacing effort 
associated with the Can-of-Worms (a large inter-
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change southeast of the city) even though other sec
tions of I-490 through the city of Rochester are 
identified by the model for needed repairs. In New 
York City the needs far outstrip the funding pro
gram. Although the model identifies a large number 
of sections of Interstate that are in need of r epair 
and generally in poor condition, only a few of these 
are programmed; analysis of the region 11 program 
shows that the funds are going into bridge repair 
and safety work that is believed to be critical. 

In general, the model seems to operate best in 
identifying pavements presently in poor shape and in 
specifying the nature of the work required. The 
mileage identified for action is generally larger 
from the model than from the regional analyses. This 
is because the model includes sections that a re not 
yet in poor s hape but are projected to dete r i o r ate 
within the 5-year program. The regional analysis 
focuses on sections that are currently in poor 
shape, and less attention is paid to sections pro
jected to be in that condition within the 5-year 
time horizon. 

CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION 

This example suggests that a combination of decen
tralized decision making for specific projects nncl 
an overall network assessment is useful for proqram 
assessment. In NYSDOT experience, the highway cond i
tion projection model was found to generally be ca
pable of identifying sections in need of repair both 
in the short term and over the horizon of the pro
gram. The model was found to be generally accurate 
in identifying the nature of the work required; how
ever, it was less able to specify the precise costs 
of actions because regional costs vary and because 
elements of work in addition to pavement repair are 
often included in regional programs. 

A particularly important conclusion is that the 
model looks ahead to the end of the time frame. Most 
of the regions focused on the current time and paid 
less attention to longer term efforts that may be 
needed. Regional accounts therefore often contain 
fewer, but more expensive, jobs. 

The results also point to important concerns that 
should be kept in mi nd in us ing aggregate network 
tools for regional assessments. Perhaps the most 
important distinction is that the program is rightly 
based on a number of factors in addition to pavement 
condition. The regional assessments include such 
factors as safety, bridge work, capacity, and con
gestion needs as well as subregional geographic 
allocations. These factors, in practice, mean that 
there will be differences between the results of 
allocations based on any tool like the HCPM (even a 
complex one) and assessments based on regional 
views. The position of NYSDOT is that both assess
ments are valuable. The department is largely a de
centralized operation in which the regional offices 
are responsible for the development of these pro
grams; the availability of a highway condition pro
jection model does not obviate the need for such 
assessment at the local level nor does it take away 
the responsibility for such assessment. It is un
likely that tools such as the HCPM will ever replace 
regional judgment because the development and oper
ation o f such tools in a centralized fashion p r e
sumes the existence of allocation rules that place a 
prespecified weighting on different factors. It is 
the view of NYSDOT that such weighting is best left 
to the judgment of those department experts who are 
closest administratively and geographically to the 

The model was found to be useful in structuring 
the overall size of the program and in placing local 

-



TABLE 7 Comparison of l-4R Program, HCPM Versus Regional Analysis 
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TABLE 7 (continued) 
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Broo~ Co. Line 

Begn l 88 -
Chenan10 Br . 

Colesville 

Afton-Bainbridge 

Sidney -
Rt. 35 7 

5. 7 

9.3 

72 

11 

1.2 

28 

J.6 

4. 3 

23 

4 .2 

2.9 

6.5 

7. 2 

Otsego-Del. Co. line 12. 7 
CR-47 

!:!£!Q!...!Q. - Not anely•ed (no interstate) 

A 95 

I 278 

c 278 R 

I 278 R 

I 278 R 

Crose Brox. Ex; 
Bronx R. Pk - 1-295 

Staten Is. Ex: 
West Shore Ex -
Richmond Rd. 

3.5 

4 .6 

Brooklyn Qu Ex: 9 .1 
65 th St. - Newton Creek 

BQE: Queens Dv -

Grand Cent. Parkway 1.4 

Buchner Exp. Randalia 
Isl - Hutchinson R. Pk.4.1 

HCPM ANALYSIS 
82 

32 to 66 83 Re cont 
Overlay 

19. 7 

65 

66 

98 

67 

77 

67 

67 

67 

77 

76 

66 

66 

66 
87 

88 

65 

76 

65 

87 

77 

87 

88 

66 

56 

66 to 
44 

55 

66 

83 Overlay 4. 3 

Blt-85 Overlay 2. 7 

87 

85 

85 

85 

84 

8& 

84 

Joint 
Reseal 

Overlay} 

OverlayJ 

Overlay 

Overlay 

overlay 

NA 

9.8 

2. 7 

6. 7 

2.3 

23 locations t 37 Mia/ 
Grind DL, reseal ) $6 .1 

13 locations, 7 .1 Hi) 
Overlay )SJ. 3 

84 Overby .6 Hi .2 

85 

82 

82 

82 

83 

83 

84 

85 

84 

84 

84 

84 

84 

<..:rind DL, reseal 
5.8 Mi. 2.1 

Overley 2 . 2 

Overlay 4 . 2 

Overley l.l 

Cold Hill 
Resurface , 7 

Overlay 

RC!poi r 
Joints 

2.< 

. J 

Reseal joints .6 

Overlay NA 

Overlay 

Overlay & 
Reconet. NA 

Overlay 

Overlay 

REGIONAL ANALYSIS 

83 

83 

84 

84 

84 

8& 

138 

Rec on 
Repave 

Overlay 

lane Joint 
miles Repair 

Safety bridge 
reconditioning 

84 

84 

84 

Joint Repair 

Joint 
Repair 

R6P 

Overlay 
82 (5 Mi. only) 

84 Re con 

$22.0 

2.1 

2.9 

1.9 

4.6 

I.] 

$ 4.1 

NA 

.6 

• 5 

8.o 

3.6 

15. 7 

--
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TABLE 7 (continued) 

E I 295 R Clea rvi•v Ezp. 35th - 73rd 
2.0 66 

F I 295 R Croae Bronx E:r.. : 
Bruckner Connection .5 66 

c I 49S k LIE: kleaena Blvd. SS 
NYC Line 5. 7 76 

II, J I 678 R Van Wyck.: S.6 65 -
Na•••u Ex. - lnterboro 76 

Pkvy. 

K I 895 Sheddon Ea: Bruckner 
Cro•• lronz l.l 66 

L I 87 0 Haj. Deeaan 
3rd Ave. - NYC line 7. 2 76 

M I 95 0 Cro1s-Bronx : 
CWB - Bronx R. Pkvy . 4 .4 77 

N I 278 0 Bruckner.Bronx 
R. - White Pl. Rd. l.3 66 

p I 278 0 BQ!: Nev ton Crlt, 54 -
Queena Bvld 1.9 77 

concerns in state perspective. The model was reason
ably accurate in identifying major sections in need 
of repair and in forecasting future repairs. In this 
sense, therefore, it provides a balanced assessment 
of overall allocation strategies. 

Given this role, what is the best strategy for 
using such a tool? In our judgment its best opera
tion would be in the hands of regional analysts. 
Armed with such a procedure, regional analysts could 
themselves evaluate the long-term funding implica
tions of locally developed repair strategies. This 
information could then be balanced with other needs 
for capacity, bridges, and so forth to develop a 
balanced program at the regional level. The depart
ment is presently working to decentralize the high
way condition projection model so that it will be 
available in an on-line fashion to the regions in 
conjunction with their own highway condition files 
and other information. In this way strong pavement 
management principles tempered by sound local judg
ment and local concerns beyond the strict engineer
ing of pavements can be combined in a successful 
management program. 
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84 

Overlay• Crind 
84 reseal 

Overlay 
84 grind• re1eal 

84 Overlay 

Cold Hill 
84 Re111urface 

Cold Hill 
es Resurface 

83 

Cold Mill 
83 Resurface/Overlay 
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Method of Forecasting Payments on 

ADELE SHAPANKA and GARY R. ALLEN 

ABSTRACT 

The research on forecasting techniques for 
payments on current and proposed construc
tion contracts reported in this paper was 
performed as part of a study to develop a 
system for generating a l-to-2-year fore
cast of monthly cash flows for the Virginia 
Depan:ment: of Highways and Transportation. 
The study revealed that presently used cash 
flow forecasting methods consistently un
derestimate ending cash balances. In addi
tion, it showed that the behavior of indi
vidual contracts varies widely, with the 
percent paid out at the halfway point in 
the schedule ranging from zero to 93 per
cent. Furthermore, contractors' schedules, .. . . .. _ ---•- --- '----~ ----un wn.1.cn curren"C r:ureca.::sc:i:; cut;! ua.:::s~u. a.i.t:: 
not reliable indicators of contract dura
tion, payout patterns, or final cost. By 
the end of the scheduled duration (contrac
tual time limit not allowing for shutdowns) 
contracts are typically less than 70 per
cent complete. Cost overruns average 7. 8 
percent of the contract amount. Seasonality 
is a critical determinant of construction 
payout, as is exhibited by the fact that 
payouts can be six times as high in Septem
ber as in January. A simple technique that 
emphasizes the effects of seasonality on 
payout and realistic estimates of contract 
duration explained more than 93 percent of 
the variation in a retrospective test of a 
sample data base. The accuracy of the fore
casting method in actual use will depend on 
the variability of the weather and on the 
prompt entry of information on contracts 
let and scheduled ad•:ertisernent dates into 
the forecasting data base. 

During the past several years revenues for most 
highway departments have become volatile and unpre
dictable, and construction expenditures have been 
subjecled to unprecedented rates of inflalion. Dur
ing such periods an agency runs a serious risk of 
encountering an inadequate cash balance in carrying 
out its construction and maintenance program. This 
risk can be minimized by (a) maintaining large cash 
balances that divert funds from current needs or (b) 
developing and using reliable management tools for 
short-term forecasting and monitoring of cash in
flows and outflows. In Virginia the latter approach 
has been the chosen course of action, and in this 
paper one phase cf improving the current forecasting 
technique--a more reliable construction payout 
model--is described. 

Improved techniques for forecasting revenues, 
federal-aid reimbursements, and other cash flow com
ponents are beyond the scope of the paper, although 
research to improve these aspects of the forecasting 
tecnn1ques is be1ng cone1uctee1. In t:nis paper t:he 
data required to derive the construction contract 

monthly payout forecast are discussed, the tech
niques currently used in Virginia are critiqued, a 
new forecasting technique is explained, and, final
ly, a test of the technique is presented. 

CASH FLOW FORECASTING IN OTHER STATES 

States that have systematic cash forecasting meth
ods, or are developing them, include Alabama, Ar
kansas, Pennsylvania, New York, Florida, Iowa, Cali
fornia, Utah, and Idaho. The project team reviewed 
in detail the methods that have been developed in 
Pennsylvania, New York, and Florida and concluded 
that the forecasting techniques in use in New York 
held the most potential as a basis for developing a 
forecasting method for use in Virginia. These tech
niques are described hereafter in the section on the 
monthly factors model= 

In addition to details on forecasting techniques, 
the project team gained two significant insights 
from analyzing the forecasting systems in these 
states. The first is that a technically accurate 
forecasting technique, although vital to success, is 
not sufficient to generate good forecasts if the in
formation system employed does not provide to the 
forecasting system a steady flow of up-to-date, ac
curate, and easily accessible data. The second in
sight is that an accurate cash flow forecasting sys
tem can be a useful management tool only if the 
forecasting function is closely integrated with the 
programming function, because programming changes 
must be promptly reflected in the forecasts and 
forecasted cash flow surpluses or shortfalls must be 
properly taken into account in programming decisions. 

DATA COLLECTION AND PROFILE 

Data were collected on 173 contracts that began af
ter July 1, 1979, and were completed by August 1982. 
The payment data were plotted by computer against 
elapsed time for each contract, and these plots were 
compared to identify ann exr.l nne from the analysis 
contracts that exhibited unusual payout patterns. 
After exclusion of the outliers, the sample con
sisted of 162 contracts representing 19.5 pPrr.Pnt of 
the construction activity during fiscal 1980, 27.4 
percent during fiscal 1981, and 9 percent during 
fiscal 1982. The distribution of contracts by con
tract amount and duration given in Table 1 indicates 
that half of the sample consisted of contracts of 
$500,000 or less and 12 months or less in duration 
and that 9 percent were greater than $2,500,000 and 
longer than 1 year. Contracts from $500,000 to 
$2,500,000 and from 1 to 2 years in length made up 
23 percent of the sample, or 37 contracts. This mix 
of large and small, short and long contracts is rep
resentative of the total work program of the Virgin
ia Department of Highways and Transportation. The 
distribution of the dollar volume of construction 
activity by size of contract (Table 2) reveals that 
the 14 largest contracts accounted for over 50 per
cent: of t:ne aoJ.J.ar volume of construction activity 
for the sample and that the 92 smallest contracts 
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TABLE 1 Distribution of Sample by Duration and Contract Amount 

Actual Duration from Contract to Completion 
(months) 

Contract Amount 
($) 0-3 4-Q 7-12 13-17 18-24 25-36 Total 

<250,000 11 18 15 l 0 0 45 
250,001 to 500,000 l 3 33 9 1 0 47 
500,001 to 1,000,000 0 l 15 15 2 0 33 
1,000,001 to 2,500,000 0 l l 12 8 l 23 
2,500,001 to 6,000,000 0 0 0 2 1 5 8 
>6,000,000 _Q_ _Q_ _Q_ _Q_ _5_ L _Q_ 
Total 12 23 64 39 17 7 162 

TABLE 2 Distribution of Construction Dollar Volume by 
Size of Contract 

No. of Percentage of Cumulative 
Contract Amount ($) Contracts Dollar Volume Percentage 

<250,000 45 3.3 3.3 
250,001 to 500,000 47 9.9 13.2 
500,001to1,000,000 33 13.2 26.5 
1,000,001 to 2,500,000 23 23.4 49.8 
2,500,001 to 6,000,000 8 18.6 68.5 
>6,000,000 31.5 100.0 

made up about 13 percent of the volume. The average 
contract duration from contract date to completion, 
weighted by the dollar volume, is 16. 4 months, and 
60 percent of the contracts were for combination 
construction or combination plus bridge construc
tion. The distribution of contracts by road system 
and project type given in Table 3 shows that 146 of 
the 162 contracts were on the primary and secondary 
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TABLE 3 Distribution of Sample by Road System and 
Project Type 

Road System 

Project Type Interstate Primary Secondary Urban Total 

Combination or 
minimal plan 2 46 41 2 91 

Combination 
with bridge 3 19 15 l 38 

Bridge 4 5 14 0 23 
Grading 0 2 0 0 2 
Paving l 3 0 0 4 
Landscaping 1 l 0 0 2 
Signals 2 _Q_ _Q_ Q_ _2 

Total 13 76 70 162 

highway systems and, of these, all but 6 involved 
combination or bridge construction or both. Of the 
13 Interstate contracts, 9 were for combination or 
bridge construction or both. The sample included 
only 3 urban projects. 

The payout data show that the behavior of in
dividual contracts was highly variable. For example, 
the ratio of actual duration to scheduled duration 
varied from less than one to six; the number of 
months between the contract date and the first pay
ment can be anywhere from zero to 13; and the final 
amount paid the contractor can vary from 64 percent 
to 165 percent of the stated contract amount. This 
variability is illustrated in Figure 1, which shows 
the minimum, maximum, and mean payout by contract 
size group at 50 percent of time elapsed from con
tract date to completion date. Interestingly, the 
larqest contracts, those greater than $6 million, 

78 

93 

54 

2500-
6000 

D 
I 
I 
75 

> 6000 

Group Minimum 

Group Mean 

Group Maximum 

Contract Amount in OOOs Do 11 ars 

FIGURE 1 Percent paid out at 50 percent time elapsed, by contract size. 
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were the least variable, ranging from 47 to 75 per
cent payout at 50 percent elapsed time. However, 
the next to largest category of contracts, $2. 5 to 
!!E !!1.illio!!. M:::.<:'! ~mnnn th~ !!!O~t ,_Yariable. !'a!!']i!!'J 
from 14 to 93 percent, and for the three smallest 
contract size groups, the minimum payout at 50 per
cent elapsed time was zero and the maximum 91 per
cent. 

Despite the variability of individual contracts, 
predictable patterns were found. The pattern shown 
in Figure 2 is that longer duration contracts paid 
out more rapidly at any point in the life of the 
contract than did shorter duration contracts. For 
example, at 50 percent time elapsed, a 7-to-12-
month contract was 29 percent paid out, on the aver
age, but a 25-to-36-month contract was 60 percent 
paid out. In general, the percent paid out was like
ly to be closer to the percent time elapsed on long 
duration contracts than on short contracts. The data 
also show that large contracts had smaller cost 
overruns, in percentage terms, than smaller con
tracts. Large contracts also tended to stay closer 
to schedule than smaller contracts, 

CURRENT FORECASTING TECHNIQUES 

Current Contracts 

Tne techniques current:.Ly usea oy cne department to 
forecast construction contract payout have certain 
identifiable limitations. In the case of current 
contracts, the forecast is based on the contractor's 
progress schedule estimate. If the cumulative payout 
is not equal to the scheduled payout, the difference 
is distributed equally over the months remaining on 
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the progress schedule. If the project is not com
pleted on time, the balance remaining in the con
tract, if less than $100,000, is paid out in the 
fn11nwi~~ mn~th a~a; if ~reater than e1oojoooi Q~er 

the following 6 months. 
The difficulty with this forecasting technique is 

that the data show that contractors' progress sched
ules were not reliable indicators of the actual dur
ation of contracts, final cost, or payout patterns. 
Contractors' schedules typically did not allow for 
any delays in construction, particularly seasonal 
slowdowns and shutdowns. This finding is illustrated 
by Flgu1e 3, whluh shuws Lite tdLlu uf dl!tudl Lu 
scheduled payout throughout the scheduled time 
period for contracts of various sizes. As a general 
rule, contracts fell further and further behind as 
they approached the end of the scheduled time limit. 
For example, contracts in amounts from $1 million to 
$2. 5 million were nearly on schedule at the 25 per-
=~«t tirnc ~lap~~d pcittt, b~t by th~ 75 p~~=~~t ti~~ 
elapsed point they had fallen to 72 percent of the 
scheduled estimate. By the time the projects were 
scheduled for completion only 64 percent of the work 
had been done and paid for. The largest projects, 
those over $6 million, generally stayed closer to 
schedule than smaller projects, but they also fell 
behind as time elapsed, until they were only 87 per
cent completed when the scheduled time limit was 
reached. 

Table 4 gives the extent to which schedules were 
exceeded on contracts of various sizes. The number 
of additional months needed ranged from 5 to 25, 
with a dollar-volume-weighted average of 14. 5 
months, or 82 percent of scheduled duration. The 
final cost of a project was generally much closer to 
the original contract than was duration. The cost 
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FIGURE 2 Mean payouts at three points in contract, by contract duration. 
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FIGURE 3 Actual/scheduled payout versus time elapsed on contractors' schedules. 

TABLE 4 Schedule Overruns by Contract Size 

Contract Size($) 

<250,000 
250,001 to 500,000 
500,001 to 1,000,000 
l ,000,001 to 2,500,000 
2,500 ,001 to 6,000,000 
>6,000,000 
Weighted average 

Actual Duration/ 
Scheduled Duration 

1.83 
1.88 
1.88 
2.10 
2.08 
ill 
1.82 

Additional 
Months Needed 

5.0 
8.8 

10.9 
18.0 
25 .0 
10.0 
14.5 

overruns ranged from 2. 7 to 11.6 percent, with con
tracts exceeding $6 million having the smallest 
percentage overruns. The weighted average for the 
sample was 7.8 percent. The current forecasting 
technique takes into account only a small portion of 
these overruns. Work orders received on a contract 
through the date of the forecast are added to the 
original contract amount for a revised contract 
total. Future payments are projected until the sum 
of payments is equal to the revised contract total. 
When this point is reached in the forecast, no fur
ther payments are projected. This method makes no 
attempt to forecast work orders not received at the 
time the forecast is made. Furthermore, work orders 
account for only 28 percent, on the average, of cost 
overruns; the remai ning 72 percent consists of quan
tity overruns, which do not r equire work orders. 

For example, on one contract, work orders re
ceived by July 1980 amounted to $29,000, for a re
vised contract total of $5,090,000. A forecast made 
in that month, therefore, would have projected pay
ments totaling $5,090,000. However, work orders to
taling another $70,000 were subsequently received 
for a revised contract total of $5,160,000. In addi
tion, the final sum of payments actually made came 
to $5 , 303, 000. The total cost overrun was actually 
$24 2, 000 , of which only $99,0 00 was accounted for by 
work orders. 

The following is a sul!Unary of the limitations of 
the current forecasting techniques for ongoing con
tracts. 

1. Over-reliance on contractors' progress sched
ule estimates, which are not good indicators of ac 
t ual payments made a nd which tend to ignore the sea
s onality of construction; 

2. Failure to make reasonable estimates of the 
actual duration of contracts; and 

3. Failure to anticipate probable cost overruns, 
which range from 2.7 to 11.6 pe rcent of the contract 
amount. 

P roposed co ntrac ts 

The forecasting technique used for payouts on pro
posed contracts also has shortcomings. The 23-month
payout forecasting schedule assumed for all proposed 
contracts is given in Table 5. When this schedule 
is plotted, it becomes a smooth curve as shown in 
Figure 4. 

TABLE 5 Twenty-Three-Month Payout Schedule for 
Proposed Contracts 

Monthly Cumulative Monthly Cumulative 
Payout Payout Payout Payout 

Month (%) (%) Month (%) (%) 

l 0.6 0.6 13 4.0 79.6 
2 3.7 4.3 14 4.2 83.8 
3 7.0 J 1.3 15 3.7 87.5 
4 9.2 20.5 16 l.6 89.l 
5 6.9 27.4 17 2.8 91.9 
6 6.9 34.3 18 1.6 93.5 
7 7.0 41.3 19 2.2 95.7 
8 6.7 48.0 20 l.O 96.7 
9 7.2 55.2 21 l.l 97.8 

10 7.8 63.0 22 1.5 99 ,3 
II 5.6 68.6 23 0.7 100.0 
12 7.0 75.6 
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Fir.TJ~F. 4 Tw1mty-thrP.P.-month payout curve used for proposed contracts. 

The principal weakness of this 23-month forecast
ing technique, aside from the failure to anticipate 
cost overruns, is that it does not allow for the 
seasonality of construction work. The importance of 
seasonality is shown in Figure 5, which shows month
ly construction payout during fiscal year 1982 as i! 

percentage of the tnti!l for the year. As may be ex
pec t ed, the peak period for construction activity 
was summer and autumn, and the slow season was the 
middle of winter (January and February). The monthly 
percentage for the peak month of September was more 
than six times the percentage for the slowest month 
of January, and the effect of seasonality naturally 
varied from year to year. This variability, as well 
as the role of seasonality in forecasting, will be 
discussed in greater detail later. 
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FIGURE 5 Seasonality of construction payout. 

Fo r eca sting Results 

The final result of these forecasting limitations is 
an unsatisfactory forecast. This is illustrated by a 
comparison of actual construction payouts from April 
1982 to March 1983 with a forecast made by the bud
get division in April 1982 using the techniques de
scribed previously . The most striking feature of 
this comparison is that the forecast seriously un
derestimated the summer and autumn construction peak 
and underestimated payout more than three times as 
often as it overestimated payout, because tne tech 
nique fails to consider seasonality. The difficulty 

of predicting the advertisement dates of proposed 
projects may also have affected the forecast. Until 
recently, these advertisement dates were quite un
certain and neither the information in the computer
ized project development monitoring system (PDMS) 
nor the 2-year advertising schedule was reliable as 
a forecasting input. 

Th~ progr;:n-.mi ng ~nd :::cheduling division recently 
completed an analysis of the advertising schedule 
released in October 1982, and the reliability of the 
schedule was found to have greatly improved--of the 
179 projects scheduled for advertisement from Octo
ber 1982 through March 1983, 159 were advertised. Of 
these, 127 were advertised in the month scheduled 
and another 28 were advertised within the same 
quarter. In addition, 14 projects were advertised 
that had been advanced or added to the schedule, and 
6 projects were dropped from the schedule. Variahil
i ty in advertisement dates is normal in department 
operations and will limit the accuracy of any fore
casting technique. Nevertheless, this limitation can 
be significantly offset by timely updates of the 
forecasting data base whenever the advertisement 
schedule is changed. 

DEVELOPMENT OF NEW FORECASTING TECHNIQUES 

The problem of forecasting payouts on construction 
contracts relates to the following factors, each of 
which will be discussed separately: (a) contract 
duration, (b) the final amount paid the contractor 
(known as the final estimate), (c) p ayout pi!tterns , 
and (d) advertisement dates for proposed contracts. 

Contract Duration 

Contract duration is defined, for the purposes of 
this paper, as actual elapsed time in months from 
the month in which the first payment is made to the 
month in which work is completed. Intuitively, con
tract size would be expected to be the single most 
powerful determinant of duration, and an analysis of 
the data has shown this to be correct although the 
relationship is not strictly proportional. Other 
factors that may influence contract duration are 
project type, . road system, and the month in which 
the contract is signed. 

A regression analysis was performed on these fac
tors. The results of the analysis showed that 69 
percent of the variation in duration was explained 
by contract size but Chae Lh~ 

were less than proportional to the increases in 

--
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size, especially for the largest contracts. The re
sults also showed that contracts took less time to 
complete on the secondary system than on the other 
systems, and less time to complete if the contract 
was signed in January, February, March, April, July, 
or December. Contracts took longer to complete if 
they were combination construction projects involv
ing bridges or if they were signal projects. An 
equation that includes all of these variables can 
explain 76 percent of the variation in contract dur
ation. This equation is 

ACTDUR = -38.78 + 3.84 ln NETAMT - 3.28 MNCN 
- 0.49 RDSYS + 1.53 PRTYPE 

where 

ACTDUR 

NETAMT 
MNCN 

RDSYS 

PR TYPE 

duration in months from month of first 
payment to month of completion; 
original contract amount; 
month in which contract is signed (1 if 
January, February, March, April, July, 
or December, otherwise 0); 
road system (1 if secondary, otherwise 
OJ; and 
project type (1 if project is a combina
tion contract with a bridge involved or 
a signal project, otherwise 0) • 

Table 6 gives the durations calculated for con
tracts of various sizes and categories using this 
regression equation. For a given contract size, the 
contracts with the longest estimated durations were 
combination construction plus bridge or signal con
tracts on the Interstate, primary, or urban systems 
and were signed in May, June, or August thr~ugh No
vember. Contracts with the shortest estimated dura
tions were those other than combination plus bridge 
or signal projects on the secondary system signed in 
January through April, July, or December. The dif
ference between the shortest and longest duration 
estimated for contracts of a given size was 5. 5 
months. 

Amount of the Final Estimate 

As discussed in a previous section, final estimates 
(the amount paid the contractor) ranged from 102. 7 
to 111.6 percent of the original contract amount. 
For forecasting purposes, the mean percentage cost 
overrun for each contract size group was used to 
predict the size of the final estimate for each con
tract: 

Final estimate Cost overrun factor x contract 
amount where cost overrun factors are 

Cost Overrun Factor 

l. 090 
1.078 
1.116 
l. 094 
1.115 
1.027 

Payout Patterns 

Contract Size ($) 

<250,000 
250,001 to 500,000 
500,001 to 1,000,000 
l,OOo,001 to 2,500,000 
2,500,001 to 6,000,000 
>6,000,000 
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The timing, number, and size of the monthly payments 
on a construction contract constitute the payout 
pattern. The payout patterns of the sample contracts 
were analyzed by two methods. The first was multiple 
regression analysis and the second a method of 
monthly factors analysis that emphasizes seasonality 
and is a modification of the method used by the New 
York State Department of Transportation (NYSDOT) • 

Regression Analysis 

A regression analysis was performed for each con
tract size group in Table 2. The cumulative percent 
paid out in each month in the life of each contract 
was analyzed as a function of the percentage of time 
elapsed from the first payment to the completion 
date, the month in which the payment was made, and 
the cumulative percent already paid out . The regres
sion equation includes the square and the cube of 
the percentage of time elapsed (PCTT), and in this 
polynomial form allows for changes in the slope of 
the payout curve. The variable PMTMON accounts for 
the fact that construction activity is much lower in 
winter and early spring than in the rest of the year. 

PCTPt = a + b(PCTT) + c(PCTT 2 ) + d(PCTT') 
+ e(PCTPt-ll + f(PM'IMON) 

where 

PCTT 

PCTPt-1 

PMTMON 

cumulative percentage of final 
estimate that is paid out by the end 
of month t; 
percentage of time elapsed over the 
period from the first payment through 
the month of completion; 
cumulative percentage that was paid 
out by the end of month t-1; and 
dummy variable representing the month 
in which the payment is made; the 

TABLE 6 Contract Durations (months) Calculated by Regression Equation 

Secondary Highways Interstate, Primary, and Urban Highways 

Contract Month" Contract Month" 

l-4, 7, 12 5, 6, 8-11 1-4, 7, 12 5, 6, 8-11 

Project Typeb Project Typeb Project Typeb Project Typeb 

Contract Amount($) C+B or Signal Other C+B or Signal Other C+B or Signal Other C+ B or Signal Other 

125 ,000 s.s 4,1 8.8 7.4 6.3 4.9 9.6 8.2 
375,000 9.5 8.1 12.8 l l .4 10.3 8.9 13.6 12.2 
750,000 12.1 10 .7 15.4 14.0 12.9 11.5 16.2 14.8 
1,500,000 14.6 13 .2 17.9 16.5 15 .4 14.0 18.7 17.3 
3,000,000 17.l 15 .7 20.4 19.0 17.9 16.5 21.2 19.8 
6,000,000 19 .6 18.2 22.9 2 l.5 20.4 19.0 23.7 22.3 
12,000,000 23.l 21.7 26.4 25.0 23.9 22.5 27.2 25.8 

8 Contract months are keyed consecutively; month 1 is January. 
be = combination contract; B =bridge contract. 
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dummy variable is l if the month is 
January, February, March, or April and 
0 if the month is May, June, July, 
ttugus~, bep~emoer, uctober, November, 
or December. 

The results of the regression analysis were quite 
encouraging and the R2 s are given in Table 7 for 
each contract size group. Significance tests on the 
explanatory variables were acceptable at the 95 per
cent level of confidence. The results of a forecast
ing test of these equations will be presented in a 
later &ection. 

TABLE 7 R-Squares for Payout 
Regressions 

Contract Size($) R2 

<2 50,000 C.37 
250,00 I to 500,000 0.94 
500 ,001 to 1,000,000 0.96 
1,000,001 to 2.500,000 0 ,98 
2,500,001 to 6,000,000 0.99 
>6,000,000 0.99 

Monthly Factors Analysis 

A forecasting technique based on the duration of in
dividual contracts and the seasonality of the total 
work program has been in use by the NYSDOT for sev
eral years. The basic equation is 

ESTPMTt = AMTRF.Mt-1 x (MONFACTt/EP MONFACT) 

where 

F.S~PMTt = estimated monthly payment for month 
t; 

AMTREM amount remaining in the contract af
ter the payment made in month t-1; 

MONFACTt monthly seasonality factor for month 
t; and 

EnMONFACT sum of monthly seasonality factors 
for the months remaining in the con-
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tract's duration from month t to month 
of final payment. 

""" 1uv11l.i1ly seasonal1 ty tactors are computed from 
historical data by dividing the total construction 
contract payout fo r each month (£or all contracts) 
by the total payout f or the yea r. The resu l t gives 
an estimate of the pe rcentage of annual payout that 
t ypically occurs in each month. Then the monthly 
seasonality factors used for forecasting may be 
averaged over several years to smooth out year-to
yea r variations. The first step in adapting the 
mo1ithly Cd<.: tots 1nethot1 to Virginia was to calculate 
the monthly seasonality factors for the Virginia De
partment of Highways and Transportation construction 
program . l n order to determine the variability of 
t:h.ese tactors, they were calculated using four data 
bases : (a) monthly payouts for the total construc
t ion p O<Jram f or FY 1961 , ( b) monthly payouts for 
the tot::.l c cnstructivn ~rogram £or F' Y l9Hi, {c) FY 

1981 payout for the sample data base described pre
v ious ly, and (d) total payout for the combined 
3-year sample data base. The results are shown in 
Figure 6. 

The fiscal 1981 sample showed the greatest dif
ference between the peak month and the lowest month 
of the year: The July factor of 0.16 was more than 
eight timeli the March factor of 0.019. On the other 
hand, th~ c~~~enality was l~ss extreme for th~ com-
bined 3-year sample. The proportion of the total 
annual payout for the peak month of July was 0.12, 
about three times the proportion paid out for the 
lowest month, March, which was 0.036. The totals for 
fiscal years 1981 and 1982 exhibited intermediate 
levels of seasonality, with the most highly variable 
months being January, which ranged from 0.021 to 
0.069, and March, which ranged from 0.019 to 0.071. 
The peak months of July and August were moderately 
variable. In contrast, the months of September and 
October wete quite stable. This means that year-to
year va riations in monthly seasonality could produce 
forecasting errors o f several millions of dollars, 
particularly in January and .March and in t.he peak 
months. Forecasting tests were conducted on the sam
ple using monthly factors from the combined 3-year 
sample and £rom the fiscal 1981 sample . The results 
o f thes e tests wil l be presem:ed in the next sec tion . 

~Total payout 
~ for rY 81 

I Total payout 
for FY 82 

I Sample Payout 
for FY 81 

I Combl ned Sample 
Payout 

July J\ug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. fo.1ar. Apr. Ma y .l11nP. 

Month 

FIGURE 6 Variations in monthly factors from sample and aggregate payouts. 
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A number of trial calculations with the monthly 
factors equation indicated that it performs better 
empirically if certain assumptions are made about 
the timing and size of the first two payments as 
well as the final payment, Based on the data in the 
sample, the first payment is assumed to occur 1 
month after the contract month if the estimated dur
ation is less than 3 months, and 2 months after the 
contract month if the estimated duration is 3 months 
or longer. Using the sample data base, the sizes of 
the first, second, an final payment are specified as 
a percentage of the final estimate, depending on the 
contract size group. These percentages are given in 
Table 8. Next, the percentage of the contract that 

TABLE 8 First, Second, and Final Payments as 
Percentage of Final Estimate 

First Second Final 
Contract Size($) Payment Payment Payment 

<250,000 14.5 23.8 6.5 
250,00 l to 500,000 8.2 12.0 3.7 
500 ,00 I to l ,000 ,000 5.5 10.4 2.6 
1,000,001 to 2,500,000 5.0 6.1 1.0 
2,500,001 to 6,000,000 4.7 5.6 0.5 
>6,000,000 2.6 3.1 0.001 

is paid out by the completion month was calculated 
from the sample by size of contract (Table 9). In 
addition, the payout pattern was constrained such 
that the payment percentage made in the month fol
lowing completion equals [l - (% paid by completion 
month + % last payment) J, the next payment always 
equals zero, and the last payment is made 3 months 
after completion. 

TABLE 9 Percentage Paid Out by 
Completion Month 

Contract Size($) Percentage Paid Out 

<250,000 
250,001 to 500,000 
500 ,00 I to 1,000 ,000 
1,000,001 to 2,500,000 
2,500,001 to 6,000,000 
>6,000,000 

86.9 
88.6 
93.9 
96.5 
97.3 

100.0 

The following example illustrates how duration, 
final estimate, and monthly payments are calculated 
using the methods described. In this example 

Project no. 
Project type 
Road system 

Contract amount 
Contract month 

Estimated duration 

NET AMT 
MNCN 

RD SYS 
PR TYPE 

Duration 

Final estimate 

0641-016-150, 
combination construction, 
secondary, 
$79, 771, 
June, 
-38,37 + 3.84 (ln NETAMT) 
- 3,28 (MNCN) - 0.49 (RDSYS) 
+ 1. 53 (PRTYPE) 1 

$79,771, 
= O for June, 
= 1 for secondary, 

O for combination construc
t ion, 
-38.37 + 3.84 (ln 79771) 
- 3.28 (0.0) - 0.49 + 1.53 
(0.0) = 4.07 rounded to 4 
months from first payment to 
the month of completion, 
$79,771 x 1.090 = $86,950 
(this adjusts for cost over
runs) , and 
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Monthly factor JAN .048 JULY .114 
FEB .037 AUG .118 
MAR .035 SEP .117 
APR • 060 OCT .104 
MAY .094 NOV .106 
JUN .091 DEC .076. 

Using the monthly factors shown, the following 
estimates of payout can be made (note that November 
is the estimated completion month), 

Month 

June 
July 

Aug. 

Sept. 

Oct. 

Nov. 

Dec. 

Jan. 

Feb. 

Payment ($) 

0 
0 

12,655 

20, 721 

20,891 

21,293 

5,749 

0 

5,643 

Calculation 

The model is con
strained so that no 
payments are made in 
first two months af
ter contract date 
86950 x .145 (total 
payment times 1st 
payment proportion for 
contracts less than 
$250,000) 
86950 x .238 (total 
payment times 2nd 
payment proportion for 
contracts less than 
$250,000) 
[ .104/ ( .104 + .106) l 
[(86950 x .869) 
- (12655 + 20721) I 
[.106/.106] [(86950 
x .869) - 12655 
+ 20721 + 20891) l 
[ 86950 - ( 1265 5 
+ 20721 + 20891 
+ 21293)] - [86950 
x .0649] 
Next-to-last payment 
always = 0 
86950 x .0649 (total 
payout times last 
payment %) 

The calculation for the month of October, in 
greater detail, is 

October monthly payment (October monthly 
factor/Sum of factors for months remaining from 
October to completion month) x _Amount remaining 
to be paid out by completion month. 

In the foregoing calculation, the monthly factor is 
.104 for October, the sum of remaining factors to 
completion month is .104 for October + .106 for No
vember, which equals • 210. The total amount to be 
paid out by completion is $86,940 x .869 = $75,560, 
the amount already paid out = $12, 655 + $20, 721 = 
$33, 376, the amount remaining to be paid out by 
completion = $75,560 - $33,376 = $42,184, and the 
monthly payment = (.104/.210) x $42,184 = $20,891. 

The payout forecasts generated by the monthly 
factors method can be plotted as payout curves com
parable to the standard curve shown in Figure 4. In 
general, the payout in the monthly factors curve is 
less accelerated than in the standard curve until 
near the end of the curve, and it is also less 
smooth than the standard curve, with dips and bulges 
that show the effects of seasonality, For example, 
from November to March the slope of the curve is 
less than it is from June to October, indicating a 
slower rate of payout. Of course, no forecasting 
technique or payout curve can possibly duplicate the 
highly variable behavior of individual contracts. 
Nevertheless, the forecasting tests described in the 
next section indicate that the monthly factors meth-
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od can do a better job of duplicating the behavior 
of all contracts taken together than does the stan
dard payout curve. 

RETROSPECTIVE TESTS OF FORECASTING TECHNIQUES 

The forecasting techniques described in the previous 
~ection were testea retrospectively to aeter:rnine if 
they could duplicate the payout patterns of the sam
ple. This was not a true forecasting test, however, 
for the following reasons: (a) a true forecasting 
test should be on contracts that were not in the 
sample used to develop the forecasting technique; 
(b) the retrospective tests did not involve predict
ing the advertisement dates for proposed contracts; 
and (c) the retrospective tests utilized monthly 
seasonality factors based on t he actual sample data, 
whereas in actual forecasting one will always be 
trying to predict the next year's payout using 
monthly factors from the previous year or years. 
Such monitoring is under way. · 

Tests of Monthly Factors Method 

A simplified version of the monthly factors method 
was tested using two sets of monthly factors. The 
simplified version of this method is designed to be 
simple to implement because it does not require up
dating each month based on the payments that have 
been made. When a contract has been added to the 
data base, no further information will be required, 
unless the contract is a proposed contract the es
timated cost or advertisement date of which is 
changed. 

The retrospective test using monthly factors from 
the combined 3-year sample was extremely successful. 
As Figure 7 shows, the forecast tracked the highs 
and lows of construction activity very closely. 
Statistically, the monthly factors method explained 
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more than 93 percent of the variation in construc
tion payout in this test. On the other hand, the 
method underestimated the construction peak in June 
through September of 1980 by several million dol
lars. This indicates the possibility that weather 
conditions were exceptionally good that summer, 
allowing the summer peak to be even higher than 
usual. 

Another retrospecti,_re test was perfo?:'med using 
monthly factors from only the fiscal 1981 portion of 
the sample to see if more specific monthly factors 
would improve the forecast. The estimates of the 
summer peak were much closer, but the rest of the 
forecast was not as good. Overall, the percentage of 
variation explained in this test was about 85. This 
result indicates that it is very difficult to im
prove one segment of the forecast by tailoring the 
monthly factors to it without adve r sely affecting 
the rest. 

A more elaborate version of the monthly factors 
method was also tested. In this version, the data 
base was continually updated so that the amount re
maining in each contract each month was calculated 
using the actual payments made up to that point. 
Surprisingly, the results of this test were not as 
good as those of the streamlined version. 

Tests of Regression Method 

The reg r ession met hod described previously was also 
tested in both a simplified and an elaborate ver
sion. Both of these tests were significantly worse 
than the monthly factors method. The reason may be 
that the regression method does not capture the ef
fects of seasonality as well as the monthly factors 
method. Furthermore, even though the R2 s were high, 
small percentage errors on large contracts resulted 
in relatively large absolute errors in terms of dol
lars per month. 

IMPLEMENTATION REQUIREMENTS 

The information and procedures required for imple
mentation of the simplified version of the monthly 
factors method are relatively simple and the depart
ment is currently implementing the method as a com
parison with the current forecasts. This forecasting 
method requires less new information each month than 
does the method now used for current contracts. For 
each contract, whether existing or proposed, cix 
items of data are needed: 

l~ Proj~ct number, 
2. Project type, 
3. Road sy stem, 
4. Federal share (optional), 
5. Contract amount or construction cost esti

mate, and 
6. Contract date or advertisement date • 

Implementation of the forecasting method will 
initially require a data base consisting of all 
projects that have been awarded, advertised, or 
scheduled for advertisement. After that, monthly 
updates will be required on (a) new contracts that 
have been awarded and (b) any changes in advertise
ment dates or construction estimates for projects on 
the advertising schedule. 

The sample data base of completed contracts used 
to develop the forecasting method will be expanded 
to include all additional projects that have been 
completed since August 1982. These data will be re
analyzed to ensure that the equations for duration 
and final estimate and the monthly factors are rep-



resentative of recent construction activity. This 
process of data collection and reanalysis will be 
repeated periodically. 

CONCLUSION 

Analysis has shown that aggregate payout on con
struction contracts can be adequately predicted 
given improved forecasting techniques and informa
tion management. The forecasting technique described 
in this paper requires information only on the type 
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of construction, the road system, the size of the 
project, and its actual or prospective start date to 
make estimates of payout that are up to 93 percent 
accurate. This degree of accuracy can be attained 
by frequent and timely updates of the information in 
the forecasting data base on contracts let and on 
contracts on the advertisement schedule. Because 
payments to construction contractors are a major 
cash flow item for the Virginia Department of High
ways and Transportation, as they are in many states, 
it is anticipated that better forecasts of construc
tion payout will be a valuable aid in the budgetary 
process. 

Setting Priorities of Highway Projects by 

Successive Subsetting Technique 
MARK D. HARNESS and KUMARES C. SINHA 

ABSTRACT 

The development of a technique that can be 
used to set priorities within a given work 
category of highway improvement projects is 
described. After impact categories have 
been developed, respective priority evalua
tion measures assess the importance of spe
cific projects within each impact category. 
The proposed technique of successive sub
setting combines the impacts of each candi
d ate project in a work category to deter
mine which projects should be implemented 
for a given budget. A sample problem con
sisting of a group of bridge replacement 
projects is presented to illustrate the 
application of the technique. 

Traditional approaches--weighting factors and devel
oping combined scores of sufficiency ratings--to 
setting priorities among highway projects have the 
serious drawback of masking the importance of indi
vidual factors. The use of such approaches does not 
always produce an optimal set of projects, nor can 
specific reasons be given for selection choices. In 
the face of increasing highway construction costs 
and an increasing backlog of improvement projects, 
greater efficiency in selecting projects for imple
mentation, as well as provision for the defense of 
the set of projects selected for implementation, 
must be established. 

In this study it is assumed that· projects have 
already been established for given needs. It is also 
assumed that the best alternative within each proj
ect proposal for a particular location has already 
been chosen. Under these assumptions, a priority
setting technique has been developed that can aid in 

the choice of the set of projects for implementation 
within a given work category. This study was spon
sored by the Indiana Department of Highways (IDOH) 
and has been developed for use within its planning 
division. 

HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENT IMPACT CATEGORIES AND 
PRIORITY EVALUATION MEASURES 

When priori ties are determined for individual proj -
ects within a work category or functional classifi
cation, significant types of impacts must be deter
mined. After this, methods for measuring the extent 
of these impacts must be developed to describe the 
importance of each project. An impact category is 
defined as the general impact type that has a spe
cific importance level within a work category. A 
priority evaluation measure is the value that rep
resents the importance of a project with respect to 
a given impact type. 

SUCCESSIVE SUBSETTING 

The major problem in using a priority-setting tech
nique is that available data are mostly subjective 
and have a low degree of accuracy. Consequently, in 
the proposed technique, it is assumed that impacts 
of highway improvements cannot be measured precisely 
and that, if they can be, the limits of accuracy are 
quite large. It is assumed that all projects in each 
impact category can be lumped only approximately in
to a small number of groups. The members of each 
group will then have about the same impact value or 
priority evaluation measure. 

The key to this technique is that each smaller 
group or subset may also be divided into additional 
smaller groups using different evaluation criteria. 
A representation of the successive subsetting opera-
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tions is shown in Figure 1. As a result, although 
the first separation of projects may produce only, 
for example, five groups, the second round of sub-

five). This procedure may be used as many times as 
there are impact categories. Consequently, a group 
of projects separated into three subgroups five 
times will produce 243 subsets. Five groups divided 
f ive times wi l l produce 3 , 1 25 subsets. 
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FIGURE 1 Flow chart of successive subsetting technique. 

Use of this technique allows a large number of 
projects to be ranked in a small number of steps 
using data that need not be highly accurate. In ad
dition, only a few impact measurements are necessary 
for each project proposed. This means data require
ments can be substantially reduced. 

REQUIREMENTS OF SUCCESSIVE SUBSETTING TECHNIQUE 

Instead of determining the numerical priorities for 
each t~'Pe of impact, t he relative importance cf dif
ferent types of impact needs to be ranked. Then, for 
each budgeting or work category, the projects must 
be split into several subgroups according to the 
most important priority measure. Each subgroup must 
again be separated into more subsets using the sec
ond most important priority evaluation measure. This 
continues until all projects belong in a separate 
subset. 

For a single subsetting step, the decision maker 
must have an understanding of the degree of accuracy 
of the priority evaluation measures to be used. sub
grouping should be done only if there is a smaller 
degree of difference between values. However, rather 
than using precise statistic;:il methods to determine 
which values are statistically different, the user 
can visually observe the distribution of the values 
and make approximations between different values. 
Then, by repeating this step using other priority 
evaluation measures for each of the smaller sub-
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groups, each category may be subdivided a number of 
times to produce a finely separated distribution of 
all projects by rank. 

decision maker must clearly understand the relative 
importance of the impact categories and thei r re
spective priority evaluation measures. The first 
subsetting step has the greatest influence on what 
priority a given pro j ect will have. This is becaus e , 
in the second subsetting step, in the absence of the 
use of any trade-off curves, the second most impor
tant priority evaluation measure will affect only 
the ranlting of project!! within the odgi11.!ll t1uu
groups. For example, a project located in the second 
most important subgroup in the first subsett i ng step 
cannot move up to the most important subgroup • 

I f t he relative importance of i mpact categories 
is clea r ly dis t ingu ished, that is , if eac h p r ior i t y 
evaluation measure clearly has a greater signifi-

L t.. ... _.,. ! 
'-"C J:-'l...L -

or ity evaluation measures may be ranked and applied 
successively to produce individual subsets fo r a ll 
the projects. 

However, if some priority evaluation measures 
have similar importance levels, either within or be
tween different impact categories, trade-off curves 
must be developed to combine these measures. Figure 
2 s hows how two p riori ty evaluation me asures ma y be 
co·mni nea to ~:H!ht)rc- 1...rp pr~ject2. Th~ re l a ti·.:~ impor 
tance of the two priority evaluation measures is 
r e f l e c ted i n the slope of the lines s eparating th e 
subgroups. 
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FIGURE 2 Single subgrouping of projects 
using two priority evaluation measures. 

If more than two priority evaluation measures 
have about t he s ame level of significance, they may 
be combined as shown in Figure 3. Here the resulting 
subgroupings for the first two measures are t raded 
off against a third measure. The result of this sub-
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grouping step may then be traded off with further 
priority evaluation measures. 

However, when two or more measures are traded 
off, they combine to produce only one subgrouping 
step. Consequently, if a large number of projects 
must have their priorities determined, this may be a 
disadvantage. It is possible, however, to offset 
this small number of subsetting steps by increasing 
the number of groups made in each subsetting step. 
Again, however, the accuracy of the data must not be 
overestimated. 

One advantage of this priority-setting method is 
that sets that have no subsets with more than one 
project do not have to be further subdivided. Only 
those groups having projects with very similar pri
ority evaluation measure values must be subdivided 
using the increasingly less significant impact cate
gories. 

In addition, if the overall budget level is 
known, subset ting of projects need be applied only 
in the groups where the cutoff point lies between 
programmed and deferred projects. A group does not 
need to be subdivided if all of the projects in it 
will be selected. However, for the purposes of this 
study, all of the projects will be ranked in case 
changes in budget level are made. 

SUMMARY OF STEPS 

The general steps involved in the application of the 
proposed technique are 

1. List priority measures in order of decreasing 
significance combining those of nearly equal impor
tance. 

2. Plot projects by their most important prior
ity evaluation measure or measures. 

3. Separate projects into subgroups. 
4. For each subgroup, repeat steps 2 and 3 using 

the next least important priority evaluation mea
sures until each project is in its own subgroup. 

5. Rank projects in decreasing order of priority. 
6. Select projects for implementation in order 

of rank until the budget for the given period has 
been met. 

APPLICATION OF THE PROPOSED TECHNIQUE 

This section describes the application of the suc
cessive subsetting technique to the bridge replace
ment work category using a set of 22 proposed bridge 
replacement projects. 

Bridge inventory ratings for each of the 22 
bridges were collected. These were rated in accor
dance with the FHWA Bridge Inventory and Appraisal 
Manual (1). The key for the subjective condition 
ratings required by this manual is given in Table 1. 

TABLE 1 Key for Subjective Condition Ratings (1) 

Numerical 
Rating 

9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 

I 
0 

Bridge Condition 

New 
Good 
Good with minor maintenance needed 
Fair with major maintenance needed 
Fair with minor rehabilitation needed 
Marginal with major rehabilitation needed 
Poor with rehabilitation or repair needed 
Critical with need to close and rehabilitation or 

repair needed 
Critical, is closed and may not be repairable 
Critical, is closed and beyond repair 
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Bridge replacement projects may be evaluated us
ing four major impact categories: the cost to the 
highway department to replace the bridge, the physi
cal condition of the present bridge, the traffic 
volume using the bridge, and the safety of persons 
driving over the bridge (see Table 2). 

TABLE 2 Relative Importance of Bridge Replacement Priority 
Evaluation Measures 

Rank Impact Category 

2 
3 
4 
5 

6 
7 
8 

Physical condition 

Physical condition 
Traffic safety 
Traffic safety 
Service and highway depart-
ment cost 

Traffic safety 
Traffic safety 
Location 

Physical Condition 

Priority Evaluation Measure 

Minimum of superstructure con
dition and substructure con
dition 

Remaining life 
Deck width 
Road narrowing on bridge 
ADT.;. state share of construe-

tion cost 
Approach alignment 
Deck pavement condition 
Road classification 

The most important factor in bridge replacements is 
the physical condition of the existing bridge. This 
measures the ability of a bridge to avoid a cata
strophic failure. 

Because !DOH bridge data are gathered according 
to federal guidelines (1), priority evaluation mea
sures available for this impact category are the 
subjective measures of substructure condition, su
perstructure condition, and remaining life. 

Theoretically, the life of a bridge will end when 
either the substructure or the superstructrue be
comes so poor that the bridge must be closed to pre
vent its collapse while someone is using the struc
ture. Therefore, ideally the remaining life value 
will be proportional to the minimum of the substruc
ture and superstructure condition values. However, 
this is not always true because of the subjective 
nature of the measurement of these values. 

Instead of using remaining life as the sole mea
sure of physical condition, both the minimum of the 
two condition ratings and the remaining life may be 
used. These may be combined by plotting the minimum 
of the superstructure and the substructure ratings 
against the remaining life value. 

The 22 projects were subdivided into eight groups 
according to physical condition, as shown in Figure 
4. The numbers in the figure indicate project num
bers in the 1982-1984 !DOH work program (2). It can 
be seen that a remaining life of 5 years is approxi
mately equivalent to a minimum superstructure or 
substructure condition rating of 3. Likewise, 20 
years of remaining life correspond to a minimum con
dition of 7. Therefore, projects that lie perpendic
ular to the values of the linear relationship should 
be placed in the same subgroup. This should best 
reconcile the discrepancy for projects having re
maining life and minimum condition values that do 
not fall on the line. Therefore, projects having 
condition ratings of 3 and a remaining life of 5 
years were placed in the most important category 
(group A) • The next most important group consisted 
of the projects having conditions of 4 and lives of 
5 years and the project having a condition of 3 and 
a life of 10 yearo. The five projecto in thio c~tc
gory (group B) were deemed to be in approximately 
the same physical condition. The remaining 13 proj
ects were combined into six groups in the same man
ner. Of the eight groups, groups F and H needed no 
further subdivision. 
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FIGURE 4 First subgrouping step for sample 
bridge replacement problem. 

Traffic Safety 

The second most important aspect in determining 
briage replacement: priorities is traffic safety. ·1·he 
best measurement of this is the accident rate on the 
bridge. However, because this was not available, 
values of approach alignment condition, deck width, 
road narrowing on the bridge, and deck pavement con
dition from the bridge sufficiency rating data were 
used (see Table 2). Road narrowing was defined as 
the bridge deck pavement width minus the i:oadway 
pavement width. 

Assuming deck width is the most significant pri
ority evaluation measure and road narrowing is the 
next most significant, each subgroup from the physi
cal condition subsetting step may be subdivided into 
several subsets. 

CLASS A 

~10 a g'o 
~ 
go a 

c 
"i l t 0 0 .. .. z z 

-10 - 10 
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The remaining six groups were subdivided accord
ing to safety as shown in Figure 5. In this subset
ting step, deck width and road narrowing represent 
two different types of safety hazards, but deck 
widtn was determined to nave greater influence on 
priority than does road narrowing. An example of 
this is that even though project 8 had a pavement 
width 5 feet narrower on the bridge than on the ap
proach and project 1549 was 5 feet wider on the 
br i dge , bo th pro j ects we r e pla c e d in t he same saf e ty 
subgroup because both had deck widths of about 35 
feet. 

In drawing the lines separating the subgroups, 
the decision maker must decide in each case how much 
need, according to the narrowing evaluation measure, 
is required before a project may be advanced to a 
group having greater need according to the deck 
width evaluation measure. In aJ.J. six classes isee 
Fi g ure 5 ) i t may be seen that the slope of the line s 
separating the subgroups could have been vertical 
wiU10uL (,,;i:Jany.iny the membership oi each subgroup. 
However, if project 56 of class B had had the same 
deck width but a very low road narrowing value, the 
line separating the groups could have been drawn 
further to the right to include this project in 
group B.a. Of these subgroups, only six needed fur
ther subdividing. 

Service and Hisn'Wii.y Department Cost 

The next most important impact group for bridge re
placements is the cost to replace the bridge. The 
level of service provided by the bridge is also im
portant (see Table 2). Because these two groups have 
approximately the same level of importance, they may 
be combined into a single subsetting step. The high
way department cost may be measured by either the 
total right- of-way and capital cost of the bridge or 
the share of this cost that the state highway de
partment must pay. The latter me thod will give high 
er priority to bridges having greater amounts of 
federal funding. The level of service provided by 

CLASS B CLASS C 
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FIGURE 5 Subgrouping by safety priority evaluation measures within each 
condition category. 
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the bridge may be easily measured by the ADT on the 
roadway that the bridge serves. 

Instead of using a trade-off curve to combine the 
service and cost measures, a logical measure combin
ing these two measures would be the service-to-cost 
ratio: 

Service/cost ratio = ADT/ construction cost 

This value shows the relative number of vehicles 
that would be served per dollar of construction 
cost. A larger value would represent a more cost-ef
fective project. These values may be used to subdi
vide the subgroups that result from the previous 
traffic safety subsetting step. 

Subdivision according to the service-to-cost 
ratio is given in Table 3. Here groups A.c., B.a., 
B.b., c.a., D.b., and G.a. had their remaining 
projects ranked. Because each of these groups had 
only two projects in them, the project with the 
greater service-to-cost ratio was g iven the higher 
priority. 

TABLE 3 Subgrouping by Service-to-Cost 
Ratio for Remaining Safety Categories 

Class Project No. Service 7 Cost Rank 

A.c. 1549 163 
8 22 ii 

B.a. 844 21 
59 21 

B.b. 878 10 ii 
56 40 

C.a. 147 81 i 
l 37 ii 

D.b. 2860 52 jj 

2867 162 
G.a. 2861 99 

2859 45 ii 

However, in group B.a., both projects had the 
same service-to-cost ratio. Therefore, only one sub
group (group B.a.i.) needed further subdividing. 
This was done according to the next important 
priority measure, approach alignment, which is 
another safety measure. 

Project No. 

8 44 

59 

Project ~anking 

Approach Alignment 

8 
4 

Rank 

2 
1 

Now each project must be ranked against each other 
project. This may be done by listing the total set 
of projects in descending order of importance. For 
example, if only the first three impact categories 
were used, the most important project would be in 
the most important condition group, the most impor
tant safety subgroup, and the most important ser
vice-to-cost subgroup. Finally, after each project 
has been ranked, projects may be chosen for imple
mentation during the budget period until the total 
budget level has been met. 

The projects were ranked, and the appropriate 
projects chosen for implementation are given in 
Table 4. The total budget. considered for the sample 
bridge replacement problem was $1,025,000. 

RESULTS OF THE SAMPLE PROBLEM 

The technique used for the bridge replacement prob-

TABLE 4 Final Rankings and Project Choices for 
Implementation 
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Available Overall Condition 
Rank Project No. 

Chosen 

A.a. 15 
A.b. 166 
A.c.i . 1549 
A.c.il. 8 
B.a.i.l 59 
B.a.i.2 844 
B.b.i. 56 

Deferred 

B.b ,ii 878 
B.c . 888 
C.a.i. 147 
C.a.il. I 
C.b. 91 
C.c . 5 
D.a. 2862 
D.b.i. 2867 
D.b.ii. 2860 
E.a. 143 
E.b . 852 
F. 167 
G.a.i. 2861 
G.a.ii. 2859 
H. 889 

Note: Dashes= not done. 
a1n thousands of doHars. 
bsubjective rating error. 

Project Cost' Budget" Estimate 

136 1,025 
166 889 Very poor 

19 723 Poor 
45 704 Poor 

302 659 Poor 
57 357 Poor 

237 300 Poor 

122 63 Poor 
Poor 
Fair 
Fafr 
Fair 
Fair 

Po orb 
Fair 
Fair 
Good 
Good 
Good 
Very good 

lem has resulted in a ranking of the 22 candidate 
projects, seven of which were chosen for implementa
tion within a 2-year budgeting period. Because of 
the nature of the subsetting technique, these seven 
projects were in the worst physical condition of the 
projects considered. 

For the 2-year budgeting period, the bridges in 
the worst physical condition subgroup and three of 
the five bridges in the second worst condition sub
group were selected. All three of the projects in 
the second worst condition subgroup had low safety 
ratings. From the position of these bridges in Fig
ure 4 it can be seen that all seven projects chosen 
had a minimum superstructure or substructure condi
tion of 4 or less and a remaining life of 10 years 
or less. In addition, all seven projects had a road 
narrowing value of 10 ft or less, and six had a deck 
width of 30 ft or less. The distribution of the pri
ority evaluation measures for all the proposed proj
ects is shown in Figure 6. 

Obviously, the categories with the greatest need 
are substructure condition, superstructure condi
tion, and remaining life. The distribution of chosen 
projects is also concentrated on the right side in 
the deck width and road narrowing categories. The 
categories of state share of construction cost, deck 
pavement condition, approach alignment condition, 
and ADT are relatively uniform for the chosen proj
ects. This is because of the relatively lower de
gree of importance placed on these priority evalua
tion measures. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The successive subsetting technique has been devel
oped to set priorities for highway improvement proj
ects within work categories. This can be done using 
fairly inaccurate and subjective data. In addition, 
the technique is very flexible and simple to use. A 
computer is not necessary. Exact measures of impor
tance of different impact types do not need to be 
known in advance. The specific grouping of projects 
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is determined after individual values for priority 
evaluation measures are plotted and their distribu
tion over all projects is known. Then the projects 
must be s eparat ed into groups havi ng simi l a r prior
ity eval uation measures. The decision make r needs 
only a general understanding of how the data were 
gathered and of the limits of accuracy of the indi
vidual measurements. 

One problem that may develop using this technique 
is that for work categories that have a large number 
of projects it may be difficult to separate each 
project into its own group. This problem may be 
resolved in several ways. Either more priority eval
uation measures may be applied to produce a greater 
number of subsetting steps or a greater number of 
subgroups may be made in each subsetting step. 

Because the relative priorities of each project 
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are ranked using the subsetting technique, it is 
easy to determine which projects s hould be added or 
deleted if there are adjustments to the overall bud
get leve! atter the program has been d e veloped . 

/\n importan t aspect of the subsetting technique 
is t hat it may also reveal which pro jects may not be 
i n the appropriate work category . For instance , sev
eral pro jects in the bridge replacement s a mp e prob
lem were determined to be in relatively good condi
tion. It would be better if t hese pro jec ts cou ld be 
p l aced i n a l e ss c ostly work category. For example , 
br.idges in r e l atively good condition could be moved 
rrom the bridge replacement category to the bridge 
maintenance category . Thi s recatego ri zing of proj
ects could reduce overall highway improvement costs 
as well as the number of backlogged projects in some 
categories. Less important projects co uld also be 
p l aced in job categories requiring less extensive 
work. A bridge that might have a relatively low 
ptivrity i n a bridge replac ement category might 
r ece i ve a r elatively high priority i n a bridge reha
bilitation or bridge main tenance catego ry . 

This technique can isolate projects that have da
ta d iscrepancies. Pro jects that ha ve both high and 
low ratings within the same impact category s hould 
be r e - exami ned t o d etermine the true condition of 
the existing structure or roadway section. 

The simplicity and straight~orwardness of this 
procedure should make it appropriate for use by both 
more and l ess technically trained personnel. As a 
r esult , it c ould be used at both s t ate a nd local 
l eve l s of j urisd iction as well as a t central and 
distric t levels of st.ate highway offices . The graph
ic fo r mat should ma ke it easily unders t andable by 
t he layman. 

I n add i t i on, the flexibility of this technique 
should make it usable as both a manual a nd a c omput
erized procedure. If computeri zed, it would be most 
useful t o i nput trade-off c ur ves after the distribu
tions of individual pro ject priority e valuation mea
sure s have been plotted . 
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Transportation Improvement Program for 
Northeastern Illinois 

ELIZABETH A. HARPER 

ABSTRACT 

This is the first of a two-part analysis of 
the effectiveness of programming federal 
highway funds in northeastern Illinois. The 
analysis is an attempt to determine if 
amendments to the transportation improve
ment program (TIP) and awards against the 
TIP alter the originally approved invest
ment profile enough to diminish its consis
tency with regional priorities. The invest
ment profile refers to the mix of projects 
and investments with respect to investment 
categories (e.g., maintenance, improvement, 
expansion), facility types (e.g., struc
ture, roadway), fund sources, and geopolit
ical areas. The profile was compared three 
times: at approval time, after amendments, 
and after awards. Attempts are made to ex
plain differences that were found, and im
plications for the region's programming 
policies are discussed. 

The following paper is the first part of a two-part 
analysis of the effectiveness of programming federal 
highway funds in northeastern Illinois. The second 
part is to be accomplished in the fall of 1983, the 
end of the 1983 fiscal year. 

The analysis resulted from questions raised about 
the effect of awards and amendments on the achieve
ment of the goals and objectives implicit in the ap
proved transportation improvement program (TIP). As 
stated in the TIP preface: "The project contained 
in the MYP and AE detail the next steps the region 
intends to take in achieving its transportation pri
orities.• The process involved in developing this 
particular goal-oriented list of projects is exten
sive and involves "hundreds of meetings and thou
sands of person hours.• And "when the Policy Conunit
tee, as the region's MPO, ultimately endorses the 
TIP ••• all projects within it have been screened on 
technical and fiscal bases, and have been reviewed 
to ensure their consistency with regional priorities 
(.!, p. v). In addition, analyses, to indicate the 
extent to which the investment priorities are being 
addressed, are performed on the originally approved 
TIP. It is therefore desirable to determine if (a) 
the amendments and awards in any given year alter 
the originally approved investment profile so that 
its consistency with regional priorities is dimin
ished, and (b) the investment profile from year to 
year is synergistically maintaining progress toward 
the region's goals and objectives. The second ques
tion will require a comparison of the impacts of 
consecutive TIPs. The first, the subject of this 
paper, requires an examination of changes that occur 
during a given year. 

INTRODUCTION 

After approval of the TIP, and within any 1 year, 
there are two ways that the final mix of projects 

actually implemented can be altered: (a) amendments 
to the program via the work program committee (WPC) 
or the policy committee (PC) and (b) awarding of 
limited portions of the approved program. Trends in 
these activities should maintain consistency with 
goals assumed by the WPC and PC at TIP approval 
time. In an attempt to determine what trends, if 
any, exist in the changes that occur throughout the 
year the TIP investment profile is examined at ap
proval time, after amendments, and after awards. 
Profile means the mix of projects and investments 
viewed in terms of investment categories, facility 
types, fund sources, and regional councils. 

IMPACT OF AWARDS ON TIP 

The FY 82 FHWA awards include 266 projects and 
$262.3 million dollars. This accounts for 70 percent 
of the $377. 5 million programmed in the amended FY 
82 FHWA A list. Award rates for previous years have 
also been approximately 70 percent. 

The major emphasis of the awarded program is 
maintenance and improvement with 86. 7 percent 
( $227. 3 million) awarded in these categories (Table 
1) • Almost half the awarded investment was for road
way projects and almost one-third was used for work 
on structures (Table 2) • 

The major funding sources of awarded projects 
were Interstate Transfer (nearly 60. 0 percent) and 
Federal Aid Urban (29. 7 percent) (Table 3). Forty
nine percent of the awards were for projects in Chi
cago. In addition to Chicago, regional councils with 
a high proportion of the total awards include South 
(9.3 percent), Northwest (6.6 percent), and South
west (6. 5 percent) (Table 4). 

The foregoing provides a summary of the awarded 
program, and it also raises a question as to how 
this awarded program changes the emphasis of the 
policy committee's approved program. To determine 
this, a profile of the final amended annual element 
was compared with a profile of the awarded program. 
The profile includes four variables: investment 
category, facility, fund source, and regional coun
cil. Overall, these comparisons showed that the 
awards did not substantially change the makeup of 
the final amended TIP. There are, however, slight 
variations. 

The most notable shift seen in investment cate
gories (Figure 1) is away from expansion, addition, 
safety, and other investments to maintenance and im
provement investments. According to the data in 
Table 1, maintenance and improvement categories to
gether made up 81. 7 percent of the amended program 
and 86.7 percent of the awarded program. 

The data in Table 2 indicate that structure in
vestments were increased from 17 .1 percent of the 
amended program to 23. 8 percent of the awarded pro
gram. Roadway investments also increased as a pro
portion of the total program. These shifts are shown 
in Figure 2. 

The awards process had its most dramatic impact 
on the mix of fund sources. A major shift from In
terstate Transfer Transit (ITT) to Federal Aid Urban 
(FAU) is shown in Figure 3. Table 3 indicates that 
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TABLE I Changes in Investment Category 

Original Amended Awarded 

Dollars Percentage Dollars Percentage Dollars Percentage 
Investment Category (OOOs) of Total (OOOs) of Total (OOOs) of Total 

Signalization and intersection 39 ,659 10.9 32,253 8.6 25,190 9.6 
Widen and W/RS 37,462 10.3 37,051 9.8 19,852 7.6 Reconstruct. etc 49,766 ! l.2 fr\,.,.,.. .... i5 .9 )5, I n 21.0 uv,vL..> 
Other improvements 63 ,327 17.4 _l_l ,820 ~ _±1_,.l§l U1 
Total improvements 181,214 49.9 201,147 53.3 141,427 53.9 
Resurface 60,258 16.6 53,34 1 14.l 44,726 17 .0 
Structure rehabilitation 18,810 5.2 15,098 4,0 11,686 4.5 
Other 11u1i11Lernuu:e ~) ,313 .lQ 39 447 10.4 29 604 !.l.1 
Total maintenance 104,381 28.7 107,886 28.6 86,016 32.8 
Add lanes 19,188 5.3 14,345 3.8 10,179 3.9 
Other expansions 22,944 ...§.] 25,611 ~ _lL!lll 3.1 
Total expansion 42,132 11.6 39,956 10.6 18,200 6.9 
Addition 14,456 4.0 9,654 2.6 9,075 3.5 Safety 7,807 2.1 4.501 I ?. 2,829 '' Od1~r 13,514 3.7 14 ,389 3.8 4 780 1.8 
Total 363,504 377 ,533 262,333 

TABLE 2 Changes in Facility Type 

Original Amended Awarded 

Dollars Percentage Dollars Percentage Dollars Percentage 
Fund Source (OOOs) of Total (OOOs) of Total (OOOs) of Total 

Roadway 173 ,255 47.7 168,819 44 .7 126,829 48.3 
Intersection and signalization 43,943 12 . l 36,J 50 9.6 27,848 10.6 
Structure 4 7 ,485 13.I 64,625 17 . l 62,472 23.8 
Railroad crossing 4,584 l.3 7,559 2.0 1 ,274 0.5 
Miscellaneous8 86,161 23.7 88,526 23.4 38,487 14.7 
Otherb 8,076 2.2 ~ 3.l 5,423 2.1 

Total 363,504 377,533 262,333 

SJncludes non ~f1u:! Uity-specific projects like ngfonwide t:Hlgineering. 
blncludes shoulders, weigh stations, sidewalk • and so rorlh. 

TABLE 3 Changes in Fund Source 

Original Amended Awarded 

Facility Dollars Percentage Dollars Percentage Dollars Percentage 
Type (OOOs) of Total (OOOs) of Total (OOOs) of Total 

ITH 208,819 57.4 208,250 55.2 151,466 57 .7 
FAU 72,544 20.U 86,036 22.8 78,084 29.8 
!DOT 42,788 11.8 44,278 11.7 26,864 10.2 
ITT 39 ,353 10 .8 38 969 10.3 -2.,2l,2 2.2 

Total 363,504 377 ,533 262,333 

TABLE4 Changes in Regional Council Investments 

Original Amended Awarded 

Dollars Percentage Dollars Percentage Dollars Percentage 
Regional Council (OOOs) of Total (OOOs) of Total (OOOs) of Total 

Chicago 169,517 46 .6 170,883 45.3 128,629 49.0 
North Shore 11,765 3.2 11,974 3.2 10,740 4.1 
Northwest 16,442 4.5 19,472 5.2 17,218 6.6 
North Central 7,261 2.0 9,118 2.4 9,588 3.7 
Central 17,816 4.9 17,435 4.6 6,050 2.3 
Southwest 32,374 8.9 36,924 9.8 17,202 6.5 
South 29,706 8.2 28,762 7.6 24,313 9.3 
Lake 16,920 4.7 17,348 4.6 13,456 5.1 
McHenry 3,575 1.0 3,910 1.0 2,102 0.8 
Kane 10,410 2.9 10,948 2.9 4,740 1.8 
DuPage 29,210 8.0 27,063 7.2 15,165 5.8 
Will 10,791 3.0 9,212 2.4 5,106 1.9 
Region wide --1.,]J] 2.1 14 484 3.8 8 024 3.1 
Total 363,504 377 ,533 262,333 
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15,2 percent of the ITT funds were awarded whereas 
72.7 percent of the FAU funds were awarded. Figure 4 
shows that the high award rate for Chicago (Table 4) 
has a relatively small impact on the remaining coun
cils, although some minor shifts occur. 

DISPOSITION OF UNAWARDED PROJECTS 

In the previous section it was shown that the awards 

process slightly changes the profile of the program. 
However, awards are historically only 70 percent of 
the amended program. This raises a question as to 
what happens to the extra $110 million that is pro
grammed in the annual element but unawarded. Specif
ically, are there any patterns to be found in the 
investments ~hat are not awarded? 

Figure 5 traces the unawarded investments. Only 
81 percent ($88. 9 million) of the unawarded FY 82 
annual element was in the original unamended version 
of the FY 82 annual element. Eleven percent ($12.3 
million) of the FY 82 unawarded investment was 
amended into the final annual element from the 
multiyear element and 8 percent ($8. 9 million) was 
added to the annual element through amendments as 
new projects. Presumably these projects were added 
to the annual element in anticipation of their being 
awarded, but $10. 9 million of them were dropped, A 
total $66.6 million in unawarded projects were 
dropped and therefore not carried over into FY 83. 

In addition to the $110.l million in unawarded 
projects in the final amended FY 82 annual element, 
$90.1 million ($179.0 minus $88.9 million) of the 
original unamended FY 82 annual element projeoto 
were unawarded. These investments were either moved 
to the multiyear element (68. 7 million) or deleted 
($21.4 million) via amendments. Therefore, $200.2 
million ($110.l + $90.1 million) in projects were in 
the FY 82 annual element sometime during the pro
gramming year but were unawarded. 
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amended awarded 
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FIGURE 4 Regional councils: amended and awarded. 
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FIGURE 5 Unawarded FY 82 annual element investments (000,000s). 

The $200. 2 million is a substantial investment-
three- quarters the size of the total awarded pro
gram. These unawarded projects apparently make up a 
set of marginal projects that float in and out of 
the annual element and between programming years. 
Only $43.5 million was carried over into FY 83. 
Eighty-four million of the unawarded FY 82 in
vestment was originally programmed in the FY 81 an
nual element or multiyear element and carried over 
to the FY 82-86 program, unawarded, and either 
dropped or carried over into FY 83-87. 

The maintenance of this .large unawarded invest
ment (in the current as well as the previous and 
pursuant programs) allows (a) a flexible programming 

strategy that takes best advantage of a changing 
f unding envi ronme nt , (b ) changes i n the p r og r a m p r o
file and size without the obvious notice or intent 
of the WPC as a whole, and (c) the awards decisions 
of the funding entities to have a major impact on 
the profile of the region's annual element. 

IMPACT OF AMENDMENTS 

The amendment process is designed to allow implemen
tors to change the TIP to reflect changes in avail
ability of funds and project readiness. This flexi 
ble amendments procedure recognizes the rapidly 

.. 
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changing political and economic forces affecting 
funding and project preparation and attempts to take 
advantage of this dynamic environment for the re
gion's transportation interests. 

However, without monitoring, the amendment pro
cess could allow for gradual yet radical changes in 
the TIP investment profile. The discussion in the 
first section of this paper indicated that the 
awarded program changes the profile of the final 
amended program to a slight degree. That part of the 
analysis was based on the difference between the 
final amended program and the awarded program. How
ever, the magnitude of amendments may change the 
content of the TIP significantly before awards. The 
discussion in the second section indicated that the 
unawarded investments that are amended out of the 
annual element are substantial. Amendments in FY 82 
added 60 projects to the annual element and deleted 
23 projects for a net increase of 37 projects and 
$26. 7 million. That is an increase (attributable to 
projects moved in or out of the annual element) in 
dollars of 7.3 percent and in projects of 10.2 per
cent. Amendments to costs that did not move a proj
ect in or out of the program account for a decrease 
of $12. 7 million in the annual element. Altogether 
the dollar amount of the amended annual element is 

original 
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3. 8 percent larger than that of the originally ap
proved annual element. 

To determine if the content was changed signifi
cantly via the numerous amendments, the annual ele
ment investment in the original (unamended, ap
proved) and final (amended) versions was compared by 
investment category, facility, fund source, and re
gional council. The data in Table 1 show that amend
ments increased improvements slightly from 49.9 per
cent of the original program to 53.3 percent of the 
amended program (Figure 6). Addition and safety 
investments were decreased. Some shifts for facility 
types are seen in Table 2. Shown in Figure 7 are in
creases in structure and railroad crossing invest
ments and decreases in roadways, intersections, and 
signals. Changes in fund sources between the origi
nal and final programs appear to be nonexistent in 
Figure 8. The data in Table 3 indicate a slight 
increase in FAU funds and a comparable decrease in 
ITH funds as proportions of the total programs. 
Figure 9 and Table 4 show slight changes in the pro
file of the TIP with respect to regional councils. 

COMBINED IMPACTS 

The discussion in the first section indicated that 

amended 

D reslJrtace D =+r1}ct. reh~ O o +. ~1er r11-3.in~. CJ -3.dcl l~nes 

- si']. ~ int. ffi:J t:J1den ~ 1,.1.·rs O rec.on. etc* ~other 1rnp. 

FIGURE 6 Investment categories: original and amended . 

-0 r i g i o al amended 

FIGURE 7 Facility types: original and amended. 
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FIGURE 8 Fund sources: original and amended. 

original amended 

FIGURE 9 Regional councils: original and amended. 

the 70 percent award rate was slightly changing the 
profile of the amended program. Subsequent sections 
indicated that amendments are substantial and, in a 
few cases, causing notable changes in program pro
file. Figure 10 shows the original and final pro-
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FIGURE 10 Original versus final program by year and award status 
(000,000s ). 

g rammed investments by year and award status. It 
illustrates that only 62. 3 percent of the awarded 
investment was in the original annual element. Thir 
teen percent was added through amendments as new 
projects, and 25 percent was brought forward from 
the multiyear element. In the following paragraphs 
the combined impacts of these amendments and awards 
on the program profile are examined. 

The combined impacts show a notable increase in 
maintenance and improvement investments at the ex
pense of all other investment categories (Figure 
11). Within improvements, reconstruction investments 
increased considerably from 11.2 percent of the 
original program to 21.0 percent of the awarded pro
gram (Table 1). Othe r maintenance also inc r eased 
substantially. 

Another major shift occurs within facility type 
(Figure 12). Investments in miscellaneous facilities 
made up 23. 7 percent of the original program but 
only 14.7 percent of the awarded program. Inve stme nt 
in structures increased from 13 .1 percent to 23. 8 
percent (Table 2) • 

The combined impacts also show significant 
changes in fund sources. Figure 13 shows that the 
original program was 10.8 percent ITT and 20.0 per
cent FAU, whereas the awarded program was 2.2 per
cent ITT and 29.8 percent FAU (Table 3). 

The most notable change in the regional councils 
(Figure 1 4) i s a n i ncrea s e i n the i nvestment in Chi
cago from 46. 6 percent of the original program to 
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FIGURE 12 Facility types: original and awarded. 
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4 9. 0 percent of the awarded program. Because there 
are so many councils, other shifts are not obvious 
in Figure 141 however, the data in Table 4 indicate 
that significant changes did occur. 

All of the preceding has been based on shifts of 
investment dollars among categories and types of in
vestments--not on numbers of projects. This is be
" 1'1lSe the 1'm0tmt programmed i s a better indicator of 
program emphasis than are numbers of projects. 
However, changes in costs of projects caused by 
inflation, deflation, or improved estimates could 
change the magnitude of investments in categories or 
types of investments without really changing the 
original profile or intent of the program. 

Therefore, the changes in costs caused by both 
amendments and awards were examined. The differences 
i n a wa rded costs va r y cons iderably, both above and 
below the programmed cost. Twenty-six projects were 
awarded at costs more than 50 percent higher or low
er than the programmed costs. However, average costs 
were raised slightly by amendments from $934 thou
sand to $953 thousand. The awards process raised the 
average cost of projects from $953 thousand to $993 
thousand. 

Average Maximum Minimum 
Cost Cost Cost 

Pro9ram ($000s) ($000s) ($000s) 

Orig i na l annual 
element 934.5 15,175 4 

Final amended 
annual element 953.4 40,000 0 

Awarded 933.7 45,780 0 

In spite of the implications of this table, more 
projects are awarded at costs lower than their pro
grammed costs t han are no t. I n addition , the per
centage difference between awarded and programmed 
costs is approximately the same for both high- cost 
and low-cost projects. However, the fewer higher 
cost projects are more often awarded at costs higher 
than those for which they were programmed, and lower 
cost projects were more likely to be awarded at 
costs lower than those for which they were pro
grammed. This explains the higher average awarded 
cost. These cost differentials effected by the 
awards may parallel the shifts in investment pro
files seen in previous sections. It is likely that 
major differences in awarded and programmed costs 

n rig in~! 
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reflect a change in project scope or description and 
would therefore be reflected in the previous pages. 

CONCLUSIONS 

I n general, the unawar ded and amended portions of 
the TIP we r e of a magn itude g r~a t P- nough t o crea t e 
significant potential for changing the intent of the 
original program. However, except in a few cases, 
the ame ndments and awa r ds did not appear to signifi
cantly alter the profile of the program. Some impor
tant observations can be made about the shitts seen 
in the TIP profile caused by amendments and awards. 

The most obvious of these shifts was toward in
creasing investments in structure improvements. The 
major cause of these shifts is the advancement of a 
new structure (Lake Shore Drive at the Chicago 
River) from the annual element "B" list to the an
nual element "A" list, and its subsequent award. Al
though it can be said that this is insignificant 
because i t is only one project, it still represents 
a large portion of the awarded program ($40 million) 
and greatly limits capital funds available for other 
investments. 

A shift, primarily due to awards , was seen in 
fund sources. Local programmers have less power over 
the availability of the funds by source than over 
tne actual use of these funds. However, major dif
ferences exist in the restrictions and uses of the 
various funds such that major shifts in the kinds of 
funds that make up the total program could dramati
cally affect other aspects of the profile of the 
program. That some shifts are occurring in fund 
sources without major shifts in other aspects (such 
as investment categories, regional councils, and 
work types) could indicate that programmers have in 
most cases carefully planned and adjusted the pro
gram to most effectively use available funds regard
l e ss of their source . The flexible amendments proce
dure helps make this possible. For example, addit i on 
projects were decreased by about 34 percent through 
amendments, but almost all of the remaining addition 
projects were subsequently awarded. It is probable 
that programmers correctly anticipated which of the 
addition projects were likely to be awarded and di
verted the remaining funds to other eligibl e proj
ects. 

In addition to the $262 million awarded program, 
$200 million was programmed in the FY 82 annual ele-

CJ South wes t D So uth D Lak e llilllID Mc Henr'-' § ~,ane ~ DuPage 

ll!iiiiil North Shore D North'.<' es t ~ i'i. Central D Central 

FIGURE 14 Regional councils: original and awarded. 



ment sometime during the programming year but not 
awarded. Many of these projects were brought forward 
from previous years and many were carried over into 
FY 83. However, many were added to the annual ele
ment through amendments and many awarded projects 
were added to the annual element through amendments. 
The implication is that staging of projects for 
eventual award is not occurring. Rather, programmers 
are maintaining a large set of annual element proj
ects from which to select for potential award. This 
appears to be an effective means of programming for 
maximum advantage in a dynamic and unpredictable 
funding environment. 

However, cost differentials are great between the 
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original and final annual elements as well as be
tween the final and awarded program. On average, 
projects are awarded at lower than programmed costs, 
but the percentage differences between programmed 
and awarded costs are high. This suggests that sig
nificant changes in scope are occurring but that 
changes in any individual project are counterbal
anced by changes elsewhere in the program. 
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Pennsylvania Priority Commercial Network: 

Development and Applications 

THOMAS E. TENEYCK, DENNIS E. LEBO and LINDA M. PROCTOR 

ABSTRACT 

The development and application of Pennsyl
vania's Priority Commercial Network are 
documented. The Priority Commercial Network 
encompasses approximately 12, 000 miles of 
roadway of the greatest importance to com
merce in Pennsylvania. The roadways identi
fied carry traffic of more than 500 trucks 
per day or are connector roads for specific 
regional industries such as coal. The meth
odology used in network development, coor
dination efforts, and the physfcal aspects 
of the system are described. Major findings 
with respect to weight-restricted bridges, 
long steep grades, and truck incident loca
tions are analyzed as they pertain to com
mercial restrictions. The Priority Commer
cial Network has served its intended 
purpose as an effective decision-making 
tool in highway and bridge program develop
ment as well as in several other key de
partmental initiatives: (a) innovative 
bridge funding legislation, (b) identifica
tion of an agricultural access roadway sys
tem, (c) pavement management, (d) measuring 
agency performance, and (e) setting depart
ment objectives. 

The Pennsylvania Department of Transportation (Penn
IJO'l') has undertaken a new initiative to facilitate a 
program development process consistent with the goal 
of promoting commerce and economic development by 
focusing decision making on goods movement by truck. 
Highlighting the network of highways that is fre
quently used by commercial truck traffic enables the 

department to efficiently identify deficiencies that 
deter commercial truck travel. 

The Priority Commercial Network (PCN), which con
sists of all major truck routes throughout Pennsyl
vania, was identified as the base system within 
which to specify major areas where restrictions to 
commerce occur or are about to occur. Analysis of 
this network provides a view of the performance of 
the highway system and a framework within which to 
measure the performance of the highway and bridge 
programs. It is a basis for evaluating district and 
agency performance in delivering products that ef
fectively address the key objective area of highway 
commercial transportation. Deficiencies identified 
on the PCN are prime candidates for projects to be 
input to the PennDOT twelve-year program. The infor
mation obtained from monitoring the status of proj
ects or potential projects located on the PCN can be 
used as input to evaluation of the performance of 
the highway and bridge programs. 

The PCN has had direct influence on key depart
ment initiatives in pavement management, setting 
objectives, and evaluating farm-to-market roadways. 

METHODOLOGY 

The initial task in this study was to develop a 
statewide system of highways and bridges that are of 
the greatest importance to truck travel. Information 
on the volumes of truck travel in Pennsylvania was 
obtained from the PennDOT 'truck monitoring program 
and from the most recent information contained in 
traffic information files. 

The basic system was identified as the set of 
road segments across the state with average daily 
truck traffic (ADTT) of 500 or more. This basic sys
tem was stratified into four levels of ADTT (500 to 
1,000, 1,001 to 3,000, 3,001 to 5,000, and > 5,001) 
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and one level designated Interstate. An additional 
level of roads {priority connectors) with ADTTs less 
than 500 was added in areas where available informa
tion showed volumes fluctuating above and below the 
suo ADTT level or where a highway was considered to 
be of regional importance to commerce even though 
its level of truck traffic was below established 
parameters. 

Major coal-haul routes were also add~d as a sup
plement to the basic PCN. The 2, 900-mile system of 
coal-haul routes identified in the 1981 Core Coal 
Haul Study was the basis for these additions. The 
initial Priority Commercial Network identified to
taled 9,500 miles. 

The constraints to commercial travel that were 
identified on the network included deficient 
bridges, high truck incident locations, and long 
steep grades . De f ic i ent br idges on t he network (suf
ficiency rating < 80.0) were extracted from the 
Structu.re Inventory Records System (SIRS) data base 
and include bridges that are either structurally 
deficient or functionally obsolete. High truck inci
dent locations were defined as locations with 10 or 
more truck-related accidents during the most recent 
3-year period. These locations were derived from the 
PennDOT accident record system. Finally, the long 
steep grades on the network were identified accord
ing to a department study that incorporates grade, 
daily truck volume, and truck accident data in clas
sifying long steep grades. 

COORDINATION 

The objective of the coordination phase of the study 
was to draw on local and regional perspectives to 
refine the initial state-level definition of the 
Priority Commercial Network and its associated con
stra i nts. This phase was also intended to use local 
and regional input to identify key access points to 
the priority network. 

Metropolitan planning organizations, district of
fices, regional planning agencies, and other local 
and regional organizations were consulted during 
this phase. In addition, as the study progressed, 
other advisory and local interest organizations be
came involved in the review process. The suggestions 
and comments that ensued from these coordinative ef
forts were incorporated, where appropriate, as re
visions to the initial network. As a result of these 
coordination efforts, the Priority Commercial Net
work of state-owned roads increased by 17 percent to 
a total of 11,457 miles. Because of constant highway 
improvements and changes, the PCN definition and 
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constraints are reviewed and revised at timely in
tervals. 

PHYSICAL ASPECTS 

Through the use of special data base indicators, the 
PCN was integrated into the PennDOT roadway informa
tion system of al l state-owned highways. Pennsylva
nia owns approximately 45,000 miles of highways: 
thus the PCN comprises approximately 25 percent of 
state-owned mileage. Simple computer programming 
techniques allow PennDOT to view physical aspects of 
the network from a statewide or regional perspective 
at any time . 

various characteristics of the PCN are presented 
in Table 1: 

More than one-half of the PCN has truck vol
umes of between 500 and 3,000 trucks per day, 
The Interstate system comprises approximately 
10 percent of the mileage, and 
The PCN is made up of 26 percent rigid base 
roadways, 32 percent flexible base roadways, 
and 42 percent c omposite roadways. 

According to pavement serviceability ratings 
{Table 2): 

Thirty-six percent of the network is in good 
condition, 60 percent is in fair condition, 
and only 4 percent is in deteriorated condi
tion. 
Over 7,000 miles of the PCN have been resur
faced since construction. 
As shown in Figure 1 and Table 3, 98. 8 per
cent of the PCN is on a federal-aid system. 
Seventy-four percent of the system is rural, 
and 26 percent is located in urban areas. 
TWo-thirds of the network is on the federal
aid primary system. 

FINDINGS 

The analysis of Pennsylvania's Priority Commercial 
Network proved extremely valuable in the development 
of the PennDOT highway and bridge program. Network 
findings indicate that a new level of information 
and understanding, heretofore unavailable to deci
sion makers throughout PennDOT, can be provided by 
the commercial network analysis. The framework pro
vided by this information is viewed as both defen
sible and objective. 

TABLE 1 Statewide Highway Mileage on the PCN 

<500 500-1,000 I ,00 I -3 ,000 3,001-5 ,000 >5,001 Coal 
Miles ADTT ADTT ADTT ADTT ADTT Haul Total 

Highway 3,945 3,234 2,570 113 21 439 10,322 
Interstate __ o _H 327 484 290 __Q_ _Lill 

Total 3,945 3,268 2,897 597 311 439 11,457 

TABLE 2 Pavement Serviceability Ratings 

Deteriorated Fair Good 

0.9 1.0-1.4 1.5-1.9 2.0-2.4 2.5-2 .9 3.0-3.4 3.5-3.9 4.0-4.5 4.5+ Total 

Miles 16 31 434 1,243 2,546 3,064 2,349 1,385 389 11,457 
Percent 4 11 22 27 21 12 3 100 

Note: Dash= Jess than 1 percent. 
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FIGURE 1 Priority Commercial Network mileage by functional class. 

TABLE 3 Mileage by Federal-Aid Systems 

System 

Federal-aid interstate 

Total 

Federal-aid primary 
Freeways and expressways 
Principal arterials 
Principal arterials 
Minor arterials 

Total 

Federal-aid secondary 
Major collectors 

Total 

Federal-aid urban 
Principal arterials 
Minor arterial 
Collectors 

Total 

Non-federal-aid 
Local 
Minor collec tor 
Local 

Total 

Description 

Urban 
Rural 

Urban 
Urban 
Rural 
Rural 

Rural 

Urban 
Rural 
Rural 

Mileage 

225.3 
.....2Q.Ll. 
1,130.4 

263.5 
1,320.3 
1,704.6 
4 .344 .9 

7,633.3 

1,357.7 

1,357 .7 

598.2 
550.0 

__H2 

1,202.5 

7.4 
103 .8 
-11.]. 

133.4 

The constraints to commercial travel 
identified on the network included 
bridges, high truck incident locations, 
steep grades. 

Bridges 

Percent 

9.9 

66.6 

11.8 

10.5 

l.2 

that were 
deficient 
and long 

Analysis of all bridges on the 11,457-mile Priority 
Commercial Network shows that 1,095 of the bridges 
are currently deficient [sufficiency rating (SR) 
<80.0 and structurally deficient or functionally 
obsolete]. The estimated cost to repair or replace 
these bridges is $1.2 billion. A further effort was 
made to identify the most critical needs. The defi
cient bridges were separated into six categories and 
compared with all bridge deficiencies statewide: 

1. Category A--All bridges statewide with SR < 
80.0, 

2. Category B--Priori ty commercial bridges with 
SR < 80.0, 

3. Category C--Priority commercial bridges with 
SR < 50.0, 

4. Category D--Priority commercial bridges 
posted or closed or with SR< 25.0, 

5. Category E--Priority commercial bridges with 
SR < 25.0 , 

6. Category F--Priority commercial bridges 
posted or closed, and 

7. Category G--Priority commercial bridges 
posted or closed and with SR < 25.0. 

Category D (posted and closed bridges, or bridges 
with sufficiency ratings less than 25.0) represents 
a a population of deficient bridge structures that 
de- mand immediate attention for programming 
purposes. 

Updated information obtained from Pennsylvania's 
Structure Inventory Records System including the 
number of bridges 20 feet and longer, the square 
footage of deck area, and cost to repair or replace 
these bridges is recorded by district for each of 
the six categories in Table 4. 

Long Steep Grades 

Of 93 long steep grades identified statewide before 
this study effort, 85 are located on the PCN. During 
the coordination phase the districts and planning 
commissions identified 38 additional grades that 
they considered problems for truck travel. The 38 
grades identified needed to be evaluated using the 
methodology and er i ter ia that resulted in the 93 
in i tial grades, and progress i ve levels of improve
ments needed to be identified. 

Of the initial 85 grades, 68 were found to be 
adequately signed: the signing of the remaining 17 
grades is being upgraded. Ten PCN grades have been 
signed to the maximum extent and have been targeted 
for physical improvements (such as mandatory pull
off areas or truck-escape facilities). PennDOT has 
reviewed these grades and determined a progressive 
set of improvements to be considered by the dis
tricts in future betterment programs. 

High Truck Incident Locations 

Of the 278 incident locations identified on the net
work, 242 (87 percent) are on highways that carr.Y 
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TABLE 4 Bridge Deficiencies on the Priority Commercial Network 

S T A T E W I D E N E T W 0 R K p R I 0 R I T Y C 0 M M E R C I A L N E T W 0 R K 
A B c 

S.R. < 80, 0 <> ·"· 
.. ............. s: .... ..D ... < l\n n .... uv. v 

DIST SQUARE FT, SQUARE FT. SQUARE FT, 
Nl.MlEF I DECK AREi\ i DA COST I DECK AREA S DA COST I DECK AREA s DA COST 

1-0 774 2,269,550 9.28 191, 767 171 1, B7,420 8,95 56,660 92 604,802 9,60 46,007 

2-0 459 I, 112,222 4,55 168,148 72 538,008 4,2} 52,930 39 212,058 3,37 46,408 

3-0 840 1,616,326 6,62 326,602 118 bll~,4U 5,J9 165, 158 01 487,344 7,74 155,3~5 

4-0 386 1,241, 567 5,08 84,904 45 488,395 3,64 17,321 10 147,039 2,33 10,279 

5-0 463 2,100,091 6, 59 106,666 114 1,364,040 10,73 47,870 32 343,178 5,45 31, 784 

6-0 600 4.071,610 16,65 301,491 108 2,596,428 20,43 144,515 46 1,603,410 25,46 80,805 

8-0 819 1, 965, 526 8,04 77 ,495 92 634,097 4,99 9,553 JJ 264,614 4,20 7, 723 

9-0 391 1,030,231 4.21 77,823 37 362,254 2,85 7,979 10 71,570 1,14 J,831 
• 

10-0 632 1,834,688 7,50 236,140 116 1,037,986 8,16 86,565 27 172,615 2,74 42,910 

11-0 400 5,314,845 21. 73 631, 731 112 2,695,639 21.21 360,901 64 1,965,316 31,20 307,352 

12-0 646 I 1896 1007 ~ 2751702 ....!.!.Q_ 1, 1111686 ~ 212,673 _g 4261 353 ~ ~u,g;-2 

TOTAL 6,410 4,454,665 100.00 2,480,469 1,095 12, 711,396 100,00 I, 162, 125 466 6,298,299 100.00 773,406 

---

S T A T E W I D E N E T W 0 R K P R I D R I T Y C OMMERC I A l H E T W 0 R K 

" D E 
S •. R. < 80.0 POSTED & CLOSED OR S.R. < 25.0 s.R. < 00.0 

DIST SQUARE FT, SQUARE FT, SQUARE FT, 
NUMBE~ I DECK AREA j DA COST I DECK AREA s DA COST I DECK AREA I DA COST 

1-0 774 2,269,550 9,26 191, 767 31 277,824 8,45 34,856 JO 260,674 8,57 33,388 

2-0 459 1,112,222 4,55 168,148 13 36,316 1.10 9,633 11 32,245 1,06 8,155 

3-0 840 1,618,328 6,62 328,602 28 247,266 7,52 98, 166 24 193,469 6,36 70,660 

4-0 386 1,241,567 5,08 84,904 I 32,220 ,9H 762 I 32,220 1.06 762 

5-C ~ E. ! 2, H"J0,09! !!.59 106, 666 6 117. 265 3,57 23,864 6 117,265 3,86 23,864 

!:'-0 600 4,071 , 610 16,65 301,491 21 712,166 21,65 50,547 12 660,668 21,73 44,468 

8-0 819 1, 965, 526 8,04 77,495 12 45,IJO 1,37 3,745 10 41,475 1,36 3,317 

9-0 391 1,030,231 4,21 77,823 1 2,408 .01 1,025 1 2,408 .08 1,025 

10-0 632 1,034,688 7,50 236,140 9 62,115 1,89 28,284 8 54, 135 1,78 25,707 

11-0 400 5,314,845 21. 73 631, 731 29 1,446,245 43,98 235,307 25 1,399, 793 46,04 226,817 

12-0 -~ 1,896,007 ~ 275,702 _!L 309,823 9....£ 32,495 
__ 7 

246,314 ~ 17,249 

I TOTAL I 6,410 4,454,665 100.00 2,480,469 163 3,288,788 100.00 518,684 135 3,040,666 100.00 455,4121 
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TABLE 4 (continued) 

S T A T E W I D E N E T W 0 R K P R I 0 R I T Y C 0 M M E R C I A L N E T W 0 R K 
A F G 

S.R. < 00.0 S0 R0 < 50.0 POSTED & CLOSED (lR S.R. < 25.0 
DIST SQUARE FT. SQUARE FT 0 SQUARE FT. 
NUM8E~ I DECK AREA • DA COST I DECK AREA • DA COST I DECK AREA • DA COST 

1-0 774 2,269,550 9.28 191,767 5 67,325 4.72 17,328 4 50,175 4.25 15,860 

2-0 459 1, 112, 222 4.55 168,148 6 11,696 .82 3,442 4 7,625 .65 1,964 

3-0 840 1,618,328 6.62 328,602 13 168,813 11.81 77,690 9 115,017 9.74 50, 184 

4-0 386 I, 241, 567 5.08 84,904 I 32,220 2.25 762 I 32,220 2.73 762 

5-0 463 2,100,091 8.59 106,666 5 114,260 0.00 23,864 5 114,260 9.67 23,864 

6-0 600 4,071 , 610 16.65 301,491 17 181,533 12.10 32,697 8 130,034 11.01 26,618 

8-0 819 I, 965, 526 8.04 77,495 10 28,917 2.02 3,340 8 25,263 2.14 2,912 

9-0 391 1,030,231 4.21 77,823 I 2,408 .17 1,025 I 2,408 ,2D 1,205 

10-0 632 1,834,688 7.50 236, 140 7 59,795 4.18 27,792 6 51,815 4.39 25,215 

11-0 400 5,314,845 21. 73 631, 731 18 647,765 45.33 15D,948 14 601,312 50.92 142,458 

12-0 ~ 1,896,007 ~ 275, 702 _1_1 114,271 ~ 29, 123 ~ 50,762 ~ n.877 

TOTAL 6,410 4,454,665 100.00 2,480,469 94 1,429,003 100.00 368,011 66 I, 180,891 100.0D 304,739 

l,DOO or more trucks per day; of these 242, 74 (30 
percent) are on Interstates. 

Sixty-eight of the 278 incident locations have 
had 101 separate projects programmed. Of the 101 
projects, 24 have been completed within the last 2 
years, 38 are included in the 4-year priority 
program, 34 are included in either the fiscal year 
1982-1983 or fiscal year 1983-1984 betterment 
programs, and 5 are programmed beyond the first 4 
years. Examples of projects include resurfacing, 
shoulder, guardrail, median barrier construction, 
signalization, channelization, and turning lane 
construction. The remaining 210 locations (75 per
cent) identified during this study have not had 
projects identified or developed. 

APPLICATIONS 

In addition to the obvious development benefits, the 
pCN has served Pennsylvania in five additional key 
initiatives: 

1. 
2. 

pilot 
3. 
4. 
s. 

Bridge funding legislation, 
Development of an agricultural access network 

study and statewide implementation, 
Delineation of a pavement management system, 
Measuring agency performance, and 
Setting department objectives. 

Bridge Funding Legislation 

An important initial use of the PCN resulted in 
state legislation to address the bridge problem in 
Pennsylvania. Legislators recoqnized the seriousness 
of the problem by passing a $1.4 billion bridge bill 

to rehabilitate or replace 979 s tructures during 6 
years . This bill addresses various c ategories of 
bridges , a nd the PCN was ins t r umental both in the 
development of the bill and in the public and legis
lative acceptance of the bill as well as of the as
sociated funding requirements. 

Through this legislation, Pennsylvania has placed 
high priority on bridge repair. Bridges are the key 
stepping stones across Pennsylvania's entire 
117, 000-mile road, street, and highway network. The 
closing of a single bridge can make miles of good 
roadway useless until the bridge is replaced. In a 
similar manner, a weight restriction can force com
mercial traffic into lengthy and costly detours, 
sometimes on roads not designed to carry heavy traf
fic, contributing to the further deterioration of 
the highway network. This is especially true of re
strictions on the PCN. 

Pennsylvania has approximately 56,000 bridges; 
21,600 are 20 feet or more in length. There are nu
merous deficiencies on this vast system of bridges: 
7, 500 bridges are structurally deficient or func
tionally obsolete: 3, 800 bridges are restricted to 
20 tons or less: and 200 are closed to all traffic 
(three-quarters of these are off the state system). 
The total repair bill for this backlog of deficien
cies is estimated at $3 billion. 

Funding to meet this bridge crisis has been far 
from adequate. Under the Federal Surface Transporta
tion Assistance Act of 1978, Pennsylvania received 
$180 million in federal critical bridge funds over a 
4-year period. Through the Surface Transportation 
Assistance Act of 1982, the need for additional 
bridge funding was recognized. Pennsylvania will re
ceive approximately $363 million over 4 years. How
ever, this is only a meager beginning compared with 
the $3 billion backlog of requirements. 
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In addressing these funding shortfalls, the PCN 
provided a new base of information on which to make 
decisions concerning the numerous bridge replacement 
and rehabilitation proj ects. The PCN was a method of 
assigning priorities to bridge deficiencies, placing 
importance on those problems most critical to com
mercial movements and the state's economic well-be
ing. 

In th~ analysis of PCN bridge dsficiencies, th~ 

needs far exceeded the revenues anticipated under 
the Twelve Year Capital Improvement Program. Bridge 
deficiencies on the PCN were categor fzed (see Table 
4). A balance had to be struck dependinq on fundinq 
assumptions and the level of deficiency to be ad
dressed. The Pennsylvania Department of Transporta
tion Program Management Committee decided to concen
trate programming priorities on category D, those 
bridges posted or closed or having very low suffi
ciency ratings. 

Fiaure 2 shows the Seotember 1982 oroaram status 
of the category D bridges. Of 148 bridges in this 
category, 101 (68 percent) were programmed. Of the 
101 programmed bridges 1 48 were included in the 
first 4 years. The remaining 47 structures that were 
not programmed had to be addressed. 

c:::::J PROGRAMMED (101) 

cz:zz:;a PROGRAMMED FOR FIRST FOUR YEARS (48) 

c:::::J NO PROGRAM STATUS (47) 

FIGURE 2 Priority Commercial Network programmed 
bridges. Bridges posted or closed, or with sufficiency 
ratings lees than 25.0 (148 structures). 

'With uther ~tate and local priorities to consid
er, there still remained a serious lack of funding 

1982 legislation was proposed to address the orphan 
bridge problem (orphan bridges carry highways over 
railroads and ownership of these bridges is in ques
tion). Planners worked with lawmakers to expand this 
legislation to provide a complete and comprehensive 
bridge program. With expanded funding, the inclusion 
of a greater number of PCN bridges was possible 
while still addressing other state priorities. 

The entire 6-year program covers 979 structures 
and addresses the following categories of bridges. 

Big PCN bridges 
Other PCN bridges 
Other priority state bridges 
Local and agricultural bridges 
Orphan bridges 

No. 

25 
2ll 
208 
329 
206 

Approximate 
Cost {~l 

381 million 
347 million 
248 million 
178 million 
196 million 
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The PCN bridges comprise only 24 percent of the 
bridges in this program but constitute 54 percent of 
the cost. 

To fund this program. an additional fee per nXlP 
was imposed on all trucks using Pennsylvania high
ways. To gain legislative and public acceptance of 
the measure, the economic benefits to be derived 
from improvement of the PCN bridges were promoted. 
Based on the number of trucks detouring around the 
104 restricted PCN bridges and an average operating 
cost per mile, the total annual cost to the trucking 
industry is $226 million. Because the trucking in
dustry must pay an additional $fi'l million in nnnnnl 
taxes, the cost-benefit ratio to that industry is 
better than 3 to 1. 

The PCN provides an overall picture of bridges 
inhibiting corrunercial traffic--the traffic most af
fected by bridge restrictions. The PCN provides the 
information to best select, at present and in the 
future. those p ro j ects that oromise the areatest re
turn to Pennsylvania's economy. 

AGRICULTURAL ACCESS NE'IWORK PILOT STUDY 

The Priority Commercial Network is serving as a 
basis for development of further information on 
highway and bridge problems affecting specific sec
tions of the economy. Pennsylvania is currently 
developing an Agri-Access Network to complement t he 
Priority Commercial Network. This is an extension of 
the PCN focused on information on rural roads and 
bridges essential to the agricultural industry and 
rural communities of the state. 

Pennsylvania's agriculture is a vital industry. 
Cash receipts from marketing of farm products total 
$3 billion annually. Agriculture and agribusiness 
form the largest single industry in the state. One 
out of five jobs, including those of supermarket 
clerks and trucking, processing, and production per
sonnel, is in agribusiness. Farming operations also 
i.:ontrluute heavily tu the ei.:unumy through thel< 
large purchases of petroleum products, machinery, 
equipment, and materials. 

The transportation system has significant impacts 
on agriculture and rural communities. Obstructions, 
such as weight-restricted bridges, cause trip diver
sions of service vehicles that translate into higher 
operating costs. Continuing rail line abandonments 
also place an additional burden on rural roads and 
bridges. 

This current project is a cooperative effort be
tween officials of the transportation and agricul
tural sectors. Coordination with local government 

continuing throughout the effort. Local input and 
assistance in identifvinq the network are essential 
elements of the project. 

The planning effort is identifying a network of 
roadways most important to agriculture for the 
transport of commodities to market and supplies to 
the farm. This effort is identifying critical 
bridges in need of rehabilitation or replacement to 
improve the efficiency of movement of products to 
and from farm-related businesses as well as to in
crease the safety of travel by the rural population. 
Problems associated with the movement of emergency 
vehicles and loaded school buses are also being 
identified. 

The already identified Priority Commercial Net
work is serving to focus the identification of these 
routes. Information gathered throughout this project 
has also supported the importance of the PCN. The 
entire PCN has proven to be essential to the state 
agribusiness economy. The major i ty of major opera
tions serving the farm community such as processing 
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plants, fertilizer plants, and feed mills have been 
found to be located along or directly adjacent to 
the PCN. 

The PCN is almost ent i rely comprised of higher 
functionally classed hig hways such as Interstates, 
expressways, and arterials. Whe r eas these h i ghways 
link major urban centers and serve statewide and in
terstate travel, the agri-eccess highways are mainly 
collector routes linking agr !cultural areas and ru
ral communities with the PCN. 

Identification of these essentia l roadways that 
provide access between rural agr i cultural areas and 
the PCN is key to reducing transportation costs to 
the agricultural community and to obtaining the 
greatest benef its from the expenditure of limited 
roadway and bridge improvement funds. 

DELINEATION OF A PAVEMENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 

The Prior i ty Commercial Network is presently being 
viewed as an integral part of the Department of 
Transpor tation's initial pavement managment system. 

Pennsylvania has more than 45,000 miles of state
owned roadways. To implement a working pavement 
management system, the roadways are being st rat i fied 
with various levels of condition s urvey s proposed 
for each system. The Interstate sys tem and the PCN 
are being used as the core system in pavement man
agement. One hundred percent roadway distress sur
veys and r i deability sur veys will be performed on 
the system of hi ghways in a uniform manner through
out each of the 11 engineering districts. Individual 
district surveys will be performed on the remaining 
roadways throughout Pennsylvania. 

This stratification of systems will allow Penn
sylvania to manage the roadways with a unique i mpor
tance to commerce in a manner to best support eco
nomic development. The methodology also affords an 
opportuni ty for district offices to recogni ze the 
interregional importance of the PCN and to manage 
this roadway system accordingly. There is a need to 
manage a vast roadway syste m at various admi nistra
tive levels, and a PCN allows for i nnovative deci
sion making at both the network and project levels. 

MEASURING AGENCY PERFORMANCE 

The Priority Commercial Network provi des a system o f 
highways from whiol) to measure how well the agency 
bas addtessed commercial a nd economic needs and 
interests. This was accomplished by evaluating all 
construction awards on and off this network. 

Construction work initiated on the PCN from Janu
ary 1, 1979, to October 1, 1982, is given in Table 
5. More than $1.3 billion was spent for 1,470 proj
ects on this network. This compares with $1. 7 bil
lion f or al l awards during the same period. Approxi 
mately two-thirds of the $1. 3 billi on was spent on 
the replacement and rehabilitation of bridges and on 
the restoration of the commonwealth's highway and 
Interstate system. Three hundred n i nety-six million 
dollars, or less than 30 percent , was spent on major 
construction and highway complet ion projects. 

A comparison was made between awards on the PCN 
and all awards for the same period. This is illus
trated in Figure 3. The PCN comprises nearly 25 
percent of all state hi ghways; however, nearly 80 
percent of all i mprovement dollara were spent on 
this vital networ k. 

SETTING DEPARTMENT OBJECTIVES 

The Priority Commercial Network forms one of the 
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TABLE 5 Priority Commercial Network Construction 
Awards Versus All Awards 

PCN All 
Awards Awards 

Program {$000) ($000) 

Bridge replacement 99,862 139,326 
Bridge rehabilitatfon 137 ,252 178,013 
Major construction 1,216 3,013 
Highway completion 395,524 395,524 
Highway restoration 324,000 506,182 
Interstate restoration 316,351 317.272' 
Local restoration 142 44,162 
Energy conservation 6,383 9 ,224 
TSM improvements 252 427 
Safety 56,734 81,874 

Total 1,337,716 1,675,017 

a1n terstat e funding used for Woo d St reet Bridge in Pittsburgh . 

TOTAL 
MILEAGE 

TOTAL 

AWARDS 

BOTH 

BOTH 

PCN as Per-
centage of 
All Awards 

71.7 
77.1 
40.4 

100.0 
64.0 
99.7 

0.3 
69.2 
59.0 
69.3 

79.9 

PCN 
MILEAGE 

PCN 
AWARDS 

I~IGURE 3 Compari on of total state highway mileage and PCN 
mileage with total state awards and PCN awards. 

four ma j or highwa y systems i n Pennsylvani a. I n as 
sess ing the var i ous requ i rements of these systems , 
the PCN is treated as a s eparate system f or planni ng 
analysis. For example, in the deter mination o f the 
backlog routine maintenance requi r ements of the 
various sta te h i ghway systems, the req ui r ements o f 
the PCN were estimated. The dollars needed to over
come backlog maintenance needs related to pavement, 
shoulder s, d r a i nage, and appurtenances were e s t i 
ma t ed in t erms o f three levels o f maintena nce ef
fort: dollars needed f o r that s hare o f the system 
in good condition (i.e., requiring the least expen
di tures ), dollars needed to repair mileage requir i ng 
a modera te l evel o f maintenance effor t , and dol lars 
required for tha t s ha re o f the network requi r i ng ex
tensive mai ntena nce efforts. An examination was also 
made of 1981-1982 winter services expe ndi t nres (s now 
and ice removal) to dete rmine t he distribution o f 
costs for the network among the 11 eng i nee ring dis
tricts of PennDOT. Similar ly, major construction and 
bridge improvement requirements for the PCN have 
been estimated. 

In setting directions for the future efforts of 
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PennDOT, the number of roadway surface improvements 
to be accomplished over the next s everal. years on 
the PCN is being examined. This inc udes the amount 
of restoration -co be ac(.;umf'li5hed. Vii th~ !r':t~rst.ete 

portion of the network. It also includes determining 
the magnitude of resurfacing, surface treatment, and 
seal coating to be accom.plished on the non-Inter
state portions. ~.e su r facing is applicable t o t hose 

sections with higher traffic volumes; surface treat
ment and seal coating are preventive maintenance 
techniques used to protect those parts of the net-

In conclusion, the Priority Commercial Network 
has been an essential tool in departmental decision 
making and is now becoming a recognized highway sys
tem in Pennsylvania. 

Development of Pennsylvania's Agricultural 

Access Network 

DENNIS E. LEBO 

ABSTRACT 

A two-county pilot study was conducted to 
develop an Agricultural Access Network in 
Pennsylvania. The study identified the es
sential roadways that provide access to the 
rural agricultural areas for the transport 
of agdcultural commodities to market and 
supplies to the farm. It further identified 
key transportation obstructions inhibiting 
movement of products and supplies. The 
pilot study used direct input from local 
representatives in the identification and 
refinement of the network. The process used 
in developing the network is described and 
the r esults of the study are summarized. 
The identification of the Agricultural 
Access Network provides important informa
tion concerning which projects will yield 
the greatest economic benefits to the agri
cultural and rural communities of Pennsyl
vania. 

The efficient movement of agricultural products and 
farm inputs in Pennsylvania is highly dependent on 
rural roads and bridges . Restrictions on Pennsylva
nia's vast rural tra.nsportation system can result .in 
substantial economic .impacts on the agricultural and 
rural communities. 

The Pennsylvania Department of Transportation 
(Penn.DOT) conducted a pilot study to develop an Ag
ricultural Access (Agri-Access) Network. The purpose 
of the study was to provide information for respon
sible decision making and i mprove roadway service 
and access for rural communities and related agri
cultural commercial activities. This concept was an 
extension of another important initiative that in
volved the development of a Priority Commercial 
Network (PCN) composed of the major commercial 
routes in the state. 

The objectives of the pilot study were to 

Identify the essential roadways that provide 

access between rural agricultural areas and 
the PCN, 
Identify key transportation obstructions that 
inhibit movement of farm and forestry prod
ucts to market and supplies to the farm, and 
Evaluate the effectiveness of the process 
used in the pilot study before applying the 
concept statewide. 

In this paper the approach used in the develop
ment of the Agri-Access Network is described and the 
results of the analysis conducted in the two demon
stration counties are summarized. 

BACKGROUND 

Agriculture is an extremely important segment of 
Pennsylvania's overall economy. There are 61,000 
farms that market nearly ~3 billion worth of crops 
and livestock annually. There are also numerous re
l.ated activities comprising the agribusiness indus
try that employ supermarket clerks and trucking, 
i;>rocessing, and production personnel. une o f £J.v.: 
jobs in Pennsylvania is in agriculture or agribusi
ness. Farming Uf:J~caLiono also indir-ectly contr ib1_1te 
to the economy through large purchases of petroleum 
products, machinery, equipment, materials , and ser
vices. 

The transportation system has significant impacts 
on agriculture and .rural communities. An adequate 
system of rural roads and bridges is important for 
farming and forestry ope.rations and for overall ru
ral economic development. The many agribusinesses 
and rural communities of Pennsylvania are geograph
ically dispersed, have varying transportation re
quirements, and often have fewer transportation 
alternatives than do sectors located in the urban 
and suburban areas . 

Providing an effective system of rural roads and 
bridges that meet the var i ous needs of residents and 
businesses ha.s become a difficult challenge for 
state and local governments. Many of Pennsylvania's 
rural roads and bridges were first constructed when 
farm and forestry products moved to nearby markets 
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in small quantities on small lightweight vehicles. 
Today both commodities and farm supplies travel 
greater distances in larger trucks that carry loads 
at or near the maximum legal limit of 80, 000 lb. 
Pennsylvania, with approximately 56,000 bridges, has 
more than 4, 000 structures that are restricted to 
loads of 20 tons or less and many other bridges that 
are obsolete for modern travel. These obstructions 
cause trip diversions that translate into higher 
operating costs and eventually higher costs paid by 
consumers. 

The identification of an Agri-Access Network is a 
follow-up to another recent planning initiative of 
PennDOT involving the improvement of commercial 
transportation and the promotion of economic devel
opment. In 1982 planning personnel worked with local 
and regional planning agencies to identify a Prior
ity Commercial Network (PCN). This network is mainly 
composed of Interstate routes, primary traffic 
routes, and key coal-haul routes that handle heavy 
volumes of truck traffic and serve as the economic 
backbone of the state. The PCN has been important 
for setting priorities of projects that will yield 
the greatest returns to Pennsylvania's economy. It 
has been particularly instrumental in the passage of 
a $1. 4 billion bridge bill to address the state's 
serious bridge problem. This program will address a 
variety of bridge deficiencies and, in particular, 
will eliminate all bridge obstructions to commercial 
traffic on the PCN, ultimately saving millions of 
dollars annually in trucking costs associated with 
detours. 

Although the PCN provided valuable information on 
the heaviest truck routes, many roads serving the 
rural areas and the agricultural industry were not 
included. For this reason, a pilot study was con
ducted to identify those highways providing access 
between the PCN and the rural agricultural areas. 
This study provided information on which roads are 
most important to rural farming areas and on which 
obstructions are creating the greatest hardships for 
the movement of agricultural products and supplies. 

APPROACH 

The approach used in the pilot study had two princi
pal characteristics: 

The study used existing data bases and infor
mation sources and thereby eliminated the 
need for extensive new data collection. 
The study relied on input from representa
tives at the local level for the identifica
tion and refinement of the network. 

Data Base and Information Sources 

Several PennDOT computer data bases facilitated net
work evaluation and data retrieval: 

The Pennsylvania Roadway Information System 
(PARIS) provided information on roadway char
acter is tics and use that was helpful in ana
lyzing and evaluating initial network find
ings. Data extracted from PARIS included 
average daily traffic (ADT) , truck percent
ages, functional class, and federal-aid clas
sifications. 
The Structure Inventory and Record System 
(SIRS), an inventory of state and local 
bridges, was used to identify structurally 
deficient, functionally obsolete, and weight
restricted bridges on the Agri-Access Network. 
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The Project Management System (PMS) was ac
cessed to categorize deficiencies according 
to their program status. 

Other sources of agricultural and economic infor
mation were used in the analysis of the pilot coun
ties and in the development of criteria to assist in 
future statewide application of the study process. 
These included 

Pennsylvania Crop and Livestock Summary, 
1977 Economic census, and 
The Structure and Characteristics of Bulk 
Milk Pickup Routes in Pennsylvania, 1982. 

Coordination and Local Participation 

The pilot study was guided at the state level by the 
Agricultural Transportation Task Force consisting of 
representatives of federal, state, and local govern
ment and farm organizations. The task force was 
structured as a steering committee and a work group. 
The steering committee provided direction and advice 
throughout the study. The work group assured the 
timely performance of scheduled tasks. Work group 
participants provided the link between state offi
cials and local leaders of their respective organ
izations. 

Local participation was very prominent at several 
points of the study. In the initial meetings at the 
county level, county extension agents provided valu
able knowledge of the agricultural economy and the 
location of generators of heavy agricultural loads. 
Meetings with key representatives of farm organiza
tions yielded the preliminary network identification 
and information on how the transportation system af
fects particular operations. During the refinement 
task, all involved groups reviewed the initial find
ings and made recommendations for revisions and 
priorities. 

Methodology 

The work program for the pilot study was composed of 
several tasks, each yielding specific products. Al
though most tasks were related to the identification 
of an Agri-Access Network and obstructions on that 
network, certain tasks were directed to the develop
ment of information to aid in the formation and ap
plication of a statewide study. A description of the 
methodology is divided into three general phases: 

Preliminary identification, 
Data analysis and evaluation, and 
Refinement and review. 

Preliminary Identification 

The first phase of the study was accomplished 
through field visits and interviews with county ex
tension agents and key representatives of farm or
ganizations. The main objectives were to identify 
where the major agricultural activities are taking 
place and to identify a preliminary Agri-Access Net
work. Maps, showing the previously identified PCN, 
provided the basis for identification. This elimi
nated the need for duplicate identificaLion of these 
major commercial routes. 

Within each county the major areas of farming ac
tivity, the main points for delivery of agricultural 
products, and the main sources of agricultural sup
plies were identified. Information concerning the 
major agricultural products and lumber, and the lo-
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cations of various activities related to these prod
ucts, was included. Locations included, but were not 
l ;mit"n tn, g.,n.,rAtnrs nf h"Avy loAns such "" lum
ber, milk and poultry processing plants, feed mills, 
and fertilizer plants. This information was plotted 
on maps including an indication of where commodities 
move from one county or state to another. The local 
participants! knowledge of the agribusiness func
tions was extensive and provided the sound base 
needed for further development of the Agri-Access 
Network. 

The next step was the development of a prelimi
nary system of highways deemed most important to 
carry heavy agricultural loads. These highways 
provided a network complementary to the PCN. They 
consisted of those routes providing access to groups 
of farms and essential agricultural and rural func
tions. Local representatives readily identified this 
prP.liminary Agri-Access Network from their expe
rience. They also noted specific transportation 
problems related to this network. 

Data Analysis and Evaluation 

The preliminary network and bridges on the network 
were identified on PennDOT data bases. This facili
tated data retrieval and analysis during the pilot 
study. I~ will also provide for future periodic re
view and development of information for setting pro
gram priorities. 

Analysis was conducted to identify those agri
access roads most critical to hauling o f 40-ton 
loads. Available average daily traffic (ADT) infor
mation and truck classification counts were analyzed 
to determine which highways carry larger 4- and 
5-axle trucks. Information, gathered from local farm 
representatives in earlier tasks, about the benefits 
of lower-than-maximum load limits to particular 
county activities was also important. Brid,ge engi
neers were consulted to determine the feasibility 
and cost-effectiveness of upgrading bridges to less 
than maximum load limits. 

A most important portion of the work prog.ram in
volved the identification of highway obstructions. 
Weight-restricted bridges, posted and bonded roads, 
and other obstructions to agricultural truck traffic 
on the identified agri-access highways were identi
fied and located on maps. The bridge information was 
extracted from the Structure Inventory and Record 
System (SIRS). Throughout the study, other data were 
compiled to be used in assigning priority to the 
obstructions and deficiencies that were identified. 

figures and economic information, (b) approximate 
number of farmers dependent on a particular defi
cient bridge or route, and (c) increase in distance 
or time or both due to detour. 

The evaluation of the preliminary Agri-Access 
Network involved examining the characteristics of 
the highways, especially those characteristics re
lated to function and use. This facilitated the es
tablishment of criteria to provide a basis for the 
evaluation of agri-access roads in other counties of 
the state. Several sources of information were exam
ined: 

Sample truck classification counts were taken 
to determine the existing level of truck 
traffic on the identified roads in the pilot 
counties. These counts separated traffic by 
vehicle type and number of axles. This infor
mation was combined with existing traffic 
count information from PennDOT files and data 
bases to determine truck traffic levels on 
the preliminary network. 
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The functional classification of the identi
fied network roads was examined to determine 
the type of use made of th.,se highways. Com
parisons were made between the two demonstra
tion counties. These were also compared to 
similar findings for the PCN to determine 
similarities and differences. 
county economic information was examineU to 
develop comparisons according to agricultural 
dependence. The total economic activity sales 
for each county were extracted from census 
information. This total was compared with the 
total agricultural activity sales to deter
mine each county's economic dependence on 
agr i,culture. 

Refinement and Review 

The objective of this task was to refine initial 
findings from local knowledge. Farm organizations, 
the county extension service, regional agricultural 
representatives, township representatives, local 
transportation officials, and county planning agen
cies participated in this task. Participating organ
izations were provided maps of the preliminary net
work and associated listings of the identified 
obstructions. Project descriptions and the status of 
projects programmed to eliminate the obstruction 
were included. 

Each organization was asked to verify informa
tion, make suggestions for revisions, and note addi
tional problems related to the movements of agricul
tural products and supplies. Local officials were 
also requested to include problems related to the 
movement of emergency vehicles and loaded school 
buses. The collection and compilation of the refine
ment products were facilitated by the county exten
sion offices. Throughout this task, all organiza
tions had ample opportunity for equal review. 

At the conclusion of this local review period, 
recommendations were incorporated into the network 
and listings of obstructions. The final products 
were presented to and approved by the Agricultural 
Transportation Task Force. This final product was 
agreeable to all participating organizations. 

DEMONSTRATION COUNTIES 

Lancaster and Tioga were the two Pennsylvania coun
ties chosen for this pilot study. Both areas are 
highly agricultural, but they also have other dif-

resentative of conditions in other sections of the 
state. A comparison of se11eral county facts is pre
sented in Table 1. There are significant variations 
between these counties in the levels of population, 
road mileage, and agricultural production. The land 
use patterns are also quite different, which is 
primarily a result of the topography of the land. 

Lancaster County 

Lancaster County is unique because it is the leading 
agricultural producing county in the state and also 
contains one of. the major urban areas. The county is 
located along the southern border of Pennsylvania 
east of the Susquehanna River. Many of the commodi
ties produced in Lancaster County are transported to 
the city of Philadelphia located only 60 miles to 
the east. 

Fertile soil and gentle terrain have made Lan
caster County one of the richest farming areas of 
the nation. This county is the leading producer of 
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TABLE 1 Data on Demonstration Counties 

Lancaster Tioga 

362,346; 7th in state 40,973; 50th in state Total population 
Rurol population 
Tohl land area (miles2 ) 

Forest land 

164,580 or 45% of total county population 
946.l 

33,846 or 83% of total county population 
1,146.0 

Crop land 
Pasture land 
Other 

153 .3 (16.2%) 
584.7 (61.8%) 
32.2 (3.4%) 
175.9 (18.6%) 

728.9 (63.6%) 
187.9 (16.4%) 
116 .9 (10.2%) 
112.3 (9.8%) 

Largest cities and boroughs Lancaster (city, pop. 54,725) 
Columbia (boro., pop. 10,466) 
Elizabethtown (boro., pop. 8,223) 
3,588.1 

Wellsboro (boro., pop. 3,805) 
Mansfield (boro ., pop. 3,322) 
Elkland (boro., pop. l ,974) 
1,763 .4 

Total roadway (miles) 
State system 
Local system 

Bridges (total) 
State system 
Local system 

No. of farms 

l,31 8.7 769.0 
2,269 .4 994.4 
1,008 601 
754 488 
254 113 
5,330 (ls! in state) l ,060 (12th in state) 

Agricultural production 
Primary activity/Rank Cattle, calves, milk, and crops (wheat, corn, 

alfalfa, hay, tobacco)/ l st 
Milk, sheep, lambs/6th, hay/4th 

Value/Rank in value of agricul
tural products 

$435 ,580,000/l st 

agricultural products in Pennsylvania. Lancascer 
County's agricultural products are valued at over 
$400 million annually. Much of this value reflects 
extensive livestoc k activities involving dairy, 
poultry, and meat a nimals. The county is a leading 
producer of several crops including wheat, corn, al
fa lfa , hay, and tobacco. Despite its high p r oduction 
levels, the county ' s output is unable to meet the 
feed requ i r emen t o f all livestock. Tobacco is grown 
prima rily in t he e a stern portion o f the coun ty . 
Poul t ry o per a tions are g e ne rally l ocated in the 
northern half of the county, and dairy farming is 
prominent in the southern half. 

Heavy truck tonnages are customarily associated 
with the hauling of such commodities as milk, feed, 
the products of poultry processors (broilers and 
eggs), and fertil i zer. Although there are some 
dairies located in the county, most of the milk pro
duced there is trucked from the farm to the Phila
delphia region. Most of the milk is transported in 
large tractor-trailer tank trucks. Milk pickups and 
feed deliveries are the activities most associated 
with the heavy daily truck trips. The trucking of 
fertilizer from plant to farm is a seasonal activ
ity, mainly occurring in the spring and fall. 

The city of Lancaster, located in the center of 
the county, is the hub of economic activity. Many of 
the industries located in and around the city are 
related to agribusiness. The majority of generators 
of heavy tonnages to and from the farm are located 
along main arterial routes included in the PCN. 

Tioga County 

Tioga County is typical of many of the rural 
northern counties of Pennsylvania. This region is 
mountainous and sparsely populated. Tioga is located 
along the border of New York State and has the sec
ond largest land area of any county in Pennsylvania. 

Because the county has no major urban centers, 
much of the economic activity is related to farming. 
Largely because of the county's mountainous terrain, 
dairy farming is the principal agricult~ral activi
ty. Milk production ranks sixth in the state. Of $5J 
million in total 1981 agricultural cash receipts in 
Tioga, $49 million resulted from livestock prod
ucts--primarily milk. 

The majority of the milk produced in Tioga county 
is trucked to New York State. Heavy truck tonnages 

$47,937,000jl 2th 

of milk hauling are in the form of 10-wheel tankers 
holding approximately 30,000 pounds of milk. The use 
of larger milk tankers could provide cheaper and 
more efficient service to the dairy farmer. The ter
rain and the current posted bridge situation prevent 
the use of these larger vehicles in this county, 
This is a concern in Tioga County because the dairy 
farmer is responsible for transportation costs. 

More than 63 percent of Tioga's land area is for
ested. There is little access to the southwestern 
quadrant of the county, which is primarily mountain
ous. The lumber industry produces heavy loads in ex
cess of 75,000 pounds. The timbering activities are 
scattered and constantly changing locations. Saw
mills are located near US-6 and other main PCN 
routes. 

A major problem associated with Tioga County is 
lack of alternate routes. Tioga has 21 percent more 
land area than Lancaster County but only one-half 
the mileage of highways. This is because of the dif
ferences in terrain and population. For this reason, 
detours associated with posted bridges are generally 
longer. 

RESULTS 

Network 

The Agri-Access Network was identified in both Lan
caster and Tioga counties. The mileage totals are 

Lanc aster Tioga 

Preliminary network 
State owned 227.7 245.6 
Locally owned 37.0 

Refinement additions 
State owned 11. 6 16.3 
Locally owned 13.5 

Final network 289.8 261. 9 
PCN 376.9 155.l 

The network mileaqe comparisons between the two 
counties indicate both similarities and differences. 
The Agri-Access Network in Lancaster includes 50. 5 
highway miles that are owned by townships; the net
work in Tioga includes only state-owned mileage. The 
Agri-Access Network consists of similar mileage to
tals in the two counties. Although the PCN mileage 
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in Lancaster is more than twice that in Tioga, a 
summation of both networks indicates that these net
works comprise 51 percent of all state-owned roads 
in Lancas~er and 54 percen~ in rioga. 

The Agri-Access Network, as defined during this 
pilot study, will not necessarily remain constant. 
As is done with the PCN, the Agri-Access Network 
definition and constraints will be reviewed and re
vised at timely intervals. Revisions in the network 
may result from changes in the size and number of 
farms or in the type and size of farm equipment. The 
establishment or relo"cation of agricultural truck 
generators may affect the importance of adjacent 
highways. Continuing rail line abandonments may also 
place an additional burden on other rural roads and 
bridges not previously identified. 

Obstructions 

Bridge restrictions were found to be the most sig
nificant restrictions to the movement of agricultur
al products. The following table gives the status of 
the bridges on the Agri-Access Network . 

Lancaster Tioga 

Total bridges 124 189 
Structurally deficient ~· 52 ., ... 
Functionally obsolete 26 24 
Posted 18 16 
Programmed for repair 

Bridge bill 6 8 
Twelve-year program 4 1 
Maintenance program 5 5 

There are 133 agri-access bridges that are clas
sified as structurally deficient or functionally ob
solete. A total of 52 of these deficient bridges 
were identified during this study. These bridges are 
currently weight restricted, critically need repair 
to avoid posting, or were identified by reviewing 
agencies as obsolete for current travel demands. 

A total of 29 bridges on the Agr i-Access Network 
are programmed for replacement or rehabilitation. 
Improvements are identified under one of three pro
grams: bridge bill, twelve-year program, or main
tenance program. The bridge bill projects are capi
tal improvement projects contained in the $1.4 
billion bridge bill and will be under way within the 
next 6 years. The twelve-year program projects are 
capital improvements recommended for the 6 years be
yond the bridge bill. Maintenance projects are 
smaller cost improvements that are completed with 
county maintenance appropriations. 

There were other obstructions noted during the 
refinement stage of the pilot study. These generally 
involved maintenance level problems related to road
way conditions or problems inhibiting the use of 
large farm equipment. A particular problem noted in 
Tioga County involved coal hauling on several routes 
in the northeastern quadrant of the county. Each 
year after surface treatment is applied to the 
routes, heavy coal trucks use the roads, which re
sults in rapid deterioration of the roadways. These 
routes provide better access for marketing of prod
ucts than the alternate route, Traffic Route 549. 
Using this alternate route involves traversing a 
long steep grade that is difficult for truck travel. 

Network Evaluation 

The Agr i-Access Network for the two counties was 
evaluated and compared. The findings can be used to 
generalize the type of highways that were identified 
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during the study and to provide criteria for even
tual application of the pilot study principle to 
other counties of the state. The travel levels and 

th~ 

were the main characteristics examined. 
A comparison of travel levels indicates consider

able variance between the two counties. Figure l 
shows a summary of mileage by average daily traffic 
(ADT) range. The majority of network highways in 
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15.403 MILES 

49.605 MILES 

118.838 MILES 

28.062 MILES 

27 .367 MILES 

239 .275 STATE
OWNED MILES 

FIGURE I Mileage by ADT range. 

TIOGA 

115.740 MILES 

86.434 MILES 

58.526 MILES 

.737 MILES 

.48 5 MILES 

261.922 STATE
OWNED MILES 

Lancaster has traffic levels above 1,000 ADT. In 
Tioga, 77 percent of the network roads carry less 
than 1,000 ADT, and 44 percent carry under 500 ve
hicles per day. An analysis of truck traffic levels 
on the network produces similar results. From sample 
truck classification counts, an estimate was devel
oped of mileage by average daily truck traffic 
(ADTT) range. The figures indicate that it is diffi
cult to define equal truck traffic criteria for dis
similar counties such as Lancaster and Tioga. A 
level of 50 trucks per day is reasonable in Lancas
ter, but 50 percent of the identified network in 
Tioga has ADTT below this level. The following is an 
estimate of mileage by ADTT range. 

Miles 
ADTT Lancaster ~ 

25 to 50 22 130 
50 to 100 126 78 
100 to 300 101 51 
Above 300 41 3 

A comparison of other highway characteristics of 
the Agri-Access Network yields greater similarities. 
The functional classification status of the network 
is shown in Figure 2. An important finding is that a 
large majority of roads in both counties are either 
major or minor collectors. The network in both coun
ties is composed of 76 percent collector roads. The 
separation of mileage by federal-aid classification 
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LANCASTER 
(239.27 5 TOTAL 

STATE-OWNED MILES) 

TIOGA 
(261.922 TOTAL 

STATE-OWNED MILES) 

- EXPRESSWAYS/FREEWAYS/ PRINCIPAL ARTERIALS 

D MINOR ARTERIALS 

~ MAJOR & MINOR COLLECTORS 

D LOCAL 

FIGURE 2 Mileage by functional class. 

is given in Table 2. The majority of mileage (56. 7 
percent) in Tioga is not on a federal-aid system. If 
locally owned mileage is included for Lancaster, 
57.l percent is non-federal-aid. 

Figure 3 and Table 3 present the same comparisons 
for the PCN in the two counties. A large majority of 
highways on the PCN are arterials. Approximately 98 
percent of the PCN is on the federal-aid-system. The 
PCN serves statewide and regional travel and links 
c i ties a nd boroughs. The Agr i-Acces s Network pro
vi des connections between the highe r and lower sys
tems, serves smaller communities and intracounty 
travel, and links local traffic generators. 

Network Criteria 

After examining alternative methods of determining 

TABLE 2 Agri-Access Network Mileage by Federal-Aid 
System 

System Lancaster Tioga 

Federal-aid primary 
Principal arterials (urban) 2.840 0 
Minor arterials (rural) 14,342 21.420 

Subtotal 17.182 (7.2%) 21.420 (8.2%) 

Federal-aid secondary 
Major collectors (rural) 85 .537 92.080 

Subtotal 85 .537 (35.7%) 92 .080 (35 .1 %) 

Federal-aid urban 
Minor arterials 17.946 0 
Collectors 3.293 Q_ 

Subtotal 21.239 (8.9%) u 
Non-federal-aid 

Minor collectors (rural) 9 1.827 107 .069 
Locals (rural) 23.490 41.353 

Subtotal 115.317 (48.2%) 148.422 (56.7%) 

Total state-owned miles 239.275 261.922 

LANCASTER 
(376 .8 TOTAL MILES) 

TIOGA 
(lSS.1 TOTAL MILES) 

- EXPRESSWAYS/FREEWAYS/PRINCIPAL ARTERIALS 

D MINOR ARTERIALS 

~ MAJOR & MINOR COLLECTORS 

D LOCAL 

FIGURE 3 PCN mileage by functional class. 

TADLE 3 Priority Commercial Network Mileage by 
Federal-Aid Sys tem 

System Lancaster Tioga 

Federal-aid primary 
Freeways and expressways 10.826 0 
Principal arterials (urban) 52.328 0 
Principal arterials (rural) 66.332 34.414 
Minor arterials (rural) 122.424 105 .784 

Subtotal 251.910 (66.9%) 140.198 (90.4%) 

Federal-aid secondary 
Major collectors (rural) 90.620 11.111 
Subtotal 90.620 (24.0%) 12 .223 (7.9%) 

Federal-aid urban 
Principal arterials 3.706 0 
Minor arterials 20.873 0 
Collectors 0.673 Q 
Subtotal 25.252 (6.7%) 0 

Non-federal-aid 
Minor collectors (rural) 8.246 2.693 
Local (rural) 0.864 o __ 
Subtotal 9.110 (2.4%) 2.693 (1 .7%) 

Total 376.892 (100.0%) 115.114 (100.0%) 
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truck criteria, three guideline criteria for evalu
ating agri-access roads were established: 

-. Functional class of selected roads, 
A 25 to 50 sliding scale of trucks per day, 
and 
Agricultural activity by county. 

The network analysis in Lancaster and Tioga showed a 
large portion (76 percent) of the network was com
posed of collec t or roads . These find.inqs substan
tiated the basis on whi ch functional c r i t e ria could 
apply statewide. 

A s lid i ng scale of 25 to 50 trucks per day was 
established after analysis of truck traffic levels 
on the Agri-Access Network. Tabl e 4 gives guidelines 
for the determination of levels of truck traffic to 
be expected on the Agri-Access Network in different 
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TABLE4 Guidelines for Truck Criteria: County Scale of 25 to 
50 Trucks per Day, County Ranking by Agricultural 
i111puci.a1u;.: 

Agricultural Agricultural 
County Activity(%) County Activity (%) 

25 Truc.ksf[)•y 

Fulton 40.0 Wyoming 15.9 
Sullivan 32.2 Tioga 15.5 
Susquehanna 26 .9 Adams 13 ,0 
Juniata 25 .6 Wayne 12.6 
Potter 22.0 Bradford l l.9 
Perry 21.5 Snyder 10 .8 

50 Trucks/Day 

Union 9.2 Schuylkill 1.8 
Bedford 8.4 Jefferson 1.6 
Franklin 7.7 Erie 1.6 
Huntingdon 7.4 Lycoming .... 
Lancaster 7.3 Venango 1.3 
Mifflin 6.3 Warren 1.2 
Armstrong 5.7 Northampton 1.2 
Somerset 5.1 Fayette I. I 
Chester 4.8 Dauphin 1.0 
Crawford 4 .7 Washington 0.9 
Lebanon 4.1 Cambria 0.9 
Columbia 3.6 Monroe 0.8 
Montour 3 .5 McKean 0 .8 
c~ .. ntre 1?. Elk 0.8 
Clarion 3 .0 Westmoreland 0.7 
Northumberland 2 .8 Carbon 0 .7 
Indiana 2.8 Bucks 0.7 
Berks 2.6 Oearfield 0.6 
Mercer 2.5 Lehigh 0.5 
Ointon 2.5 Cameron 0.5 
Forest 2.2 Lackawanna 0 .4 
Pike 2.0 Luzerne 0.3 
Greene 2 .0 Beaver 0.3 
Cumberland 2.0 Montgomery 0.2 
Butler 2.0 Delaware 0.2 
York 1.9 Philadelphia 0.0 
Lawrence 1.9 Allegheny 0.0 
Blair 1.9 

counties. The criteria for county ranking of agri
cultural importance were developed based on the per
centage of agr i cultural activity compared to total 
economic activity sales. The greater a county's de
pendence on agricultural activities, the lower the 
level of truck traffic required on identified high
ways. This concept proved acceptable as long as 
there remained a degree of flexibility and consider
ation for the seasonal dimensions of farming activi-
ties. 

The third criterion to consider is the level of 
agricultural activity in each county. Future network 
devel opment in the remainder of the state should 
take into account relative levels of agricultural 
activity in counties. The total mileage identified 
in each county should be in general proportion to 
that county's agricultural level of agricultural ac
tivity. 
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Critical Heavy-Load Roads 

Because of the larger and heavier vehicles used in 
Lancaster County, preliminary a nalysis did not iden
t i fy any bridges beneficial at less than maximum 
load l imits. However, becaus e of conditions peculi ar 
to Tioga County's agricultural community, such as 
r ugged moun tain t errain , iso ated r ur a l a reas, a nd 
long de t our s , six bridges in t h i s county we r e i den
tif ied by farm representatives as benefic i al i f 
posting limits were raised to 20 tons. such upgrad
ing would mean the difference between s urvival and 
ruin to approximately 15 farms in Tioga. 

The feasibility of building o r upgrading bridges 
to less than max i mum· load limi ts was investigated 
with t ransportation b ridge eng i neers . Their a na lysis 
showed that it would not be cost- effective to bu ild 
or replace bridges for less than 40-ton limi ts. How
ever, it was determined that, in ce r tai n cases, 
bridges could benefit users if strengthened to raise 
load limits above very low levels. These repairs 
will be temporary and future replacement of the 
bridge will be necessary as funding becomes avail
able. 

After conferring with PennDOT bridge engineers, 
it was decided that future recommendations for less 
than 40-ton load limits would be determined on a 
project-by-project basis. 

CONCLUSIONS 

This pilot study has identified an Agr i-Access Net
work and provided valuable information for decision 
making in the Pennsylvania Department o f Transporta
tion. It has provided vital knowledge of the rela
tive importance of r ural roads and bridges to rural 
economic activities in two counties. The results can 
be useful in the determination of which improvement 
projects will provide the greatest economic benefits 
to rural areas. 

Involvement of local representatives at various 
stages was important to the success of the study. 
These individuals, who are most affected by obstruc
tions on the highway system, provided direct input 
concerning the relative importance of particular 
roads and bridges. The exchange of information be
tween state and local representatives supported the 
process and resulted in a better local appreciation 
of state government. 

Statewi de application of the approach used in the 
pilot study is expected to require certain flexibil
ity. Travel levels on the Agri-Access Network are 
eJ({>e ted i:.o v c11. y uonc; id~i"ably t.ati':~~ diffe :: e.~t 

parts of the state . rn rural, sparsely populated 
cou·ntias such ae Tioga, the re!a.t!1'.7e b npnrtance of 
agricultural activities must guide the development 
of the network. Certain crite ria have been estab
lished as a basis for future network identification. 
Application of these principles in a responsible 
manner can yield reliable and defensible information. 




